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Prologue
If ever you are required to research something on the heritage of the RAF College - it 
could be looking up details of a relative who might have been trained at the College, or it 
could be a more complex review of specific trends throughout its 100 year history - 
inevitably you will be encouraged to explore the Library’s holding of College Journals. 

In addition to many other records held within the College and other, third party archives, 
these journals contain a wealth of information on the milestones, the events and the 
thinking that underpinned College operations. They are essential reading for anyone who 
wishes to gain an understanding of how the College evolved and took on the challenges 
that confronted the world’s oldest air training academy throughout its marvellous history. 

As its contribution to “College 100” - the celebration of 100 years of officer training at the 
RAF College -  the Cranwellian Association has created a suite of albums that capture 
RAF Cranwell’s heritage. Not least are the albums, one for each year of the College’s 
existence, that reproduce extracts from the College Journals. 

This particular album is one of six chapters that portray 100 topics - ‘memories’ per se - 
each drawing on Journal extracts in an attempt to summarise life at the College 
throughout its history, from a variety of perspectives. They are extracts of original articles 
in the Journals and so their accuracy is dependent on the authors of the day; the dates in 
each slide title indicate each article’s date of origin.  

We hope “College 100 Memories” gives you an enjoyable insight into life at the College 
between 1920 and 2010. Happy reading.



Memories that Symbolise College Training in 100 Years

4.     Commandant’s Report (1925)
5.     First E&S Graduation (1950) 
8.     First CCF Camp at Cranwell (1950)
10.   Leadership Training (10) (1962, 2007 & 2010/12/13)
24.   Recruiting, Selection & Training (4) (1963, 1997, 2007, 2013)
32.   Henlow-Cranwell Merger (1964)
35.   Management Training (2) (1968 & 1969)
39.   The Graduate Entry Scheme (1969)
42.   DAW Articles (3) (1974/5/6) 
51.   OACTU & IOT Courses (12) (1978, 1985/6, 1997, 2010/12/13/16) 
75.   SERE Training (3) (1980, 2007 & 2010/13)
80.   Nav/WSO Training (4) (1983/4, 1984/5, 1997, 2010)
88.   Regiment Training (1983/4)
89.   UAS Training (3) (1983/4, 1984/5 & 2012)
92.   Boys Wing Reunion (1985/6)
93.   Elementary Flying Training (2010)
95.   Air Power Studies (2010)
99.   Scholarship Scheme (1997)
101. Physical Education (1997)
105. DCAE Training (2007)
107. College Life Long Learning (2) (2012/13)
110. International Student Training (2012)

To start any specific article: 
1. Note the slide number shown in red on this page; then  
2. Scroll to the slide number shown in the article, e.g. 4



Spring 1925 - Commandant’s Report4
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June 1950 - First (E&S) Graduation (2)



June 1950 - 49 Entry and First (E&S) Graduation (3)



June 1950 - First CCF Camp at Cranwell (1)8



June 1950 - First CCF Camp at Cranwell (2)
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AVM Gray Leadership Essay Prize 
The late Air Vice-Marshal J A Gray CB CBE DFC GM underwent flying training at Cranwell in 1917.  On 1 April 
1918 he was transferred to the RAF where he served for 36 years, including a tour as a flying instructor at 
Cranwell in 1935.  After a distinguished career he retired in 1954 and died in 1987.  In his Will he bequeathed a 
share of his estate to the Royal Air Force College, and the legacy was used to set up a Trust Fund entitled ‘The 
AVM Gray Memorial Fund’.  The Fund supports projects that are concerned with “improving the efficiency of the 
RAF by encouraging the study of leadership”.  This may be through essays or presentations.  In 2006 the 
memorial fund was used to support an AVM Gray essay and leadership presentation competition. 

GOERING AND DOWDING -  
A COMPARISON OF LEADERSHIP DURING  

THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN 
by Flying Officer Priestley (216 IOTC)  

Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh Dowding and Hermann 
William Goering, German Reichsmarschall, 
commanded opposing sides during the historic Battle 
of Britain.  This was a battle like no other before and 
no other since.  It is now as ingrained in British 
history as deeply as Trafalgar and the Battle of 
Hastings1.  This paper will assess the leadership of 
both commanders, the decisions they made and the 
impact of these decisions upon the Battle and 
ultimately the Second World War.  

It will be proved that Goering failed completely as an 
Air Leader during the Battle of Britain.  This was 
largely due to his inability to accept the facts 
presented before him and his choice to over estimate 
the capabilities of the Luftwaffe.  In addition, in 
agreement with Hitler, he broke one of the key 
principles of war, which is Selection and Maintenance 
of the Aim2.  Dowding as we will see had an innate 
ability to plan and grasp the reality of a situation 
particularly at the strategic level.  However, he does 
not escape criticism due to his failure to put an end to 
the disagreement on tactics between two of his most 
senior commanders, which in different circumstances 
could have had a seriously adverse effect on how the 
air battle developed. 

To be able to make an objective assessment of 
Dowding and Goering as leaders, we must take into 
account the situation both leaders found themselves 
in.  Dowding starting the battle with his brain child: 
the first ever three pillared Integrated Air Defence 
System, with an Air Force of modern heavily armed 
metal skin fighters, but heavily outnumbered.  
Goering on the other hand had an astonishingly 
successful Air Force designed for tactical lightning 
war (Blitzkrieg).  He was, however, presented with a 
previously unexpected and unplanned mission to 
destroy the RAF and pave the way for Operation 
Sealion, the German invasion of Britain. 

Dowding and Goering as characters were poles 
apart: Dowding austere, aloof and self opinionated,3
traits that made relationships with ministers and 

fellow senior officers difficult at times.  Crucially, 
though, he did develop good relationships with those 
directly involved in his business, namely Lord 
Beaverbrook, the Minister for Aircraft Production, and 
Air-Vice Marshal Keith Park, one of his most loyal 
Group Commanders.  Goering on the other hand had 
a colourful and engaging character albeit mixed with 
a degree of pomposity and vanity.  He was politically 
aligned with his leader but tainted by a history of 
mental health problems, exacerbated by his addiction 
to Morphine and later Paracodeine, a legacy of an 
injury sustained during the 1923 beer hall putsch.4
Both men had seen action in the First World War and 
fought with distinction, but at no time did they display 
the acts of outstanding leadership that would indicate 
their potential to become major players some twenty 
years later. 

Following the allied evacuation at Dunkirk, the two 
leaders had different thoughts and priorities.  Goering 
chose to allow large elements of his Luftwaffe to go 
on leave back to Germany.  This could be seen as a 
leader who cared for the welfare of his troops, giving 
them a reward for a job well done so far.  By doing 
so, though he missed a chance to evaluate with his 
commanders and pilots what lessons could be 
learned from the campaign so far.  And there were 
several lessons.  Although successful, a price had 
been paid in terms of aircraft and aircrew.  The 
Luftwaffe failed to seriously disrupt the allied retreat 
at Dunkirk and suffered heavy losses to the Spitfire 
and Hurricane Squadrons flying over the channel 
from England.  As General Adolf Galand wrote, 
‘Dunkirk should have been an emphatic warning to 
the leaders of the Luftwaffe’5. This was an early 
example of Goering’s inability to evaluate the 
situation before him. 

Conversely Dowding became more focussed than 
ever, fully appreciating the dire situation Britain was 
in.  The Army was in disarray and we had a critical 
shortage of fighter aircraft and pilots mainly due to a 
futile attempt to stop the inevitable fall of France.  
Dowding was strongly against the despatching of 
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aircraft at this late and desperate stage as he viewed 
it as a lost cause.  After the fall of France he was 
heard to say, ‘Thank God we are now alone’,6 a clear 
reference to the relief he felt at not having to lose any 
more of his invaluable fighters, which would be 
desperately needed for the next phase of the War. 

Before evaluating the leadership performance of 
Dowding during the Battle itself, his contribution 
beforehand must be mentioned.  From 1930 acting as 
Air Member for Supply and Research he championed 
the development of the single seat, metal skinned 
monoplane which transpired into two brand new fighters 
namely the Hurricane and later the Spitfire.  He also 
saw the potential of Radar as an Air Defence tool.  With 
these projects in place he set about creating Fighter 
Command, formed during 1936 with Dowding himself 
as the Commander in Chief.  

During the Battle itself, Dowding largely left the day 
to day tactical decisions to his group commanders.  
This was a fine example of how a Commander in 
Chief should work,7 thus allowing himself to evaluate 
what the future course of the battle may be and to 
plan accordingly. This hands-off approach did 
contribute to a destructive disagreement over tactics 
between two of his Group Commanders, AVM Keith 
Park of 11 Group and AVM Trafford Leigh Mallory of 
12 Group.  Park was an advocate of small formations 
of fighters getting in amongst the Luftwaffe 
formations as soon as they were detected by radar.  
Leigh Mallory, influenced by one of his squadron 
commanders (Douglas Bader) was in favour of a 
more time consuming approach, which involved large 
formations of fighters attacking in bulk. Both methods 
had successes, but the more important issue was the 
ill feeling that the whole episode created, not only 
between the two Group Commanders but higher up 
the chain to the Air Ministry.  Unfortunately, Dowding 
did little to stop the rumblings and for this must take 
some blame. It also could have had serious 
consequences particularly with lack of cooperation 
between the two fighter groups.  In some instances 
11 Group’s airfields were left defenceless as the 
protectors from 12 Group led by Bader ignored 
orders and entered the main Air Battle.8

Meanwhile in July 1940 Goering’s leadership 
challenges were far greater, although he was yet to 
realise it. Typically boastful and arrogant he promised 
that the RAF would be defeated within five days.   
Furthermore, on the 16th of July he stated that 
Operation Sealion would not be needed at all, as 
Britain would surrender to the attacks of the 
Luftwaffe.9  Significant German loses following Initial 
skirmishes over the channel should have given 

Goering a further indication of the difficulty the 
Luftwaffe was to face.  Adler Tag marked the start of 
the main Battle with the Germans implementing a plan 
of destroying the RAF and its Radar sites.   However, 
Goering failed to appreciate the superior firepower of 
the British fighters, eight guns as opposed the ME109’s 
four, and how ineffective the JU87 and Me110 would 
be when combating with faster more agile aircraft.  The 
trend for the early part of the battle was repeated with 
the Luftwaffe inflicting severe damage to airfields and 
aircraft but suffering huge losses in doing so.  These 
problems were exacerbated by the inadequate range 
and time over the target capability of the escort fighters 
namely the Me109 which for some inexplicable reason 
was not fitted with drop tanks.  Moreover, the Luftwaffe 
failed to fully appreciate the significance of Radar even 
though intelligence was well aware of its existence.  
The Germans also lacked a heavy four engined 
bomber, which, as the Battle changed to the strategic 
bombing of London, proved to be a major 
disadvantage.  

Goering’s biggest mistake as a leader, however, was 
to allow himself to be distracted from his strategic aim 
of destroying the RAF. In response to an RAF reprisal 
raid on Berlin, something Goering said would never 
happen, he switched the Luftwaffe’s main effort into 
bombing London.  This had three consequences: it 
allowed the RAF some breathing space to repair 
airfields and aircraft, it exposed his ill-suited and 
poorly defended HE111 bombers to the rejuvenated 
Fighter Command and finally it led to a German 
defeat in the Battle of Britain.   

The RAF was in a dire situation during the Battle of 
Britain, but ineffective leadership from Goering in the 
form of poor evaluation contributed to the fact that 
history would remember him as an infamous and 
ridiculed figure.  After the war he incorrectly 
prophesised that there would be statues erected in 
his memory all over Germany for the next 50 years.  
This sums up his character as a leader in that he was 
a poor predictor of the future and his vanity was 
monumental.10  Dowding, however, would hardly be 
remembered at all, particularly by those who continue 
to benefit from the decisions and action he took.  In 
terms of leadership the fact is there was no 
comparison between the two. Many leadership 
models could be used to analyse Dowding but 
probably the most appropriate would be the 
‘Situational’ model.  He was without doubt the right 
person at the right time with the right skills.  The 
significance of the Battle cannot be overestimated.  
Had Britain lost and been successfully invaded by 
Germany, the course of the war and modern history 
itself would have undoubtedly changed dramatically. 
     

1 Sqn Ldr Simon Braun (2005) The Command and Leadership Competence 
of Air Chief Marshall Sir Hugh Dowding (Air Power Review). 

2 Lee Asher (1972), p.112 Goering Air Leader (Duckworth). 
3 Basil Collier (1957), p.24 Leader of the Few (Jarrolds London). 
4 Lee Asher  (1972), p.28 
5 Lee Asher  (1972), p.8 

6 Robert Wright (1969), p.129 Dowding and the Battle of Britain (Macdonald 
London). 

7 Sqn Ldr Simon Braun (2005) 
8 Robert Wright (1969), p.177. 
9 Lee Asher  (1972), p.92 
10 Lee Asher  (1972), p.239 
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trying to redefine what it expects from its officer corps 
in a rapidly changing world. 

The Partnership for Peace Programme, initiated after 
the fall of the Soviet Union, enabled many former 
‘Eastern Bloc’ countries to put their forces on a more 
professional footing and their officers now have a 
greater appreciation of the role and conduct of an 
officer in the military profession and the responsibility 
and authority that go hand in hand with 
commissioning.  As a result, a new term, ‘Officership’, 
is starting to be used in an attempt to define what an 
officer is and what he does.   It is an Americanism as 
the term ‘Officership’ has been used in the USA and 
Canada for some time, but even the Royal Military 
Academy at Sandhurst has recently embraced 
’Officership’ as a significant part of their syllabus. 
Why then has it not appeared on the new IOT 
syllabus? 

The glib answer is that it is an ambiguous word and 
the RAF has more ‘ships’ in its lexicon (leadership, 
airmanship etc) than the Royal Navy.  Some would 
argue that officership is already covered by teaching 
leadership, others that there are elements of 
leadership that do not fully encapsulate what the 
word ‘officership’ is trying to achieve.  In fact, 
officership has proved extremely difficult to define 
accurately as each Service seeks a particular 
contribution from its officers.  At Cranwell these 
qualities and duties are covered by ‘Officer 
Development’ which is not taught as a standalone 
subject but is the synergistic effect of many aspects – 
leadership, professional expertise, communication 
skills, behaviour, responsibility and example; all of 
which are developed from a solid foundation of core 
values, ethos and heritage.  In my arrival talk to new 
cadets I would stress that they had joined a 
professional way of life.  Like all professions, medical, 
banking or law etc, there is a code of conduct, set of 
rules, standards to be achieved, and a social way of 
behaviour if you are to be accepted.  However, more 
than those professions, they wanted to be an officer 
which means they want to lead others, take 
responsibility for other people, often older and more 
experienced and sometimes even professionally 
better qualified.  Also they will have to be an example 
to others, but one of the hardest aspects is that they 
will have to earn the respect of others.  You can now 
get a feel for why IOT is so challenging, for both the 
staff and students, in developing the knowledge, skills 
and confidence to become effective junior officers. 

I think it is important to define an officer’s role.  
Academics state that, in its simplest form, a military 
officer’s role is the management of violence.    
Whatever your specialisation, this means the 

LEADERSHIP AND OFFICER DEVELOPMENT 
by Group Captain Robin Chambers RAF (Retd), GC OACTU (2003 - 2006)

The Royal Air Force has a unique character and 
ethos that is built on respect and trust between all 
ranks.  The Service has also developed a style of 
leadership that reflects the technical nature of air 
power and the specialist expertise at all levels.  
However, air power is changing and the RAF is 
adjusting to meet the challenges of future warfare by 
replacing numbers with technology to produce a 
leaner but more capable force.  However, success 
will still be dependent on effective leadership at all 
levels.  The creation of the RAF Leadership Centre at 
RAF Cranwell has ensured a more coordinated 
‘through life’ approach to leadership and one of their 
early tasks was to play a major part in determining 
the leadership objectives for the new Initial Officer 
Training (IOT) Course that was introduced in 
November 2005. 

However, having watched the first 2 IOT Courses 
progress through the leadership syllabus and been 
responsible for the development of the next 
generation of RAF officers for the last 3 years, I 
wonder if we have over-focussed on the leadership 
strand of personal development at the expense of 
Officer Development?  There is obviously more to 
Officer Development than leadership as a SNCO has 
well developed leadership skills, but are we in danger 
of producing graduates who would in fact be good 
SNCOs capable of implementing orders rather than 
free-thinking, innovative individuals responding to 
unforeseen situations in line with the Commander’s 
intent?  Does the ‘Warfighter first’ concept suggest 
being an officer second?  Furthermore, do the 
graduates of the RAF College appreciate what is 
expected of them in an agile and rapidly changing Air 
Force?  Do they realise that they have been trained 
to go out there to seek responsibility, use their 
initiative, be creative and make a difference?  
Conversely, if we have got our training right, is the 
Service really ready to accept a generation of officers 
who will be strong team players but will question why 
and, in keeping with Mission Command, will expect to 
be told what to do and not how to accomplish the 
task. 

These questions were the source of many debates at 
Cranwell as we developed the new IOT syllabus and 
were also the subject of a presentation that I gave to 
challenge Term 2 cadets who had mastered the basic 
tenets of a functional approach to leadership and 
were starting to explore transactional and 
transformational styles of leadership.   This article is 
written in the same vein in that it is meant to provide 
food for thought rather than an exhaustive list that 
guarantees success at IOT. I would also emphasise 
that this article is a very personal viewpoint.  
However, I am aware that the RAF is not alone in 
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direction, operation and control of people and 
equipment which, by nature of our job in the RAF, 
involves danger, the management of risk and making 
decisions.  Ideally, officers should do the right thing, 
at the right time and in the right way.   Subordinates 
trust the ‘boss’ to get it right and the public have no 
lower expectation of the professionalism and 
competence of UK Forces.  No wonder that striving 
for excellence is one of our core values. In sum, 
officers enjoy a special position and are expected to 
be experts in their profession. 

This demand for excellence places a responsibility 
and an expectation on the individual that grow with 
experience and time.  The process is started at the 
RAF College by first imbuing the right attitude, laying 
a solid foundation of core values and putting in place 
the initial blocks on which to build in specialist 
training, on successive tours and during Force 
Development training. 

In discussing the role of an officer, I have highlighted 
that professional expertise, as a specialist and as a 
war-fighter, is crucial and therefore could be 
considered as one of the pillars of Officer 
Development. 

The second pillar of Officer Development is 
Leadership or, perhaps more accurately, Command 
which embraces leadership and management.   The 
Command pillar covers the early, faltering steps as a 
junior officer dealing uneasily with ambiguity and risk, 
through growing confidence to creativity and 
influence as a senior officer.   The development of the 
IOT leadership syllabus, combined with the 
introduction of the Force Development Sqns on 
Stations and other initiatives by the RAF Leadership 
Centre, has really strengthened this pillar and should, 
with time and continued support and enthusiasm by 
execs, produce more competent leaders at all levels. 

So far, I have focussed on what an officer does but 
the secret of success is the fusion of the person with 
the task that produces the inspirational and efficient 
leader and credible officer. I have labelled the third 
pillar ‘Example’, as it covers personality and 
character and embraces the role modelling that is 
essential to get the best of self and others.  If you 
don’t have the desire to succeed, why would anyone 
want to follow you? The example an officer sets tells 
their peers, subordinates and superiors that they are 
either part of the problem or part of the solution. It is 
obvious that if you set the right example, you become 
part of the solution and will earn the respect of others 
through your actions.  Clive Woodward, the England 
World Cup Rugby Coach only wanted ‘energisers’ in 
the team; he had no place for ‘energy sappers’.   

It is this same character, attitude and example that 
enable an officer to relate to his or her team, motivate 

them, earn their respect and create a winning culture.  
It is a form of overt and subliminal communication.  
You have done your job as a leader if every member 
of you team owns the vision; it is a far more effective 
way of operating than cajoling and persuading.  This 
is why IOT is not just a series of hurdles or exercises 
to be passed.  It is a cerebral and character building 
course that puts cadets under pressure so that they 
learn to not only bond with their team but also show 
the integrity and strength of character that will enable 
them to face those difficult decisions that are part of 
an officer’s everyday life. The only way to develop 
these virtues is by habit. 

Officers have to be proactive and actively seek 
responsibility so that as they progress through the 
promotion ladder they are used to taking the initiative 
and seizing opportunities.  Therefore, I have labelled 
the 4th pillar ‘Responsibility’ which is not only the 
acceptance of responsibility (and the consequences) 
in appointments and jobs that come your way but 
also actively seeking responsibility.   

General Goldfein, the Vice Commander of the USAF 
Air Combat Command, is directed by what he 
describes as his personal compass where, at the end 
of each day, he asks himself 3 questions: am I setting 
a good example; is the team ready; am I worthy to 
lead these people?  In discussion with the cadets, 
there was a strong feeling that there should be a 5th

column to reflect the requirement for officers to be 
constantly developing, learning and exploring – 
reassurance for Air Marshal David Walker’s 
philosophy of “develop deep, think broad”. 

But is there a 6th column?  I set this challenge to the 
staff and cadets, not because I wanted symmetry but 
to ensure that I hadn’t missed anything and because I 
felt that another column could create a very powerful 
message.  After continued debate it was decided that 
the 6th column would be your own personal column.  
Everyone of us brings something quite unique to the 
Air Force –intellect, charisma, courage, audacity etc 
and any model of ‘officership’ should acknowledge 
that special contribution and also recognise that no 
two officers are the same. 

The adopted style of officer training has been a great 
success but I think we could do more to increase the 
awareness and importance of Officer Development  – 
hence this article.  However, as the course settles down 
and the staff start to develop the full potential of the 
training opportunities, consideration should be given to 
creating a bespoke Officer Development package.  The 
training objectives could pull together the many strands 
already taught in different subjects but, most 
importantly, a specific subject would increase the 
emphasis, give cadets a clearer direction of what is 
required and enable the staff to focus the training more 
accurately. 
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In 1815, after less than a year in exile on the Island of Elba, Napoleon 
Bonaparte returned to France and reinstated himself as Emperor.  He 

quickly amassed a new army with the intention of reclaiming France, 
‘‘before him did ever a man gain an Empire by simply showing his  
hat?’’ 1.  After the battles of Quatre Bras and Ligny, Napoleon found himself 
facing an Anglo-Dutch army under the Duke of Wellington at Waterloo, 
with a lesser Prussian force he had little knowledge of to the East.  The 
upcoming battle would be the only occasion the two greatest Generals 
of their era would come face to face.  As such it provides an excellent 
opportunity to compare their leadership styles, and also to assess the 
e!ectiveness of the key decisions each made which determined the 
result of the Battle of Waterloo.

Napoleon Bonaparte had risen through the ranks from a common soldier 
to arguably the most powerful man in the world.  Over this time he 
developed a unique, individual and undeniably e!ective leadership style. 
Although it is often sighted that he was ‘not himself’ at Waterloo, allegedly 
su!ering ‘from a disease called acromegaly… said to induce both torpor 
and over-optimism’2, Napoleon was still an e!ective commander.  This 
can be seen in the comments of his aide-de-camp during the campaign, 
General Comte Auguste Flahaut de la Billarderie… ‘at no period of his life 
did the Emperor display more energy, more authority or greater capacity 
as a leader of men’3 and his men’s cries of ‘“Vive L’Empereur!”.  An o"cer 
in d’Erlon’s corps later wrote, “Never had those words been shouted 
with more enthusiasm”4.  One particularly e!ective aspect of Napoleon’s 
leadership was his ability to inspire and motivate the individual French 
soldier; ‘Napoleon… possessed the useful gift of remembering names and 
faces, and would wander about the camp ground in the evening… to pick 
out old soldiers from the ranks and chat to them about the dangers they 
had shared together’5.  In doing this Napoleon encouraged great loyalty 
among his troops, being spoken to on #rst name terms by their Emperor 
would have been incredible.  Even more so would be the idea that they 
had ‘shared… dangers’ together and it was this behaviour which made 
him such an e!ective leader.  

He did at times, however, show poor leadership, most notably 
with the ine!ective use of his subordinates who had experience of 
Wellington.  General Reille stated ‘we can beat them by manoeuvring’, 
but was unwilling to tell Napoleon, ‘What’s the use? He wouldn’t listen  
to us!’6 .  When one considers that Wellington knew that manoeuvre was 
a weakness for his force, ‘Napoleon did not manoeuvre at all… He just 
moved forward in the old style, in columns, and was driven o! in the old 
style’ 7, his dismissive approach to his subordinates advice was unwise.  It 
would have been better to have empowered, rather than belittle them.

Wellington adopted a di!erent style of leadership, more calculating and 
reserved yet equally e!ective.  Unlike Napoleon, he did not appear to 
care for his troops on an individual level, ‘A strong thread of harshness 
ran through his character: Paddy Gri"ths observed that he ‘could be a 
ferocious commander even by the standards of a ferocious profession 
in a ferocious age’’8.  

However with his great understanding of logistics they were well provided 
for, ‘war was, start to #nish, a matter of logistics.  It was here that his keen 
eye for detail was sharpest’9.  He correctly judged their abilities and 

Air Vice Marshal Gray CB MC RAF Winning Essay:  Decisive Edge
O"cer Cadet D J Hopkinson, B Squadron, Initial O"cer Training Course 22, OACTU

temperament, stating after the Battle of Vitoria that they were ‘recruited 
from among ‘the scum of the earth’’10 yet knowing that he could rely upon 
‘the traditional stubbornness of the British soldier’11.  His troops repaid his 
trust with their loyalty, but it was Wellington’s ability to give them victory 
for which they were willing to pay with their blood.  Another e!ective 
aspect of Wellington’s leadership was his personal bravery.  He was to 
be seen everywhere on the battle#eld, particularly where the action was 
heaviest, a factor re$ected in the number of casualties su!ered among 
his ‘sadly diminished sta! ’12, ‘Wellington’s exertion was terri#c, he was 
personally present at many of the scenes of the greatest crisis, as proven 
by the terrible toll among those closest to him during the battle’13.  

Wellington, however, did have some similar failings to Napoleon.  When 
Uxbridge asked the Duke what his plans were for the battle he o!ered 
his second in command a sarcastic remark, “Bonaparte has not given me 
any idea of his projects; and as my plans will depend upon his, how can 
you expect me to tell you what mine are?”14.  Realising he was being curt 
with Uxbridge, he stated “There is one thing certain, Uxbridge, that is, 
that whatever happens, you and I will do our duty”15 in a bid to ‘smooth 
things over’16.  Including his subordinates in his plans would have been 
a more e!ective form of leadership.  Better informed they could have 
acted more independently and upon their own initiative and would also 

Napoleon Bonaparte.
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have been in a position to continue the !ght should anything untoward 
happen to the Duke.

Napoleon’s key decision to use Grouchy in pursuit of the Prussians 
and Ney to !ght Wellington would prove to be critical to the result of 
the Battle of Waterloo.  ‘It has been suggested by no less a Napoleonic 
scholar than Dr David Chandler that the emperor deliberately !elded his 
‘second team’ of marshals in the Waterloo campaign because he desired 
an emphatically personal victory’17.  However, as Andrew Roberts states, 
this is unlikely, ‘Napoleon was unlucky with his subordinate commanders 
in the campaign and moreover made errors in placing them in the posts 
he did’18.  When one considers the nature of the two Marshals one cannot 
help but question Napoleon’s motives for assigning each their command.  
Grouchy was a cautious, ‘unimaginative’19 commander, but one with 
experience of !ghting Wellington.  When it came to pursuing Blücher 
and the Prussians he was too hesitant and slow.  He was also unwilling 
to act upon his own initiative, failing to march to the sound of the guns 
at Waterloo for fear of incurring Napoleon’s wrath having disobeyed the 
order to pursue.  Ney, on the other hand, ‘the bravest of the brave’20, was at 
times impetuous, rash and down right ‘incompetent’21.  His temperament 
would have been well suited to driving his troops in a rapid pursuit of the 
enemy.  Instead Ney was selected to oppose Wellington, a man he was ill-
suited to !ght.  Ultimately Ney confused Wellington’s troop redeployment 
as a retreat.  Rather than seeking con!rmation of what was happening, 
Ney personally led Napoleon’s cavalry in a disastrous unsupported attack.  
In the resulting action the Anglo-Dutch squares destroyed the French 
cavalry in an engagement which had an immense impact on the battle.  
It is interesting to consider what might have happened had Napoleon 
used his two commanders more e"ectively.  Would Ney have caught the 
Prussians and prevented their arrival and could Grouchy have defeated 
Wellington?  It is purely speculation, but it is reasonable to assume that 
the battle could have been an even closer run thing.

Sir Arthur Wellesley, 1st Duke of Wellington.
The e"ectiveness of Wellington’s decision to !ght at Waterloo, using 
that particular area of land, had a decisive a"ect on the result of the 
battle.  A year earlier Wellington had noted the valley and ridges of 
Mont St Jean and La Belle Alliance as being ground suitable for !ghting 
a battle in defence of Brussels, ‘surveying it with the eye of a professional 
accustomed to evaluating the lie of the land wherever he found himself 
and !ling away a mental note that it might prove useful in the future’22.  
This allowed Wellington to position his troops in a manner which suited 
both him and them, ‘this was perfect Wellingtonian country… it certainly 
permitted him to practise his reverse slope manoeuvre of concealing 
his troops from too much direct artillery !re’23 and also meant that the 
enemy could not see who or how many troops they were approaching.  
Wellington had employed this strategy many times against the French 
in the Peninsular to great e"ect.  It also gave him a number of buildings 
in key positions in the valley which he could occupy, fortify, and use 
to harass any French advance.  The chateau of Hougoumont anchored 
Wellington’s army on his Western #ank.  It was bravely defended by 
troops of the British Guards Division under Lieutenant Colonel Macdonell.  
Held throughout the day, the chateau came very close to falling when a 
number of French troops managed to enter the building via the North 
gate.  In later life Wellington stated that ‘the success of the battle turned 
upon closing the gates at Hougoumont’’24.  Similarly, the farmhouse at 
Le Haye Sainte was forti!ed in the centre of Wellington’s line and was 
defended by a battalion from the King’s German Legion.  Finally, Papelotte 
on Wellington’s Eastern #ank o"ered him another forti!cation protecting 
his left.  The selection of this shallow valley with its farmhouses and 
chateau proved decisive.

Napoleon and Wellington each adopted two very di"erent and e"ective 
styles of leadership.  These leadership traits were in#uenced by each 
general’s character.  It was both these characteristics and leadership 
styles that in#uenced their decisions at Waterloo and the e"ectiveness 
of these decisions determined the battles result, ‘romantic Napoleonic 
genius versus prosaic Wellingtonian practicality’25.  It can also be seen that 
both commanders had weaknesses and at times made poor decisions.  It 
is equally these ine"ective decisions which decided the fate of Europe.
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51 - An Opportunity To Learn

The RAF has a long and proud history as an established and respected 
centre of excellence for the teaching and instruction of Military 

Leadership.  But what can civilian industry learn from us, and what can 
we learn from them? 

Since Nov 2008, OACTU (Officer and Aircrew Cadet Training Unit) 
Leadership Instructors have delivered a 4 day leadership course for 
BAE Systems (BAES).  Eleven courses have been run so far, resulting in 
over 80 BAES personnel receiving leadership instruction.  Each course 
consists of 8 BAES personnel who are selected from a broad range of 
employment, including higher level management, junior management 
and those on fast track schemes.  In return, OACTU Sta! visit BAES Warton 
and Salmesbury, looking at work practices and how BAES develops and 
mentors its leaders within their workplace.

This article focuses on the courses run by OACTU and outlines what the 
courses involve.  Simply how do 8 BAES civilians cope with the demands 
of such a high intensity leadership course; what do they take away and 
what is in it for the RAF?

One of the aims of the BAES exchange is to show that the RAF, and the 
Military in general, have moved on considerably from the stereotypical 
view of tell and do. We are recruiting extremely capable, highly driven 
individuals whom, with the right instruction, can deliver in the most 
demanding of environments. 

The course
After arrival, the OACTU instructors host the BAES personnel and settle 
them into their new surroundings.  It is usual that none of the BAES sta! 
know each other - not surprising as, at 100,000 personnel, BAES is a global 
company nearly three times the size of the future RAF.

After an early start, we use existing exercises and lessons delivered to 
cadets in term 1 of their Initial O"cer Training Course (IOTC).  After an 
initial brie#ng about leadership principles we openly chat about what 
the BAES sta! expect from the RAF and from the course.  What becomes 
apparent is that the RAF is viewed as a very professional and e!ective, yet 
dictatorial organisation.  What is also clear from these initial discussions is 
that many of the same problems, such as communication issues, limited 
resources and manpower are shared by both organisations. 

The course is only 4 days long, with 3 of the days being dedicated to 
practical activity.  The aim is to get the personnel involved with practical 
elements as soon as possible as people learn the most from doing, 
reviewing then applying what they have learnt.  This model, known as 
the Kolb Cycle, is used early with the IOTC cadets as it engenders e!ective 
experiential learning; they need to try something, re$ect, and develop a 
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plan in order to move forward and improve on their results.  This is why 
all leadership exercises at OACTU are practical in nature.  You cannot 
train to be a leader without actually doing it; experiencing what it is like 
and what works for you. 

The course is designed to be demanding and to put the BAES sta! into 
stretch, but not into panic.  Personnel in stretch learn the most, if a task 
is too easy no learning takes place, conversely if it too hard the person 
will shut down and performance will deteriorate.

Pillars of leadership
There are 3 main pillars of leadership: Situational Leadership, the Qualities 
Approach, and Functional Leadership, also known as Action Centred 
Leadership (ACL).

Situational Leadership proposes that people possess certain skills that 
enable them to get a job done in their area of expertise.  For example, 
Sir Ernest Shackleton showed excellent leadership to recover personnel 
in dire circumstances.

Qualities (Traits) based leadership proposes that people are born with 
inherent leadership skills.  For example, Joseph Stalin had an impoverished 
background but was noticed for his abilities/traits. 

Functional Leadership is based on 
John Adair’s proposal that leadership 
is a function of balancing 3 areas of 
need – Task, Team and Individual and 
that these 3 areas are not mutually 
exclusive.

OACTU uses Functional Leadership 
as the means of testing a cadet’s 
leadership ability.  Cadets are tested 
against their ability to appropriately 
balance the 3 areas of need.

During the BAES course we introduce the concept of Functional 
Leadership and show how the areas of need can increase and decrease 
in importance depending on the mission.  Ultimately, the RAF needs 
leaders who can show $exibility to switch priorities depending on the 
circumstances they face whilst trying to achieve objectives. 

Team dynamics – getting to know each other
After the initial presentation and discussion, we progress outside to tackle 
team dynamics and low ropes.  Team cohesion is usually sti$ed initially 
but, after some close team bonding, the team soon relaxes and starts 

Expectations of RAF Leadership.

Comfort, Stretch, Panic model.

John Adair’s Function 
Leadership model
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to work together.  Slowly, we introduce communication; a fundamental 
principle of leadership as taught to the IOT cadets.  The importance of 
e!ective communication skills is easy to demonstrate during the "rst 
activity.  The communication triangle demonstrates that any group will 
start at the lower echelons of communication.  Only when con"dence 
grows does a group progress upwards into the higher bands of the 
triangle, a process which can take many months.  

Low ropes – putting theory into practice
The low rope exercises provide an excellent platform to demonstrate the 
principle of good communications, e!ective teamwork and cooperation.  
The team are split into two groups.  The mission is to get both teams to 
cross each other; it takes time but eventually the two teams will discuss 
what works and they will then be more able to complete the task.  Initial 
tasks are leaderless, but slowly the requirement for e!ective brie"ngs and 
honest and open feedback, or reviews is introduced.  We use the principle 
of SMEAC, the acronym that enables cadets to deliver e!ective briefs to 
the group when undertaking missions whilst on IOT.  SMEAC stands for 
Situation, Mission, Execution, Ask Questions and Check understanding.

Time to lead
The group progresses to the O#cer and Aircrew Selection Centre (OASC) 
hangar to undertake a number of activities.  The tasks are identical to 
those used to test potential O#cer Cadets.  We also use these activities 
in term 1 of IOT to develop the basic principles of leadership in cadets.  

The "rst exercise is leaderless; the brief is given to all, with little direction 
or advice from the sta!.  The group usually realises quickly that the key to 
success is the establishment of one person as the leader, who can make 
the decision and control the activity.  

The next activity is undertaken with one of the group being placed the 
lead.  Considering they have had very limited leadership instruction the 
team usually performs quite well, using their experience and problem 
solving skills to nearly complete all the exercises.  After each exercise 
we introduce more of the SMEAC, so that by the end of the exercises 
the participants are delivering good briefs, clear enough for all to 
understand.  This is often new to the BAES personnel, who are not used 
to giving formally structured briefs with little preparation time.  However, 
they often say they will use this type of brief again, modi"ed for their 
workplace, as it covers the essentials needed when brie"ng a group.

Review and feedback
The real learning happens during the review (feedback sessions).  Reviews 
are conducted with the sta! saying as little as possible and the feedback 
coming from within the group.  OACTU Sta! are there to turn the steering 
wheel whilst the horsepower comes from the participants.  The best ideas 
come from those who were involved.  Having your peers tell you face-
to-face how they think you performed and what you need to work on is 
a very powerful tool.  The leader takes away 3 points for development, 
which they can work on for the future.  The BAES personnel are asked 
to record these points on action plans that they can take back to their 
workplace and re$ect upon.  One BAES participant commented:

‘The OASC exercises were excellent by design.  Improved feedback 
and re!ection time to assess the time performance against the 
theory leadership models underpins the exercises and improves 
learning’.

The Communication Triangle.

OASC Hangar Exercise - Transporting important materials.
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College Hall evening
During the evening IOT cadets host the BAES 
personnel at College Hall O!cers Mess (CHOM).  
Participants are taken on an historic tour of the 
building, which is always well received.  The 
informal evening allows BAES personnel to get 
a di"erent perspective from term 2 and term 3 
cadets on the principles of leadership and on the 
training they receive.

Ex Sharp Edge – dynamic leadership
The course also sees the BAES personnel take 
part in Exercise Sharp Edge on the North air#eld 
at RAF Cranwell.  This is a term 1 exercise and is 
the #rst opportunity the cadets have to display 
their leadership skills in a dynamic outdoor 
environment.  The BAES sta" observe the cadets 
first, to see how they perform and how they 
control their team.  They look at their ability to 
appropriately balance the three areas of need 
(team, task and individual).  During each lead one 
of the cadets is taken out of the exercise and is 
allowed to observe proceedings with the instructor.  The importance of 
observation during leadership exercises when not under pressure was 
commented on by one of the BAES participants.

‘The opportunity to observe from the outside the role of a leader 
and the pros and cons of di!erent approaches is something that 
really struck home with me and is something personally that I 
took into the subsequent tasks and will do back in the workplace 
- it’s rare we have the time to observe how other teams / leaders 
behave in our workplace so this was really valuable perspective.’

The group then undertakes 4 leads, splitting each lead so that everyone 
gets a chance to be the leader.  These leads give the BAES personnel a 
chance to display what they have learnt in the OASC hangar in a dynamic 
environment.  They often show good leadership, with improved brie#ngs, 
better control, good communication and good support.  On most 
occasions, team, task and individual needs are appropriately met.  The 
reviews are open and honest allowing individuals to take away tangible 
development points which they can apply to their everyday jobs.  I am 
always thoroughly impressed by the performance and overall positive 
attitude of the BAES sta".

Team work on Ex Sharp Edge.

The goodbye –time to re!ect and put into practice
Finally we return back to the brie#ng room to conduct course feedback.  
The BAES sta" are always full of praise for the RAF and how it delivers 
leadership.  Their view changes from one where the RAF is a dictatorial/
tell organisation to a one where the RAF delivers #rst class training and 
instruction from very competent instructions in an environment that 
fosters learning and development.  The course meets its objectives;  
showing an outside agency how leadership training is delivered in the 
RAF, allowing personnel to experience what cadets undertake and, 
ultimately, for the participants to experience leadership activities with 
the aim of improving self awareness and taking away development points 
that can hopefully improve them as a leader.

OACTU instructors learn a lot from the participants as they bring a 
di"erent perspective on leadership.  We become better informed on 
di"erent management practises and ways of achieving results.

A few comments from BAES participants:

‘It was one of (if not the) best courses I’ve attended in my 10 
years in the company and it led to me embedding a number 
of key points about my leadership approach into my personal 
development plan for the future.’

‘Across the short period of the course I learnt 
a wealth of techniques which are directly 
relevant to my role in BAES, and in fact any 
leadership role. It has given me a con"dence 
in leadership, instruction and understanding 
the needs of my team in achieving the best 
outcome on any given task.’ 

‘I am fairly new to management & leadership 
so learnt a lot from the courses. I intend to use 
a lot of the tools & techniques in the workplace 
and change some of my behaviours as a result.’ 

‘I came into the course with what I felt were 
some quite big uncertainties about my 
leadership skills and how best to apply them 
in the company, but through the e!ective mix 
of theory / practical exercises and the excellent 
instruction I have taken away 3 major learning 
points that I’m con"dent will stick with me 
personally for many years to come in my 
leadership roles.’

Ex Sharp Edge - Carry and move.
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9 - Leadership In A Changing World

“He took his plumed helmet from the ground, and his wife went 
back again to her house, weeping bitterly and often looking back 
towards him… so they mourned Hector in his own house though 
he was yet alive, for they deemed that they should never see him 
return safe from battle…”

Hector parting from his wife Andromache before battle, 
Homer, The Iliad, Book VI.

War never changes; it is warfare, the manner in which armed force 
is employed, that changes1. The emotions that Homer attributes 

to Andromache in The Iliad are no di!erent to those felt by families who 
have said farewell to their loved ones in times of war in the three millennia 
since these words were coined. In educating our next generation of 
o"cers, the Leadership Training Squadron (LTS) at the O"cer and Aircrew 
Cadet Training Unit (OACTU) must balance the permanent - those skills 
which all military leaders have required throughout history; with the 
temporary - those skills that make this generation distinct from those 
before it. This article concerns itself with the temporary, with speci#c 
regard to the Strategic Defence and Security Review 2010 (SDSR 2010).

The generation of O"cer Cadets beating a path to the gates of the RAF 
College nowadays has an average age of 27, many of them were born 
after the Cold War had ended; almost all of them have no memory of 
what the Cold War meant. They may remember being alive during it, 
but, like the author, it probably had very little impact on their lives. This 
SDSR 2010 is the #rst Defence Review to be conducted without the 
shadow of the Cold War hanging over it2. We, and other nations’ forces, 
may #eld equipment which dates back to the Cold War, but nowadays we 
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are su"ciently removed from it that we should no longer feel its e!ect3. 
In this context, the SDSR 2010 White Paper identi#ed 7 military tasks4:

1. Defending the UK and Overseas Territories.
2. Providing strategic intelligence.
3. Providing nuclear deterrence.
4. Supporting civil emergency organisations.
5. Defending the UK’s interests by projecting power 

strategically and through expeditionary operations.
6. Providing a defence contribution to UK influence.
7. Providing security for stabilisation.

The RAF has a role, large or small, in all of these and its junior o"cers 
must be able to lead their men and women in support of these tasks. The 
current strategic situation of the UK will provide a wealth of challenges 
for the future RAF; indeed since the SDSR 2010 we have arguably been 
caught out by events in North Africa and The Levant and have found 
ourselves responding at short notice to rapidly changing situations. Even 
in December 2012, few people envisaged that we would be involved in 
Mali in January 2013.

Nor are these challenges purely geographical. 
In 2008 a report highlighted a £38 billion “hole” 
in the Defence budget5, and this was before 
the full e!ects of the recent #nancial crisis had 
been felt. Defence Transformation dictates that 
all personnel, military and civilian, must #nd 
more effective and more efficient methods 
of working. Continuous Improvement is not 
a passing fad and our cadets will have to be 
able to analyse their situation critically and 
develop and implement e!ective solutions to 
problems. Questioning the status quo takes 
moral courage, and tact, and e!ective change 
requires effective leadership6. There will be 
another Defence Review in 2015 and even 
those cadets on a short service commission 
may experience a further one before the end 
of their RAF career, as junior o"cers they must 
be able to identify, lead and adapt to change.

Thus there is no point in teaching cadets 
“leadership by numbers”, for they will come 
unstuck quickly when faced with the inevitable 
unexpected situation. For this reason OACTU 
concerns itself with teaching our future 
leaders how to think not what to think. LTS is 
responsible for developing their theoretical 
understanding of leadership and ensuring that 
they can lead in practice.

Theory
“There is no prescription of leadership and 
no prescribed style of leader.”

Defence Leadership Centre (DLC)7.

Followership was the subject of CAS’ Leadership Conference in summer 
2012 and it has featured heavily in the Initial O"cer Training (IOT) 
leadership syllabus for some time. E!ective change is a “bottom up” 
process: it is those at the bottom of an organisation, followers in every 
sense, who truly understand an organisation’s business and are best 
placed to recommend and implement improvements8. Constructive 
dissent has been part of the military lexicon for decades, and it remains 
as important now as it ever has, and responsible followership uses 

The average age of O!cer Cadets at the 
RAF College is 27. In extremis, however, 
some recruits may "nish school on a Friday, 
attest on Sunday and begin Initial O!cer 
Training the next Monday.
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constructive dissent to inhibit the leader’s errors as much as it uses 
obedience to do what the leader says9. To be e!ective, leaders must be 
prototypical: representative of the team that they lead, they cannot put 
themselves on a pedestal and as an organisation we cannot pretend 
that our leaders are infallible10. If a leader believes that they are better 
than their followers then they are starting o! on the slippery slope to 
toxic leadership11.

Thus cadets must learn humility, they must understand that they are at 
the start of their careers and that almost everyone in the Service has more 
experience and knowledge than they do. This is not easy, we have the 
honour of educating some of the best and brightest people in our country 
and many of them may never have experienced failure. The majority may 
pass IOT "rst time, but all will face their di#culties and learn the limits 
of their abilities. A few cadets may even prove to be the brightest stars 
of their generation, reaching high rank and in$uencing future Defence 
Reviews, but they must remain humble and remember that ultimately it 
is the rank and "le of the RAF that gets the job done. For cadets to truly 
understand their role as leaders, they must put the theory to practice.

Putting theory into practice is carried out over 3 ‘Terms’ at IOT: Foundation, 
Development & Applied. Here, in the latter phase, O#cer Cadets run 
a Deployed HQ, where they experiment to develop their own style of 
practical leadership.

Practice

“Theory is Irrelevant when practice points the other way.”

Colonel C E Callwell12.

The method of assessing leadership during IOTC is through a series of 
Practical Leadership Training Exercises (PLTEs). Increasing progressively 
in complexity during the course, the 6 PLTEs not only introduce cadets 
to practical leadership, but also to situations and environments in which 
they may "nd themselves for real after graduation. Only two of the 7 
military tasks highlighted in the SDSR are not represented by the PLTEs: 
providing strategic intelligence and providing nuclear deterrence. The 
remaining 5 are replicated through di!erent scenarios. Exercise ACTIVE 
EDGE is based around support helicopter operations against UK-based 
terrorist organisations. Exercise MILAID requires cadets to support Norfolk 
Constabulary in a search for 2 missing schoolgirls13, and Exercise DECISIVE 
EDGE simulates the deployment of a 700 strong Expeditionary Air Wing 
to a "ctitious Eastern European country.

Simulation is an essential part of preparation for modern military 
tasks14 and PLTEs provide a challenging, but supportive, environment 
where cadets are put through their paces both mentally and physically. 
Importantly there is only one pass or fail test of leadership during the 
course (Exercise DECISIVE EDGE 1), on other PLTEs cadets are encouraged 
to experiment without fear of failure so they can develop a natural, 
e!ective, authentic leadership style which re$ects their own personality. 
We are not in the business of building leadership robots; we need to 
develop credible leaders who will inspire personnel of all three services 

�

Putting theory into practice is carried out over 3 ‘Terms’ at IOT: Foundation, 
Development & Applied. Here, in the latter phase, O!cer Cadets run a Deployed HQ, 
where they experiment to develop their own style of practical leadership.

in di#cult, dangerous and unpredictable environments. They must show 
that they can lead by example and they must put their followers’ needs 
ahead of their own.

Cadets have many opportunities to lead outside of PLTEs also: associated 
duties serving on mess or entertainments committees or organising 
charity fundraising are far more representative of the bulk of their 
future work as junior o#cers than chasing "ctional terrorists across 
the Lincolnshire countryside is and valuable learning abounds in these 
opportunities. DS are always on hand to guide them in their endeavours 
and provide coaching, mentoring and education as appropriate. Cadets 
are under constant assessment as followers as well. Whether at the 
College or deployed in the "eld they must embody the ethos and core 
values of the Service15 at all times whether they are in command or not.

Summary
“As o!cers… you shall neither eat, nor drink, nor sleep, nor 
smoke until you have personally seen to it that your men have 
done these things. If you will do this for them, they will follow you 
to the end of the world.”

Field Marshal Sir William Slim 16

The SDSR 2010 emphasised that the only constant of future operations 
will be their unpredictability. We are now removed from the relative 
stability of the Cold War by half a generation and it won’t be long before 
the entire cadet body at OACTU is unable to remember it. Now, more 
than ever, we need a generation of o#cers who are $exible, open to 
change and prepared to give, and receive, constructive dissent. They 
must understand their responsibilities as followers and the important role 
their personnel will play in the future of the Service. Our cadets may be 
remarkable individuals, but they must be humble: they must understand 
that they are not special and that they are no more important than their 
followers. They will experience future Defence Reviews, they will deploy 
to unpleasant locations, they will put themselves and their followers in 
personal danger and throughout all of this they must remain credible, 
authentic leaders.
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19 - A Perspective On Military Education And Leadership

When I was asked to describe the Generic Education Training Centre’s 
(GETC) role in delivering the required military education for our 

personnel, I recalled that the provenance for the military education 
requirement could be found in British Defence Doctrine and the 2012 
version of the Future Air and Space Operational Concept (FASOC). FASOC 
states that: 

“military capability not only depends on the physical component 
(the means to !ght) but also on the moral component (getting 
people to !ght) and the conceptual component (the thought 
process)”.

The reality, however, is that a relatively small proportion of the RAF’s 
resources are spent developing personnel in terms of the conceptual 
and moral component. If the spheres in the diagram above re!ected 
their budgetary resources, those representing the conceptual and moral 
components would be dwarfed by the size of the physical component. 
Before the current Professional Military Development (Air) [PMD(Air)] 
construct existed, everyone had to develop a sense of their military 
utility in the context of their professional experiences, which, over time, 
encouraged con"dence in their own judgement. Indeed, a general trait 
of reveling in the ability to act without reference to doctrine or planning 
mechanisms emerged amongst many successful senior o#cers. However, 
the 1991 Gulf War exposed a number of weaknesses in this development 
of unstructured self-reliant thinking. In 1992, a report, which became 
known as the ‘Thompson Report’1, identi"ed a number of de"ciencies 
in the RAF’s ability to plan and execute a conventional air campaign. 

The Report acknowledged that the end of the Cold War meant that 
airmen needed to be prepared to operate in a much wider variety 
of environments, and identified that our leaders required a more 
comprehensive understanding of air power doctrine and complementary 
operational practices. One outcome of the Thompson Report was the 
establishment of the Air Warfare Centre, at RAF Waddington, in 1993 
(subsequently called the ‘Thompson Building’). Shortly afterwards, a 
UK Joint Force Component Headquarters was established to deliver 
operational planning expertise and to create, through completion 
of an Air Battle Sta$ Course, a cadre of personnel to perform battle 
sta$ headquarters manage roles and responsibilities. However, the 
institutionalisation of the supporting academic understanding was still 
missing. 

Unfortunately, the rationale behind the recent changes to the way the 
RAF educates its personnel has not yet percolated through to everyone 
in the RAF, and whilst we should applaud the success achieved in recent 
air campaigns, it can be uncomfortable to witness the way ignorance of 
well-founded planning processes is occasionally articulated to younger, 
less experienced Service personnel. Why? Because the idea that you can 
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make it up as you go along, based on applied military judgment, could 
promote the idea that knowledge of doctrine and process is somehow 
the remit of the nerd, or the geek. Put simply, it could promote bad 
practice. Success does not always mean things have been done well. As 
the resources allocated to the RAF shrink, poorly thought-out operations 
could prove catastrophic. In this context the 2011 air campaign over Libya 
was managed in a way that was seen by some as worryingly ad hoc. The 
Royal United Services Institute (RUSI) assessed that “several features of this 
operation show evidence of improvisation, innovation, and good luck, as well 
as the characteristic military professionalism of the allied forces involved.”2 

We shouldn’t be surprised that ignorance of the full value of military 
education has a foothold in the RAF. The idea that a small cadre of 
o#cers are better equipped to apply military judgment than their peers 
has characterised British military culture for centuries. Those who that 
have set out to de"ne a structure to the operational art of war"ghting 
have often been branded as eccentrics, treated with suspicion and 
marginalised. Senior posts in the British Army were, until the very late 
1890s, held by those with connection to property and rank. Commissions 
could be purchased and, therefore, ability and rank were not necessarily 
related. In this context progressive intellectuals were often viewed as 
outsiders. 

Sadly, the view that some of our o#cers bene"t little from a military 
education beyond their personal experience has not been entirely 
extinguished. It would be unwise, however, for our future leaders to 
ignore identi"ed processes in order to manage campaigns in a way 
that relied solely on their ability to improvise and innovate; particularly 
if, under greater scrutiny, their judgment is found to be wanting. The 
problem, of course, is that conceptual and moral components have not 
always been well resourced. Fortunately, things are changing. The Chief 
of the Air Sta$, Sir Stephen Dalton, acknowledged that “One of FASOC’s 
most important conclusions is that military success is likely to depend on 
the training and ability of our people to think radically, as much as on the 
kit that they use”.

As equipment programmes and resources become increasingly 
constrained it is increasingly important that the ability to de"ne solutions 
is based on properly structured analysis as well as on applied military 
judgment. “A continuing commitment to world-class military education, 
not just specialist training, will be necessary for the relatively few personnel 
identi!ed as key to the delivery of the conceptual component of !ghting 
power.” 3

In 2012 RAF Cranwell hosted the Council of Military Education 
Committees Military Symposium. One of the speakers, Frank Ledwidge 
(author of ‘Losing Small Wars’) lamented that in recent times commanders 
who have failed to deliver quanti"able success are rarely held accountable 
for their failure, and that it can be di#cult to persuade senior leaders that 
they needed military education when they thought they already knew all 
the answers. He also thought British military education was less e$ective 
than its American counterpart. Indeed, he concluded, it is hard not to 
come to the conclusion that, in the past 2 centuries, amongst the British 
military hierarchy, an atmosphere of anti-intellectualism has prevailed.

As far back as 1799, Colonel John Gaspard Le Marchant concluded that 
the ine#ciency of British arms in the campaigns of 1793-1794 was a direct 
result of a lack of professional military education. Eventually, though not 
without di#culty, Le Marchant persuaded the Duke of York that a military 
education would prove bene"cial in the prosecution of the war against 
Napoleon. He opened a senior sta$ training college at High Wycombe 
in 1799; 2 years later it attracted a Royal warrant to become the Royal 

1. Central Mission Support Establishment Final Report, D/DAFSD-1/2/5, dated 14 Sep 92
2. Adrian Johnson and Saqeb Mueen, Short War, Long Shadow: The Political and Military Legacies of the 2011 Libya Campaign, RUSI Journal, Whitehall Report 1-12, p. 2 
3. Joint Concept Note 3-12 Future Air and Space Operating Concept, September 2012, p. 1-10.
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Military College. Graduates from the College were known as ‘Wycombites’ 
or ‘scienti!c soldiers’. However, the College wasn’t popular amongst 
the Army’s hierarchy. For instance General Wellesley, later the Duke of 
Wellington, hated the idea that Junior O"cers would be able to scrutinise 
his decisions, and was even suspicious that o"cers with no connection 
with property and rank would become potential revolutionaries.4

Within the Army’s hierarchy, this aversion to scienti!c soldiers and military 
academics continued to prevail. When the College moved to Sandhurst 
in 1820 student numbers remained low; they had barely increased when 
the College moved to Camberley in the 1860s. Clearly, attendance at 
Sta# College was not a prerequisite to achieve the highest rank in the 
way it is today. Edward Bruce Hamley became the College’s Professor 
of Military History in 1859. In 1867, he wrote ‘The Operations of War’, a 
textbook of military instruction in which he devised a way to analyse 
military campaigns in terms of ‘facts’ and ‘deductions’; something akin 
to the 3-column analysis format we use today. Hamley became the Sta# 
College Commandant in 1870. 

However, when he deployed as commander of the 2nd Division under 
Sir Garnet Wolseley, in the Egyptian campaign of 1881-1882, Hamley 
thought his involvement in the war was neither acknowledged nor 
su"ciently rewarded.

J. F. C. Fuller was another atypical o"cer. In 1917, as Chief of Sta# of the 
Tank Corps he planned the massive tank attack against the Germans at 
Cambrai, and went on to plan tank operations in 1918. He envisaged a 
fully mechanised army by 1919 but such ideas were thwarted when the 
Germans called for armistice. Nevertheless, in the 1920s, Fuller continued 
to develop his ideas for the mechanisation of armies, as described in his 
1926 book ‘The Foundations of the Science of War’. The book focused on 
grand tactics and battle!eld planning, not !eld strategy. Fuller thought 
this new warfare could create ‘Strategic Paralysis’ in the mind of the 
enemy. He considered strategy to be a pragmatic science based on a 
number of immutable principles. Drawing on the writing of Sun Tzu, 
Clausewitz and Jomini he devised and articulated 9 Principles of War; the 
forerunner to the 10 principles of war in today’s British Defence Doctrine.5 

His proposals were controversial; as much for the tactless and dogmatic 

manner of their presentation, as for their content. Consequently, his 
critics sought to diminish him, by overemphasizing his adherence to 
the ‘all-tank’ concept.6

Unfortunately, many in the Army thought Fuller an unreliable crank. 
Fuller “is damned silly”, declared Major-General Sir Ernest Swinton in 1929, 
“and has a sort of bu"oon reputation”. This sort of personal attack and the 
often-negative reaction to his writing probably in$uenced his decision to 
retire in 1933. But though he was ignored and sidelined at home, Fuller 
was lauded elsewhere. On 20 April 1939, he was an honoured guest at 
Adolf Hitler’s 50th birthday parade. It is thought that Heinz Guderain, the 
German pioneer of armoured warfare, studied Fuller’s theories and used 
tanks, with air power support, to achieve strategic paralysis amongst the 
Allies in what became known as Blitzkrieg.

Most air power commentators, including the esteemed Sir John Slessor, 
believed that the nuclear threat marked the end of conventional war.7  
The implication was that air power theory had run its course. However, 
this type of thinking had to be adjusted when John Warden, a USAAF 
Colonel, !lled the theoretical air power void that had prevailed since the 
1930s. Warden was an avaricious reader of military history and thinking. 
He suggested that air power could target identi!ed vulnerabilities in 
the Clausewitzian trinity (People, Military, Government) as well as in the 
enemy’s infrastructure, as identi!ed in the work of the USAAC Air War 
Plans Division, to deliver the necessary strategic paralysis in the minds 
of the enemy, as described by Fuller. Warden articulated these ideas in 
the blueprint for the air war campaign against Iraq in 1991. Known as 
the ‘Air Campaign’, Warden’s clever synthesis of ideas was the forerunner 
of today’s doctrinal air campaign planning process.

Many forecasts for the 1991 campaign believed that Coalition ground 
troops would su#er thousands of casualties in their attempts to eject 
Saddam Hussein’s Iraqi forces from Kuwait. Though not all of the elements 
of Warden’s Air Campaign were used, the air war was a phenomenal 
success, paving the way for the relatively bloodless victory for the 
Coalition forces. However, despite the campaign’s astonishing success, 
the 1992 Promotion Board for General O"cer rank held mixed views on 
Warden’s suitability for higher command. Some of the Board members 
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claimed that he was “from academia”, and that he “could not hack it 
operationally”. Another Board member lamented the way “the marginal 
status of air power theorists in the contemporary Air Force” somehow 
queered Warden’s chances. Warden was not promoted; like Fuller he 
retired a few years later.8  

Scienti!c soldiers have often been vili!ed or sidelined, and an academic 
understanding of the environment in which the military operates has not 
always been something military superiors have appreciated. Ideas from 
academically-minded military personnel have often been considered 
unreliable. Those who have had the courage to commit their thoughts 
to paper have been considered cranks, or disparaged as ‘from academia’, 
and their prospects of promotion have often been thwarted. So what has 
the RAF done to rectify the disparity between the perception of academic 
warriors on the one hand, and the need for an academic understanding 
of the capability of air power and leadership on the other?

In July 2002, the Air Force Board Standing Committee (AFBSC) 2* Group 
directed that a study be undertaken to analyse the RAF’s Air Warfare 
Training (AWT) requirements. The goal of the AWT Strategy9 was to 
develop the knowledge, skills and attitudes of personnel to enable them 
to enhance the RAF’s operational capability.10 The gaps in the training 
strategy that existed at the time were identi!ed, and in 2006 a plan was 
developed to address the requirement. Subsequently, the AFBSC 2* Gp 
endorsed the establishment of a Higher Air Warfare Course (HAWC), linked 
to a Basic Air Warfare Course (BAWC) through uplifts during Intermediate 
Level Command and Sta" Training. Until the HAWC was replaced by the 
Senior O#cers Study Programme (SOSP) in 2012, these courses provided 
o#cers with an understanding of the theory and the applications of air 
power in order to develop their appreciation of the environment within 
which they operated. 

In 2003, the O#cer Cadet Training Review sought to develop o#cers with 
a wide-range of attributes, to optimize their involvement in operations. 
Its !nding, in 2004, identi!ed the requirement thus: “Tomorrow’s o!cer 
will need to be military-minded and of a courageous and determined "ghting 
spirit, mentally agile and physically robust, politically and globally astute, 
technologically competent, capable of understanding and managing inter-
personal relations, #exible, adaptable and responsive, willing to take risks 
and able to handle ambiguity” 11. Another of the signi!cant features of the 
report’s recommendation was the idea to set up an Academic Defence 
Studies Department, comprised of academics a#liated to an accredited 
university. Kings College London was selected to provide the !rst iteration 
of academic content delivery, to o#cer and non-commissioned students 
at RAF Cranwell and RAF Halton respectively. In 2012 Portsmouth Business 
School has picked up the baton in this regard. 

Yet another initiative, a Review of O#cer and Airmen Development 
(ROAD),12 was initiated by the Air Member for Personnel in late 2005, 
to critically analyse the disparate generic training initiatives, in order to 

14. The requirement for JOs to ‘opt in’ to existing CST was contributing to a 2-tier 
JO corps, with some JOs not undertaking any non-specialist training after Initial 
O#cer Training (IOT).  

15.  Joint Concept Note 3-12 Future Air and Space Operating Concept, September 
2012, p. 1-10. 

16.  Joint Concept Note 3-12 Future Air and Space Operating Concept, September 
2012, p. 1-14.

8. John Andreas Olsen, John Warden and the Renaissance of American Air Power 
(Washington: Potomac Books, 2007), pp. 268-273.

9. AWC/CRAN/1130/6 AWT dated 31 Oct 02.
10. 20070416 – ROAD REPORT – Part 2 Section 3
11. O#cer Cadet Training Review, Main Report, October 2004, Executive Summary, p. 2 
12. PTC/340/AMP (1145/05) dated 10 Oct 05.
13. 20070416 – ROAD FINAL REPORT

improve their overall coherence and alignment. The ROAD identi!ed 
optimum through-life solutions to develop the essential non-specialist 
knowledge, skills and attitudes to equip individuals to undertake their 
responsibilities in the operational and non-operational environments.13   
Speci!cally, ROAD identi!ed the need for greater coherence in the 
provision and management of non-specialist education and training. A 
Generic Education Training Centre (GETC) was established and in 2009 a 
competency framework for all ranks, the Generic Education and Training 
Requirement (GETR), was de!ned. The GETR describes what the Formal 
Training Establishments should teach, not how to teach. To prevent ad hoc 
and dysfunctional requirements appearing in the GETR new education 
requirements are only created when approved by a group comprising 
(among others) the Directorate of Defence Studies, the Air Warfare Centre, 
Air Command and the Defence Concepts and Doctrine Centre. 

ROAD also identi!ed the lack of coherency in RAF junior o#cer non-
specialist education14 and recommended that a through-life development 
path was needed. The outcome of this work is now known as the Junior 
O#cer Development Programme (JODP). Overwhelming evidence was 
also found to support the need for the Intermediate Command and 
Sta" Course (Air) [ICSC(A)] to become mandatory and be delivered at 
the point of promotion. 

ROAD also noted that the RAF’s airmen recruits were also required to 
have an interest in, and basic understanding of, the core business of the 
Service: the delivery of Air Power. A review of the educational content 
required by airmen took place in 2007 and uplift points now occur, in 
accordance with the GETR, on Command Management Leadership 
Training (CMLT) courses which are mandatory at the point of promotion 
and delivered by ACS at RAF Halton. Finally, ROAD noted the limited 
opportunity for non-specialist training for those who were not selected 
for the Advanced Command and Sta" Course (ACSC) and recommended 
a SOSP for Wg Cdrs to mitigate this de!ciency. SOSP is now linked to the 
GETR competency framework output standard of ICSC(A). Essentially, 
therefore, policy, doctrine and the education requirement have now 
converged. As the 2012 FASOC noted: “Ultimately, both the moral and 
conceptual components depend on the quality of people. Given the resource 
constraints on the physical component, these are the only areas where we 
can realistically aspire to create a military edge beyond 2020.” 15

FASOC also alluded to the need to identify leaders with the courage to 
think and articulate their arguments di"erently, and also to reward them 
appropriately: “This demands institutionalised air power education and a 
rigorous approach to identifying personnel key to the conceptual component 
of "ghting power. They will also need to be supported by a career structure 
that prepares, employs and rewards them appropriately.” 16

Only time will tell if the rhetoric is realised, but the foundations have been 
laid and the GETC is at the forefront of the plan. It is time for everyone 
within the RAF to embrace the value of military education.



to hold Hougoumont, Wellington replied “…I’ve thrown MacDonnell into 
it”19. The French lost 5,000 men in the struggle for Hougoumont, and 
over the course of the day attacked it with over 20,000 men, almost the 
whole II Corps; the British lost only 1,500 men and defended it with no 
more than 3,000.20  It was by using his competent commanders in vital 
positions that Wellington was able to deploy a very e!ective defensive 
position with the minimum amount of manpower to complete a task.

The strategic positioning of Wellington’s troops at Waterloo was also 
in"uential to his success. Placing his troops over the ridge of Mont St. 
Jean, with the settlements of Hougoumont, La Haye Sainte and Papelotte 
to his front, Wellington was able to slow the advance of the French and 
stop the e!ectiveness of their artillery #re. The ridge protected his men 
from direct #re, and the settlements acted as ‘wave-breakers’21  for any 
French advance. Furthermore, Wellington’s activeness on the battle#eld 
meant he could in"uence events across his position directly. “Wellington 
was alert, active, ever on the move, exercising almost minute-by-minute 
control of the battle”22. This control was vital as Wellington had few reserves 
and this meant victory in the small tactical skirmishes would win the 
battle. In the closing phase of the battle, Ney ordered a charge against 
the right-centre of Wellington’s line. This point had been targeted all day 
and was on the verge of breaking. ‘Wellington, as ever, was present at the 
crisis point, and it was he who gave the order…”Stand up, Guards! Make 
ready! Fire!”23, this control from Corps to Battalion level, was possible due 
to Wellington’s #tness and led to British success at vital points during 
the battle. At a tactical and strategic level Wellington was superior to 
Napoleon at Waterloo.

The British victory at Waterloo was due to an out of character performance 
from Napoleon and a superior tactical performance from Wellington. 
Napoleon’s over-con#dence and arrogance had led him to poorly choose 
his subordinate commanders and underestimate his opponent. In turn, 
this led to a poor strategic battle plan and poor decisions at the tactical 

level from his subordinates leading inflexible frontal assaults. Also, 
Napoleon’s lack of energy and in"uence, caused by his poor physical 
health, had a part to play in defeat. By not having the capacity to inspire 
and in"uence his rank and #le, Napoleon could not make up for the 
misgivings of his subordinates.

On the other hand, the previous points should not detract from the 
brilliant showing of Wellington and the British at Waterloo. Wellington’s 
defensive strategic and tactical superiority was a deciding factor in the 
victory over the French; e!ective economy of force is the best example 
of this. Furthermore, Wellington’s omnipresence on the battle#eld meant 
he could control how the battle was to be fought, which was a direct 
outcome of his good health and physical #tness. In his own words, even 
Wellington believed his in"uence was vital to victory at Waterloo: “… 
[Waterloo was] the nearest run thing you ever saw in your life… By God, I 
don’t think it would have been done if I had not been there”24.
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Many historians have evaluated the Battle of Waterloo in some 
attempt to !nd out why arguably the greatest military commander 

of all time, with the most modern army of the day, was beaten by an army 
that was, in comparison, outdated.1  This essay will evaluate Napoleon and 
Wellington, compare them directly, and then assess how their qualities 
expressed themselves, on and o" the battle!eld, in the key decisions 
made during the Battle of Waterloo. This essay will also conclude that the 
main cause of Wellington’s victory was an out of character performance 
from Napoleon and a superb show of tactical leadership from Wellington. 

To greater understand the events of June 18, 1815 an analysis of the two 
commanders needs to take place. Their personalities must be reviewed 
in order to assess their leadership styles, strengths and weaknesses.

Napoleon was one of the greatest military leaders of all time, but why was 
he so successful? Napoleon possessed “…a sparkle and insight that can 
only be described as breathtaking”2  which led to an ability to inspire his 
men to perform at their fullest capability. His powers of persuasion and 
in#uence over the everyday soldier, through to his Corps commanders, 
were noticed by all, including his opposition; Wellington said “that his 
[Napoleon’s] presence in the !eld was worth 40,000 men” 3. Furthermore, 
it cannot be denied that Napoleon was a military genius. He was 
somebody who revolutionised warfare through “his sheer mastery of 
the military profession”4. His concepts of envelopment, speed and mass 
mobilisation won him numerous con#icts from 1796 onwards. When 
his strategic brilliance was coupled with his ability to “speak to the soul 
of his o"cers and men”5  his armies moved with unparalleled vigour and 
determination.  

However, by 1815, there was a change in Napoleon. There was no question 
that he was still “a giant surrounded by pygmies”6 and had the potential 
to beat any army on the day, but weaknesses were appearing. His early 
successes had made him over-con!dent and arrogant. This was shown 
in a tactical decline from the Battle of Wagram onwards, where he used 
brutal, hard-fought frontal assaults rather manoeuvre around a central 
point from earlier con#icts.7  His arrogance was made clear with one 
comment to his generals on the morning of June 18, 1815: “Because you’ve 
all been beaten by Wellington, you consider him a great general. But I tell you 
that he’s a bad general, and it [victory] will be as easy as having breakfast”8.

Also, Napoleon was not in good health. It has been suggested he was 
su"ering from a glandular disorder as well as haemorrhoids, and so 
the ever-present, enthusiastic general of Austerlitz was no longer to be 
seen.9  One of his men commented on his appearance on the morning 
of the battle as “…without colour, almost waxen”10. Both his poor health 
and over-con!dence would end up being decisive factors in his defeat.

On the other hand, Wellington was a man in peak physical condition; 
years of “hard service and simple living had strengthened his constitution 
and general good health”11. This meant his activity around the !eld was 
much higher than that of Napoleon’s, and this impacted on his victory. 
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His time in India and the Iberian Peninsular had given him recent battle 
experience, which resulted in his outstanding physical !tness, high 
standards and professional bearing. India, in particular, had moulded 
him into the man he was in 1815 ‘… burgeoning his latent talents as a 
soldier, administrator and diplomat.’12 

Geo"rey Wootten makes a thorough comparison of the two commanders;

In personality, temperament and outlook the two men were 
as di#erent as chalk and cheese. Napoleon inspired by sheer 
charisma… Wellington led by cool ability and competence. 
Napoleon elevated strategy to an almost intuitive art form; 
Wellington developed a style that depended on analysis and 
logic. Napoleon would throw troops in by the thousand… 
Wellington would hoard his meagre army and begrudge 
improvident loss of human life.13

Wellington’s logical style of command and his “sure-handed application 
of the principle of economy of force”14  were possibly the most important 
factors in making him tactically brilliant. His tactical ability, particularly 
in defence, would play a decisive role in the outcome of the Battle of 
Waterloo.

With an understanding of Napoleon and Wellington’s qualities, the 
key decisions of the two commanders at the Battle of Waterloo can be 
analysed as to their contribution to the outcome. Before the campaign 
had started, both Wellington and Napoleon had allocated their 
subordinates for the con#ict to follow. Napoleon was “supported by a sta# 
that was less than perfect for the task ahead of it”15. The generals below him 
had either very little battle experience or a poor track record, particularly 
against Wellington in the Peninsular Wars. This put a heavy reliance on 
Napoleon’s ability to inspire a dogged performance from the rank and 
!le16.  Under normal circumstances this was his strong point, which is why 
he had felt con!dent in choosing the commanders he did. But, inspire 
was not something he could do a"ectively at Waterloo, due to his poor 
physical condition and lacklustre attitude: “Napoleon [on the day] was 
sick, sleepy, and sometimes overcome with a degree of lethargy that left his 
sta# despairing”17. As the battle unfolded, the choices Napoleon made 
in his sta", and his lack of presence and in#uence, came into fruition as 
his commanders, such as Ney, d’Erlon and Reille, led ine"ective frontal 
assaults on the British su"ering huge casualties to little or no gains.

Wellington did not have the luxury of choice with his subordinates, but 
“the vagaries of the British appointments system had provided him with… 
a good British command”18. However, there were certain decisions of 
influence made by Wellington. Firstly, his placement of his officers 
was superb, which meant that he could focus on control of his weaker 
commanders and employ e"ective economy of force. In Hougoumont, 
a pivotal position in the outcome of Waterloo, Wellington had placed 
1,500 to 2,500 men under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel James 
MacDonnell. When questioned on whether this number would be enough 
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The International Junior O!cer Leadership Development Course (IJOLD) is a multi-national training programme for international air reserves that 
looks to enhance international co-operation, learn about leadership and establish new contacts; it is organised under the umbrella of the Committee 
on Leadership Development of the International Air Reserve Symposium. The course has been running for 18 years and is usually held at the host 
nation’s o!cer academy. In 2013, by kind permission of the RAFC Cranwell Commandant, IJOLD will take place at RAFC Cranwell (22 - 29 June 2013), 
using the expertise and facilities of the OACTU and RAF Leadership Centre to provide a programme that combines leadership with heritage and 
culture, and the aim of sharing topics to help forge world stage unity; this will provide a better understanding of each other’s unique professional 
military education. Last year, IJOLD was hosted by the German Air Force at their O!cer Academy at Fürstenfelbruck, near Munich in Bavaria. Three 
members of the RAuxAF participated and the following article, written by Fg O" Adrian Cooper, o"ers an insight to the utility of the week-long course.

The International Junior O!cer Leadership Development Programme (IJOLD)
Flying O!cer Adrian Cooper RAFR

IJOLD is an international programme for Junior 
O!cers belonging to the Reserve Air Forces of a 

number of di"erent countries and allows them to get 
together and exchange ideas and experiences, and 
to further their appreciation of how Reserve Forces in 
other counties operate. One of main aims of the week-
long IJOLD programme is to encourage networking 
and build friendships – after all, the junior o!cers of 
today can become the senior o!cers of tomorrow. 
With the modern emphasis on Coalition and Multi-
National military operations, these foundations of 
friendship and mutual understanding will doubtless 
pay dividends in the future.

Each year, one of the participating nations acts as host 
for the IJOLD event. Next year, it will be the turn of 
the Royal Air Force, with the visiting Junior O!cers 
all congregating at RAF College Cranwell. However, 
this year IJOLD was hosted by the German Air Force at their O!cer 
Academy at Furstenfeldbruck, near Munich in Bavaria, and I was one of 
3 Junior O!cers from the RAuxAF fortunate enough to attend. There 
were also junior o!cers from Canada, USA, Germany, Denmark, Holland, 
and Switzerland participating. The constellation of trades and specialists 
represented by this international mix included Force Protection, 
Intelligence, Artillery, Air Engineering, Logistics, Air Movements, Political 
Advisers, IT Security, Police, Medical, Public Relations, CIMIC, Education 
and Admin/HR. In addition, there were 3 C17 pilots, one C130 pilot, 
one C38 communications aircraft pilot, and an F16 pilot, all from US Air 
National Guard units.  Some of these reservists are part-timers like me, 
and some of the others are full-time Reservists.

The week-long IJOLD programme had a fascinating mix of activities. Some 
of these were classroom-based lectures on interesting subjects about 
the host nation, Germany. These included an outline of the modern-
day Luftwa"e’s o!cer training programme, and a thought-provoking 
presentation on “How the German Military sees itself”, i.e. the role of the 
post-WW2 German military living in the shadow of past German military 
history. In addition to lectures, the IJOLD students had a number of 
outings. Several of these were ‘tourist’ in nature, and included a visit to 
King Ludwig II’s summer palace on an island in the middle of Lake Chiem. 
However, even this had a serious side to it, as it was here in the early post-
war years that representatives from the Allied Powers met to draft the 
constitution for the new Federal German Republic which came into being 
in 1955. The wording of the constitution was speci#cally phrased in such 
a way that it would constrain the German Armed Forces from repeating 
the unfortunate episodes of 1914-1918 and 1939-1945. 

On another day, the group visited Neuberg Air Force Base where the 
Luftwa"e is just starting to convert its JG74 Fighter Wing to Euro#ghter. In 
addition to being given an up-close tour around one of the Euro#ghters, 
the Luftwa"e had arranged for examples of every type of aircraft in their 
inventory to be lined up on the apron so that we were able to inspect 
them in detail and chat to the aircrew. We also visited the Euro#ghter 
simulator complex, where several of the pilots amongst us tried their 
hand at $ying a Euro#ghter rather than a C17. Finally, we watched a 
demonstration QRA scramble of 2 Euro#ghters. 

Perhaps the most enjoyable day for me was when 
we visited the German Rangers School training area 
in the foothills of the German Alps. Here, our group 
was divided up into several teams and we undertook 
a number of practical leadership / team tasks that 
would be instantly familiar to anyone who has 
undertaken Initial O!cer Training and Leadership 
Development exercises. 

In addition to rescuing a plastic tube from the 
traditional circle of shark-filled custard without 
touching the ground, and with only two ropes to 
assist us, we also found ourselves clambering over 
an interesting con#dence course that traversed a 
wooded area, and then shu%ing our way across 
suspended cables strung about 50 feet above a 
ravine, some 200 metres wide. 

Of course, it would be most disingenuous of me to pretend that holding 
a week-long event for Junior Officers in Munich, just prior to the 
commencement of the world-famous Oktoberfest beer festiva,l would not 
involve some more ‘relaxed’ pursuits in some small measure. And thus the 
IJOLD students also had an opportunity to enjoy a typical Bavarian meal 
at a hostelry in the centre of Munich, which just happened to be situated 
immediately opposite the famous Hofbrauhaus beer hall.

All in all, I found it to be an exceptionally useful and valuable week which 
enabled me to forge a number of international friendships and has 
opened my eyes to the wide range of key roles that reservists now hold 
across the various participating nations. This was very much brought 
home to us half-way through IJOLD, when the shocking ambush and 
murder of the US ambassador in Libya took place. That same afternoon, 
3 of our US colleagues, all full-time reservist intelligence analysts were 
immediately recalled to Ramstein Air Base in order to $y straight out 
to the Middle East that same evening, to assist with the intelligence 
assessment of the situation. 

To me, this is a clear sign that the Whole Force Concept now embraced 
by a number of nations, including the UK, means that Reservists will have 
an increasingly important role in the Armed Forces in future.

�

Across the Ravine!

Working up a sweat at the 
German Rangers School
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THE OFFICERS AND AIRCREW SELECTION CENTRE - A SNAPSHOT 
by Flight Lieutenant Kate Allen

“When were you born?” 
“Where were you born?” 
“Where are you living now?” 
“Where else have you lived?” 
“How would you describe your home life as you were 
growing up?” 

Do these questions induce flashbacks and 
nightmares from your experience of selection? The 
questions may have changed slightly since you came 
through, for instance we no longer ask for your age in 
years and months but the sentiment remains the 
same.  These are just the some of the questions I ask 
as an OASC Boarding Officer, several times a week.  
The questions do get more complicated…. though 
some candidates still get those initial questions 
wrong! 

In 2001, OASC was undergoing a slow change 
process.  No longer the domain of Wg Cdrs and Sqn 
Ldrs, it was decided that Flt Lts would get the chance 
to be Boarding Officers too and I am the second 
Supply branch JO to work at OASC. Which gives me 
the opportunity to dispel some myths, most of which 
are generated from those experiences I alluded to 
earlier. 

1) Boarding Officers are not split into interview 
specialists and exercise phase specialists; we  
all do both. 

2) We do actually work very hard, and some long 
hours (we process over 2500 candidates a 
year). 

3) We don’t just do boarding (possibly the title 
Boarding Officer doesn’t help there). 

4) We don’t all have handlebar moustaches (only 
one of my colleagues has and he is a pilot). 

5) We’re not all aircrew. 

6) The majority are actually under the age of 50. 

7) It is not ‘good cop, bad cop’ format. 

8) We do not try to catch candidates out. 

9) We do not inspect candidates’ bedrooms or 
watch them eating in the mess. 

10) It does not matter what school you went to; your 
academic achievement, aptitude and overall 
performance are what count. 

I arrived in March 2005 and, following 2 weeks pre-
employment training, which you do have to pass, and 
a week ‘on the job’ training, I was ready to be a Board 
Member.  Six months later, my ‘probation’ ended and 
I was deemed fully competent. This happens to every 
Boarding Officer, regardless of rank and 
standardization checks are carried out frequently. 
The period of probation may be longer than 6 months 
if a boarding officer is considered to need extra 
training.  I am now a Board Chairman as well as  
a Member.  From your own selection,  you may 
remember that in the Exercise Phase, the Chairman 
was the one on your left who asked all those nasty 
questions in the Group Planning Exercise, and the 
Member was on the right who asked similar nasty 
questions during the Individual Planning Exercise. 

These are the Selection boards we run: 

Ab Initio Direct Entry Boards for Initial Officer 
Training, Non-Commissioned Aircrew Initial Training 
Course and Reserve Officer Initial Training. 
Commissioned Warrant Officer Boards. 
Reselection Boards. 
Cadetship and Bursary Boards. 
Sixth Form Scholarships Boards. 
Defence Sixth Form College Boards (Welbeck). 
Service Re-entrant Boards. 

A bright sunny day at Cranwell,  
3 new pilot hopefuls approach. 

The aptitude tests are slighter more technologically advanced these 
days- but I thought some of you may remember it all looking like this. 
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Specialist Boards. 

We help conduct boards for the Civil Service, Rolls 
Royce, Douglas Bader flying scholarships and Philip 

Sassoon Memorial Scholarships to name but a few.  
We also liaise with Armed Forces Careers Offices, 
University Air Sqns (UAS), auxiliary sqns and the TA. 

Candidates undergo a whole raft of aptitude testing 
and medical checks before the boarding officers get 
to see them.  As most of these tests are conducted 
by specialists I will concentrate on those aspects of 
selection with which I am most familiar; the Interview 
and the Exercise Phase. 

OASC develops interview skills that are different in 
style to those required of a Flt Cdr or Sqn Cdr.  There 
are no long silences whilst one hopes that the 
interviewee will expand upon their personal problem.  
There are 90 headline questions that are asked in 45 
minutes and that does not include questions where 
we expand upon a topic, such as membership of the 
Boys Brigade or the UAS.  We have no room for 
overly verbose answers or a lack of alertness as 7 
interviews on average are running at once, within 

Those of you who are younger may remember the 
aptitudes are like this now… 

This candidate looks rather happy.  He hasn’t got to 
the cough test yet….Or maybe he has.   

tight timescales, being observed over a CCTV system 
by one syndicating president. The role of the 
President is to officiate and ensure fair play with the 
final decision on the disposal of a candidate. 
If a serving airman, soldier or sailor applies for a 
commission or Non-Commissioned Aircrew (NCA), 
we also see their last 3 annual appraisals and any 
recent detachment reports.  As a result, we 
sometimes can see how a candidate may be 
considered suitable for commissioning by their line 
management, not always because they possess the 
right qualities, but because they happen to shine in a 
weak or small field of their peers.  If an airman is 
industrious and uses their initiative, they may be a 
strong prospect for promotion, however it is also 
worth considering if their qualities are appropriate for 
commissioning or NCA.  We also appreciate a 
comment by any commissioned officers in the 
reporting chain on NCA or commissioning potential if 
the subject has asked to be considered. 

Many candidates can practise the interview; indeed 
many have an unfair advantage because they may be 
overly coached on what questions may appear.  This 
may help them have a successful interview but we 
are able to see their real personality during the 
Exercise Phase. 

The Exercise Phase is divided up into the Discussion 
Exercise, Hangar Familiarization, Leaderless 
Exercise, Individual Planning Exercise and Command 
Situation Exercises.  The running of each exercise is 
divided between the Board Members.  When one 
Member is running the exercise, the other Member 
will be assessing with hot debriefs carried out 
between each exercise when the candidates are 
getting a short break. 

The Board Member runs the Discussion Exercise and 
there are generally 3 topics discussed by the 
candidates.  The Board Member generates interest 
when opening the topic and ensures differences of 
opinion do not become over-enthusiastic!  In the 
Discussion we assess 3 different competencies with 
sub-categorisations within each.  We typically have 6 
candidates, so not only do we listen, we notice how 
they are speaking, how confident they are and if their 
contributions are actually meaningful.  As a new 
Board member it requires a lot of concentration but 
you soon become used to looking and listening to the 
most important elements. 

All candidates now get an non-assessed hangar 
familiarisation lesson on the techniques that they will 
need to cope with the hangar tasks.  Activities 
include, how to tie planks together, the basic rules of 
physics when it comes to bridge construction (it is 
amazing how many candidates try to defy the laws of 
gravity), and a brief over the infamous General Rules 
and Special Rules.  This lesson is conducted by an 
independent boarding officer so candidates do not 
feel afraid to ask questions. 
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The Leaderless Exercise follows hot on the heels of 
the Hangar Familiarisation.  The Board Member also 
runs this exercise and ensures the safety of the team 
and frequently gets the syndicate going with a hint 
normally as subtle as a sledgehammer.  It can be 
difficult to encourage the syndicate to spend less time 

talking and more time doing the exercise.  The 
Leaderless Exercise lasts for 30 minutes and is rarely 
finished. 

Next is the Group Planning Exercise run by the Board 
Chairman.  The candidates have 20 minutes of 
private study, then 20 minutes of discussion where 
they attempt to produce a comprehensive team 
solution to the problem before the group are 
questioned by the Board Chairman.  Therefore, the 
Board Chairman has to assess 5 different 
competencies as well as establishing an 
understanding of the syndicate solution and tailor the 
questions accordingly.  Here, fair play is essential; we 
try to ask each candidate the same amount of 
questions and spread the difficulty factor amongst 
them too. 

The following day, each candidate gets to display his 
or her individual problem solving skills during the 
Individual Planning Exercise.  Each candidate has 20 
minutes of private study over a problem then comes 
in to the syndicate room and is questioned for around 
10 minutes on their detailed ideas for solving the 
problem.  The Board are allocated 3 minutes debrief 
time between each candidate and it all runs to the 
second.  We can invariably manage an accurate 
debrief in 1 min 30 secs, leaving another 1 min 
30secs if there are any differences of opinion.  To the 
layman this may seem too fast, but we are very well 
practised and our progress is monitored, so no 
candidate gets a disservice.  Boarding officers who 
have been away from boarding for a while, or new 
boarding officers, are inevitably slower at debriefing. 

The last exercises are the Command Situations.  
They are similar to the Leaderless, but the exercise 
only lasts for 15 minutes and each member is 

appointed as a leader in turn.  We have many hangar 
exercises to choose from that vary in size, height and 
physical complexity.  They are all challenging, but 
some require more problem solving whilst others can 
be more of  physically taxing.  Paradoxically, the 
boarding officers do not have suggested solutions to 
these exercises, we have to work out how they are 
achievable (they can all be done in the 15 minutes 
allowed) but there are no impossible tasks.  When a 
candidate comes up with a new way of working out 
one of the command situations (and it works) the 
method spreads amongst the staff like wild fire.  
Although it is a rarity! 

In such a short article I have only been able to touch 
on a small aspect of the selection process but I hope 
I have given you a flavour of the diversity of a Board 
Member’s responsibilities as well the tight time scales 
involved. 

E1 had just dropped E2 into the shark infested custard.   
She wasn’t very happy.

So that, in a nutshell, is what boarding officers get up 
to, just when we are boarding.  We have many other 
duties, but not as interesting to the casual reader I 
would guess.  I love my job here at OASC, and there 
are always absolute howlers that happen everyday.  
Here are just a few: 

Boarding Officer:  “The RAF isn’t all about warfare 
and operations, we have secondary duties too.  What 
do you understand by that term?” 
Candidate:  “Well, that’s where everyone pulls 
together and helps out, like washing up in the officers’ 
mess after dinner.”  
Boarding Officer (trying not to laugh):  “Why do you 
think you’d have to do the washing up?” 
Candidate:  “Well, some of you cook dinner and 
others wash up; it’s just like helping out around the 
house when you’re at home.” 

Don’t look down… 
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Boarding Officer:  “What fast jets do we operate in 
the RAF?” 
Candidate:  “Tornados, the Typhoon, the Jaguar and 
the Hercules.” 
Boarding Officer:  “What is the role of the 
Hercules?” 
Candidate:  “It has a vertical take off and landing 
capability and it is a ground attack aircraft.” 

Boarding Officer: “I start with the easiest question of 
all then…When were you born?” 

Candidate: “How was I born?” 
Boarding Officer: “We’ve had 7 new countries join 
NATO in the last few years; what area of the world 
are they from?” 
Candidate: “From East of the Equator.” 

Boarding Officer (An Admin (Sec) officer):  “What 
other branches did you consider in your application?” 
Candidate:  “My first choice is Engineer because of 
my background, but I have thought about Supply and 
I have even considered Admin (Sec) although that 

No 45(RESERVE) SQUADRON HISTORY AND TRAINING 
by Flying Officer Thomas Fox 

Formed on 1 March 1916, No 45(Reserve) Squadron 
celebrated its 90th Anniversary in 2006.  The 
Squadron has served all over the world, notably in 
Egypt and Iraq, where in the 1920s it adopted the 
nickname ‘The Flying Camels’.  This was chosen, 
along with the winged-camel motif, as an appropriate 
identity for a squadron acting as the ‘ship of the 
desert’ flying the Baghdad-Cairo mail route.  The 
Squadron left the area in 1942 after being deployed 
to Burma, starting a long association with the Far 
East.  Subsequent areas of operation include Ceylon, 
Malaya and Singapore flying several different aircraft 
types such as Venoms, Vampires and Canberras.  
Here, whilst taking part in Operation FIREDOG, the 
Squadron successfully flew over 4000 operational 
sorties against the communist terrorists.  After nearly 
50 years of continuous service overseas, the 
Squadron returned to the UK in 1972 to fly the Hunter 
and subsequently Tornado GR1, becoming the 
‘shadow’ identity - hence the Reserve(R) status - of 
the Tornado Weapons Conversion Unit (TWCU) at 
RAF Honington.  In 1995, 45(R) Squadron arrived at 
RAF Cranwell, after a brief spell at RAF Finningley, 
with their Jetstream training aircraft.  The role of 
training all the RAF multi-engine pilots continues 
today with the Beechcraft King Air B200, all 7 of 
which are owned and serviced by Serco. 

Those pilots selected for multi-
engine training undertake a period 
of general service training on arrival 
at Cranwell, including the joys of 
survival training.  The survivors join 
45(R) Sqn, and proceed to fly 
approximately 30 hours during 
Multi-Engine Lead In Training 
(MELIN) on the Slingsby Firefly 
provided via civilian contract with 
Babcock Defence Services.  MELIN 
acts as a bridging course between 
EFT and operating a true multi-
engine trainer, and introduces the 

essential concepts of a 2-crew cockpit and Crew 
Resource Management (CRM) on an easily managed 
platform. An understanding of the human factors of a 
multi-crew cockpit is a crucial requisite to successfully 
carrying out the huge range of missions asked of 
today’s military pilot. 

Basic phase flying on the King Air allows limited use 
of the aircraft’s extensive avionics and flight system.  
It focuses on general handling of the aircraft, basic 
instrument flying including radio aids navigation and 
introduces the student to operations at night. It also 
provides essential training in asymmetric engine 
control, whilst continuously improving the student 
pilot’s ability to operate within a multi-crew 
environment.  Extensive use is made of the 2 King Air 
simulators, ensuring that the student can progress 
rapidly to advanced exercises and maximising the 
training value of every precious airborne hour. 

Once the students can fly the aircraft, they must learn 
to operate it as a military platform. The King Air 
advanced phase introduces more complex sortie 
profiles, low level flying, formation flying, flights in 
foreign airspace and more demanding simulated 
combat missions.  Additionally students are expected 
to operate safely within controlled airspace, 

Beechcraft King Air B200 
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RAF O!cer Recruiting And Selection
Group Captain Ian Tolfts OBE MA MCIPR RAF - Gp Capt Recruiting & Selection

2012 was a signi!cant year for Recruiting and Selection, as it saw the merger of the previously separate Recruiting organisation and the O"cer & Aircrew 
Selection Centre (OASC). These 2 organisations, integral to the selection of quality o"cers and airmen – both regular and Reserve – to serve in the Royal Air Force 
have both a proud history and an enviable reputation. However, with a need to rationalise manpower and create a Recruiting and Selection organisation !t 
for the future, it was agreed that an integrated organisation would be established on 1 August 2012 under the command of a single Group Captain. Following 
detailed planning, the new organisation stood up successfully on the due date under the command of Group Captain Ian Tolfts OBE MA MCIPR RAF. Whilst 
organisationally and functionally this change is signi!cant, the core aim of the new organisation remains unchanged:

To attract, select and recruit su"cient, quality o"cers, direct entry SNCOs and airmen –  
both regular and Reserve – to meet the RAF’s manpower needs.

The following short article gives an insight as to how the aim was tackled during 2012. 

Recruiting

Whilst recruiting numbers remained somewhat suppressed during 
2012, to assist with the drawdown in the size of the Royal Air Force 

to meet the 2015 requirements de"ned by the 2010 Strategic Defence 
and Security Review (SDSR 2010), the recruiting sta# across the country 
have remained busy seeking to attract and select the best possible 
candidates to "ll the required vacancies. Integral to this e#ort has been 
face-to-face engagement with the public. Attending a wide variety of 
events from town shows to careers fairs, such engagement has not only 
generated interest in careers but also allowed the public to gain an insight 
into the role of the Royal Air Force. Given the Royal Air Force’s limited 
footprint in many parts of the country, this engagement and awareness 
raising role is important. Attending events is nothing new but, in 2012, 
through a partnership with a new event management company, the 
focus has been subtly changed. By using detailed market and audience 
analysis, the recruiting teams have attended more events that have a 
higher proportion of young adults – the target audience for recruiting. 

As ever, the main events ‘season’ comes during summer. Attendance at 
the many events required was a signi"cant challenge as over 50% of the 

The RAF Recruiting Team: teaming up with the events management industry to recruit future leaders.

recruiting force were necessarily deployed to London for Olympic security 
duties. Notwithstanding the considerable strain this deployment placed 
on the recruiting force, a ‘light blue’ presence was still seen across the 
length and breadth of the country. Despite enthusiasm to maximise the 
RAF Recruiting presence at the Olympics, plans to place recruiting lea$ets 
in the bags of people searched entering the Olympic venues were not 
implemented as it was felt that LOCOG might object! But you cannot 
fault the enthusiasm of the recruiters in trying to exploit the opportunity.

The announcement of the Future Reserves 2020 paper early in 2012 
set the requirement to nearly double the size of the Royal Auxiliary Air 
Force by 2016, with the task of recruiting the additional people falling to 
the recruiting organisation. Cognisant of the need to keep advertising 
expenditure to a minimum, a dedicated marketing campaign using a 
series of new and innovative marketing methods was created. Television 
sponsorship, cinema advertising, and extensive use of social networking, 
have (and will continue to) been central to the campaign as well as 
engagement with employers of prospective reservist personnel. Once 
the campaign got under way in earnest in late 2012, the results were 

�
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near instant with applications rising by over 100%. 
Whilst there is much work to do, the signs are 
positive. And, of course, the RAuxAF can recruit 
people up to the age of 50 so, if you have left the 
Service, meet the age criteria and feel you are 
missing that RAF esprit de corps, why not apply 
to join the ‘Auxiliaries’!

Spanning recruiting to both the regular and 
Reserve is the need to increase the number of 
people from ethnic minority backgrounds joining 
the Service. As a military force, it is important that 
the Royal Air Force is representative of the society 
that it defends. Societal misconceptions about the 
role of the military restricts the number of ethnic 
minority personnel who apply to join Your Royal 
Air Force and, accordingly, a wide ranging plan – 
which will span a number of years – has been put 
in place to build trust and understanding amongst 
ethnic minority communities and people with 
the aim of showing that the Royal Air Force o!ers 
excellent career opportunities in a truly inclusive organisation. Activities 
range from working with local groups, activities within schools through 
to detailed dialogue with groups of community leaders. Although early 
in its implementation, all indications are that the communities and 
individuals welcome this engagement.

O!cer and Aircrew Selection Centre
Despite the fact that the Royal Air Force has not selected any pilots 
for entry into training for nearly 2 years, OASC has remained busy 
selecting personnel for the many other branches, whilst at the same 
time downsizing and merging with RAF Recruiting. Notwithstanding, 
the core tools for assessing the potential of candidates to become 
o"cers or Direct Entrant SNCOs have not changed fundamentally as 
they have stood the test of time. Indeed, such is the regard with which 
OASC is held, a number of other Air Forces from around the world have 

�
expressed interest in adopting the methodologies and tests used. To 
this end, OASC hosted visits from the Royal Jordanian Air Force, the 
Royal Air Force of Oman, the Kuwaiti Air Force, the Belgian Air Force 
and, notably, the Royal Canadian Air Force. All left most impressed by 
the very high success rate that the Royal Air Force achieves in #ying 
training based on OASC assessment and testing. A number of these 
countries have now agreed to purchase the OASC system – which 
makes OASC a ‘global brand’! When spare capacity in OASC’s aptitude 
testing suite has existed, we have also been able to o!er opportunities 
to charitable trusts, such as the Air League Educational Trust and Flying 
Scholarships for Disabled People (in the memory of Group Captain 
Sir Douglas Bader), to determine the suitability of their candidates 
for private pilot training. All told, OASC remains at the vanguard of 
o"cer and aircrew selection and, as highlighted, is gaining a worldwide 
reputation for excellence.

OASC Hangar Exercises continue to provide a standardised testing facility for potential recruits.

The OASC Hangar o!ers a chance to demonstrate individual "air, in addition to teamwork.
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33 - Where Have All The Cadets Gone?

Generally the annual O!cer and Aircrew Cadet Training Unit (OACTU) 
intake is about 1% of the RAF’s strength.  At present this equates 

to 480 o!cer cadets per year, or 4 intakes of 120.  This re"ects the 
number that Initial O!cer Training (IOT) was designed to take back in 
2005.  However, 2009/10 saw a surge in recruitment so that intakes were 
approaching 150 cadets.  Eventually OACTU should get 4 intakes a year of 
somewhere between 70 and 90 to re"ect the new size of the RAF, but in 
the meantime course sizes are reduced severely: the current C Squadron, 
IOT Course 27 is running with only 21 cadets. 

The aim of this article is to provide an understanding of the delivery of 
leadership exercises, the challenges small course numbers create and how 
OACTU has been able to overcome these challenges.  OACTU’s aim has 
been to maintain the quality of training and opportunities for practice. 

IOT has a strong focus on leadership with cadets being taught leadership 
theory and undertaking practical exercises.  Cadets are given around 30 
hours of classroom instruction where lessons aim to cover a wide range of 
leadership theories, based around John Adair’s theory of Action Centred 
Leadership, as well as methods of command and management used in the 
RAF and in the wider British Armed Forces.  Each cadet needs to develop 
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their own e#ective style of leadership, but for them to achieve this they 
need practical experience in leading a team of personnel in a military 
environment.  As a result far more time is devoted to practical leadership; 
cadets will spend about 30 days on practical leadership exercises during 
the course.  Each exercise takes the form of a series of “leads”; a lead being 
a period of time which a cadet spends in charge of a team.  During the 
course each cadet will undertake 12 leads, when added together these 
will total 4-5 days and this training is an essential part of the transition 
from civilian to military o!cer. 

Each Squadron is divided into "ights, which are sub-divided into sections 
of 8 cadets.  The early exercises typically have one cadet leading their 
section with one cadet acting as an observer.  The observer has the luxury 
of stepping back and watching leadership in action without the pressure 
of being in charge.  Each section requires a member of sta# to manage the 
lead and each lead, including a review period at the end, takes 2 hours.  
Thus for the early exercises OACTU can run 4 leads per section per day, 
giving each cadet one lead every two days.  Unfortunately, it is unlikely 
that each OACTU course will divisible exactly by 8; each section can 
have di#erent numbers of cadets.  To overcome this, the directing sta# 

Cadets taking part in Operation MUCRONIS.
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Air Marshal Andy Pulford RAF, Air Member for Personnel with cadets on Op MUCRONIS.

reconstitute the sections daily or every other day so 
that everyone !nishes their 2nd lead at roughly the 
same time.  Often, at the end of an exercise, there is 
time for some cadets to have a third lead as a further 
training opportunity. 

In addition to training the cadets, OACTU also 
needs to ensure that its instructors are well trained.  
Although the unit has reduced sta" numbers it 
needs to maintain a core team that is su#cient to 
train current numbers and to be ready to respond 
to future demands; generally OACTU needs to 
train 40 to 50 personnel a year in order to maintain 
its establishment.  In theory fewer cadets should 
lead to an increase in spare capacity amongst the 
instructors, but to maintain the highest standards 
of instruction, high levels of experience must also 
be maintained.  To achieve this all sta" need to be 
involved regularly in instruction.  It is easy to see 
how, with fewer cadets, the number of leads reduces 
and the number of opportunities for instructors to 
manage leads and maintain pro!ciency reduces 
accordingly. 

With a full complement of instructors and, in some cases, only 20 to 25 cadets on a 
course, there is a danger that cadets can feel like lab rats, under constant observation 
from large numbers of sta".  Cadets and instructors must develop a professional 
rapport and maintain consistency in instruction; this is very di#cult to achieve if 
instructors are changed regularly.  To overcome this during Ex Active Edge, a term one 
exercise, OACTU ran 4 leads concurrently (rather than the usual 3) and bolstered cadet 
numbers by employing OACTU sta" not normally involved (e.g. Physical Training 
Instructors) along with o#cers and sergeants waiting to start professional training.  
This ensured that instructors were able to maintain their skills without putting the 
cadets under excess pressure and whilst maintaining consistency of instruction. 

Term 3 culminates in a !nal exercise, Operation MUCRONIS, a realistic recreation of 
running a Combined Operations Centre (COC) at a Deployed Operating Base (DOB).  
The Exercise is designed for groups of 25 to 30 cadets to take turns working in the 
COC for a period of 72 hours each, so that over the 9 days of the exercise all term 3 
cadets are given a period of time in command.  When not in the COC, cadets become 
workers around the camp.  The Air Member for Personnel, Air Marshal Pulford, and 
Commander in Chief Air Command, Air Chief Marshal Sir Simon Bryant, visited the 
Exercise in September and November 2011 respectively; each commented on the 
realism of the scenario and that maintaining this realism is critical in ensuring that 
cadets are able to deal with the pressures of command and leadership in the RAF.   

OACTU sta" identi!ed quickly that cadet numbers would make it di#cult to maintain 
realism and provide e"ective training during Op MUCRONIS in November 2011.  

In order to develop their skills, the cadets need work to do with most of the work 
being created by the cadets themselves (e.g. setting up accommodation, managing 
vehicle $eets, setting meal times, holding brie!ng sessions etc).  With fewer cadets 
this workload reduced and the onus was on the instructors to provide su#cient 
stimuli for the cadets.  In order to achieve this, the physical size of the exercise was 
limited and all 63 cadets involved (term 2 and term 3) were squeezed into a single 
area at RAF Syerston.  It was then down to the instructors to ensure that the exercise 
was closely managed to maintain a high quality of training without compromising 
realism. 

Eighteen months ago an assessment of OACTU concluded that IOT would not function 
properly if cadet numbers dropped below 60 per intake.  In reality it has worked with 
numbers well below that without a"ecting the standard of the graduating o#cers.  
This is testament to the hard work, ingenuity and professionalism of OACTU sta" of 
all ranks.  In particular it has demanded considerably increased participation by sta" 
during exercises, to replace the friction and pressure generated by larger numbers 
of cadets.  That said, everyone is looking forward to the time when Whittle Hall once 
again resounds to the footsteps of nearly 300 cadets in training.
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“If you do what you’ve always done, you will get what you’ve 
always gotten.”  (A.Robbins)

This is the mantra of Delta Flight, which provides bespoke leadership 
training to at risk or failed OACTU cadets.  The opportunity to 

undertake remedial training is an important aspect of training at OACTU.  
It is recognised that there are many reasons why a cadet may struggle in 
training and why some individuals may take longer to reach the standard 
of becoming a credible junior o!cer within the RAF.  Prior to March 2011 
those cadets that were unsuccessful on the formal leadership assessment, 
namely Exercise Decisive Edge in Term 2, or those who had not reached 
the standard required for graduation in Term 3, were transferred from their 
squadron to Delta Flight for a 7 week remedial training programme.  The 
result of this recourse in training inevitably meant that a cadet would not 
graduate with their friends and colleagues.  

An addition to the remedial training package was introduced during 
March 2011, which attempted to keep as many cadets on the main 
course as possible.  The new elements of the remedial training package 
allowed additional bespoke training to be introduced in-between term 
time, to give at risk cadets the best possible chance of performing to a 
higher standard in the following term.  For those cadets who failed the 
leadership assessment, the remedial training conducted in-between 
term time introduced an opportunity for them to remain on course by 
immediately addressing their areas of development before retaking the 
leadership test in the "nal term.  This became known as the Delta Flight 
reinforcement and remedial leadership training packages: R1 following 
term 1, R2 following term 2 and R3 following term 3, the latter remaining 
the full 7 week recourse programme.  The remedial training aims to identify 
the root causes of a cadet’s failing, which may rest within a lack of skills, 
self-belief or self-awareness.  

The challenge to the Delta Flight sta# is to "nd the appropriate training 
opportunities to give their cadets the best possible chance to address and 
develop these areas of failing. 

The R1 package lasts for 5 days and has been designed for cadets who 
are behind with the militarisation phase of the "rst term and who are, 
most commonly, lacking in con"dence in elements of the course.  This 
package reinforces leadership theory, which can be immediately applied 
on Exercise Delta Dynamo conducted on the North Air"eld.  The cadets 
undertake a topical military debate, which aims to improve their analytical 
and communication skills under pressure.  Improvement of self-awareness 
and emotional intelligence is addressed through the use of the Strength 
Deployment Inventory (SDI) and on exercise, reinforced through frequent 
feedback sessions.     

The R2 package lasts for 10 days, with the cadets acting as mentors to 
the R1 cadets for the "rst 5 days of their programme.  The R2 cadets also 
undertake a personality awareness session using the Myers Briggs Type 
Indicator (MBTI).  
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The MBTI sessions give the cadets the opportunity to explore and 
understand the perspectives of others, which improves communication 
and teamwork – essential skills for becoming an e#ective leader.  This 
awareness is reinforced during Exercise Delta Prime, which takes place 
at the Stanford Training Area (STANTA) on the remaining 5 days of the 
course.  Ex Delta Prime focuses on developing practical leadership ability 
which, combined with improved self-awareness, encourages cadets to 
become more e#ective leaders.  On completion of the R2 package cadets 
rejoin their main course for Term 3 and retake the leadership test on the 
next Exercise Decisive Edge.

The R3 package lasts for 7 weeks and therefore results in a full recourse 
for the cadets.  This course overlaps with the R2 package and continues 
into the following term for a further 5 weeks of self-awareness training, 
con"dence building, improving self-belief and 2 more trips to Thetford 
for practical leadership exercises.  Upon successful completion of this 
package cadets rejoin the senior squadron for their pre-deployment 
training prior to Exercise Decisive Edge 2.  The decision will then be 
made alongside their colleagues about whether they had shown enough 
improvement to meet the standard required to commission into the 
Royal Air Force.

The variety of personalities received on Delta Flight ranges from shy and 
under con"dent, to arrogant and over con"dent.  We help the cadets 
to become more aware of how they are perceived by others and give 
them the necessary tools to help them modify their behaviour to a more 
appropriate and e#ective command and social presence.

How? – As mentioned we use MBTI on R2 and R3, we also re-visit the 
Strength Deployment Inventory (SDI) and discuss motivational value 
systems, why people react in certain ways depending on external 
influences.  We talk openly and honestly and use straightforward 
language to pinpoint problem areas and then elicit from the cadets a 
way forward that could help them improve their performance on the 
main course and into the future.  

Force Protection (FP) is used as a tool to build con"dence and instil a more 
positive and authoritative command presence.  During one particular FP 
session one cadet once said “All I’ve learnt so far is how to shout louder, 
I’m not going to need that as an Admin O!cer”.  During that afternoon, 
when she was under "re with rounds, smoke and simulated grenades 
exploding around her she soon realised that raising her voice was the 
only way she would get her orders heard and actioned.  A reminder to 
the cadet that she was in the military and had signed up as a ‘War"ghter 
"rst’.  A shock to her but one that brought about reconsideration to the 
attitude she would take forward in her future employment.

Another more gentle method employed is to encourage talents the 
cadet already has.  At one morning inspection a guitar was noticed in 
one of the cadet’s rooms.  Through questioning of his colleagues it was 
found that this shy, under con"dant individual was a bit of a singer so, 
that evening, he, with 2 others, were allowed to collect their instruments 
for an hour and entertain the other cadets around a Hexi stove camp"re 
in the woods.  We then helped the cadet to transfer this con"dence to 
his time in command.

Exercise Delta Prime is one of the most physically challenging exercises 
undertaken at OACTU.  The cadets are given di!cult leadership tasks 
to carry out under speci"c time pressures.  Coupled with the physical 
challenge of covering a large exercise area the cadets are tested, not 
only in their decisiveness under pressure, but also on their physical and 
mental robustness, remaining as the leader over many hours and in 
some cases days.  An important aspect of remedial training is to have 
real consequences for actions.  Therefore, if the rations are not found the 
cadets will not eat and if the task is not completed the cadets will not 
rest.  These are real and immediate consequences that really bring home 
to the cadets the implications of their decisions and actions. Cadets apply leadership theory on the North Air!eld.
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47 - NCAITC Charity Work

Non-Commissioned Aircrew Initial Training 
Course (NCAITC) 248 has been very busy 

over recent months.  Aside from completing an 
extremely intense course, NCAITC 248 managed 
to raise over £8000 for various charities as well as 
aiding the community with various projects both 
before and during the course.  Over the period of 
approximately 22 weeks, NCAITC 248 integrated 
with the community displaying the Royal Air 
Force’s sel!ess nature whilst encouraging the 
cadets to develop teamwork; a trait paramount 
to the future of any potential aircrew or air tra"c 
control cadet.

Due to a delay to the start of NCAITC 248, the 
direct entrant cadets were all brought to Royal Air 
Force Cranwell to begin a pre-course programme 
set up by the course instructors not only to begin 
the course bonding process, but to introduce 
the cadets to the intensity and expectations 
of the NCAITC they were soon to embark on.  
Concurrent with this pre-course programme were 
various community projects, including a weekend 
helping Lincoln’s local Butter!y Conservation.  
Here the cadets cleared, cut down and burnt 
large areas of bush and small tree growth to allow 
sunlight and warmth into the forest.  This work encouraged breeding of 
the rarer species of butter!y in and around the conservation area.

Part of the pre-course programme involved a week at Royal Air Force 
Akrotiri, Cyprus.  Although an enjoyable experience, it wasn’t all sun and 
sand with the cadets getting stuck into helping out the station saddle 
club.  Very well run, but relatively short sta#ed, the RAF Akrotiri Saddle 
Club struggle $nding time to carry out miscellaneous tasks, so help from 
the cadets was greatly received.  Jobs completed by the course included 
painting $eld fencing, weeding, general repair work and an ingenious 
shelf contraption designed and made to save room and help organise 
the di#erent horse food and medication requirements. 

Having completed a pre-course programme all NCAITC cadets were 
moved into Jackson Block to prepare for the start of their course.  Cadets 
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Cadets of NCAITC 248 clear an area of forest.

were nominated for certain roles and the cadet in charge of Charities 
(Aircrew Cadet Tempest-Roe) created a committee to help distribute 
workload, thus increasing the e"ciency of the course charity project.  

The $rst challenge facing the committee was to $nd a suitable subject for 
fundraising.  It soon transpired that College Hall O"cers’ Mess (CHOM) 
was hosting an ‘Anthems in the Park’ event during which special guests 
Brian May and Kerry Ellis were to perform.  Liaising with the event 
management, the charities committee secured one tent intended for a 
private auction and a second tent housing event programmes and glow 
stick products, of which pro$ts were destined for the Royal Air Force 
Association (RAFA) and Royal Air Force Benevolent Fund (RAFBF).  The 
charity committee were only too aware that in order to host an e#ective 

Members of NCAITC 248 at the 51 Sqn Memorial Garden, Snaith.
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NCAITC sell programmes during the Anthems in the Park event.

private auction at the event, they would need to attain items both suitable 
for auction and also aimed at the audience due to attend.  Fortunately, 
NCAITC 248 managed to utilise a community working weekend at the 
RAF Waddington air show, where they seized the opportunity to appeal 
to the public and the multiple businesses who attended, for donations to 
the private auction.  The response turned out to be extremely supportive 
and the NCAITC left RAF Waddington with some superb gift donations 
for the up and coming Anthems in the Park event.

Before the event however, NCAITC travelled to Yorkshire to visit the 51 
Sqn memorial garden in Snaith.  This superbly maintained memorial 
commemorates those who lost their lives with 51 Sqn during World War 
2.  The cadets found this a fantastic, very worthwhile visit and were more 
than happy to do their part helping such a worthy cause.  The memorial 
secretary Mrs. Renee Ounsley donated some fascinating books she herself 
had written regarding some of the varied lifestyles and jobs of aircrew 
who served on 51 Sqn.  In the memorial garden community project, 
NCAITC 248 trimmed hedges, painted fences, weeded the borders and 
helped to clean the garden. 

NCAITC 248 helped out the running of the RAF Waddington Air Show 
as part of another project weekend.  The event was inevitably hectic 
but project weekend IC (Aircrew Cadet Leivesley) liaised well with event 
organisers.  Cadets helped event organisers with parking, clearing FOD, 
setting up stalls, erecting tents and assisting security.

With RAF Waddington Air Show over, and Anthems in the Park rapidly 
approaching, Cadet Bullas worked around other course commitments 
to produce a brochure illustrating the di!erent items available for the 
private auction.  These were inserted into the event programmes to 

encourage as many people to view the auction tent as possible.  As the 
Anthems in the Park began, cadets focussed on selling event programmes 
and glow stick products to the public.  Other cadets were placed in the 
careers hut, on security and in the private auction tent.  Programme 
and glow stick selling was slow initially, but as the event went on, more 
and more were sold; a similar trend followed in the private auction tent.  
By the end of the concert, the private auction tent had received some 
very respectable bids amounting to an impressive £2103.  Programmes 
and glow stick products sold amounted to a superb £2830.81, making 
a grand total of £4933.81. 

The NCAITC were certainly in high spirits after this valiant e!ort, but the 
push for course charity fundraising was far from over.  Items left over 
from the private auction needed to go and there was no better way to 
do this than to organise a charity social evening.  The social evening 
had a cocktail theme and was limited to NCAITC cadets and sta! only.  
Aircrew Cadet Tempest-Roe’s enticing auction skills lead to a further £670 
being made by items ranging from the quirky to the high-end, with the 
top seller being a signed Red Arrow print which went for £370; a very 
successful evening!

As a result of all their fundraising e!orts, NCAITC 248 amassed over £8000, 
an extremely impressive amount of money given the intensity of the 
course and relatively short period of time.  Bene"ciaries of the funds were 
RAFA, the RAFBF, Rothbury House, St Clement Danes Church, the 51 Sqn 
Memorial Garden and the Lincolnshire branch Cystic Fibrosis Trust.
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31 - (NCAITC): What We Do

We have not been in the RAF long, yet in 11 weeks time the 9 of us 
on the current NCAITC are expected to graduate as credible SNCOs, 

heading to RAF Shawbury to complete Air Tra!c Control (ATC) training. 
Before we arrived at Cranwell, we undertook Basic Training at RAF Halton 
for 9 weeks. At the moment, life in the RAF has been nothing but training 
and it is safe to say that for the "rst 2 years of our RAF careers we will be 
in some form of training environment.

The NCAITC is just over 70 days long, and is said to be one of the most 
physically demanding Phase 1 courses in the RAF. There was a lot of 
anxious and worried airmen as we’d come straight from the Basic 
Recruit Training at Halton where we spent 9 weeks being transformed 
into Airmen and Airwomen from our previous civilians lives. The strict 
environment controlled by Corporals and Sergeants regulates when to 
wake up, when to be in class, when to eat, when to turn the lights out 
and when to be in bed. We did not have much freedom there, so feelings 
of trepidation when we saw the iron gates of the College Hall, knowing 
that we will be dealing with Warrant O!cers and Master Aircrew and not 
Corporals, was understandable.

The NCAITC Mission Statement is “to deliver air minded training and 
the necessary leadership skills required to produce credible, motivated, 
physically and mentally robust SNCOs in order to undertake specialist Phase 
2 training”. Straight away during the initial meeting with the #ight sta$ 
on the familiarization visit, it was clear that the NCAITC was di$erent from 
Basic Training at RAF Halton. We weren’t marched into a room, nor told 
in any certain terms that the next few weeks will be the worst we’d ever 
experience. Instead we sat down and introduced ourselves to the #ight 
sta$ and talked about what to expect when we came to RAFC Cranwell 
for the NCAITC.

Day 1 of ‘Induction Week’ soon comes around with early morning 
inspections looming and evenings of preparing our kit. In some ways the 
course is e$ectively contributed to heavily by the Cadets, for example it 
is up to us when inspections can lessen. We can be rid of them within 3 
weeks if the standard is high enough, with shirts creased to perfection, 
shoes gleaming (including the soles as well as the leather) and the block 
free of any dust. From the "re extinguisher in the foyer to the outside 
taps, dust is not allowed to exist and everything must be gleaming. As 
previously mentioned, we were expected to graduate from the course 
as credible Sergeants; so the high standards we expected in order that in 
the future we could aid the progression of subordinates and set the very 
highest standards ourselves. Luckily for our course, we managed to limit 
the continuous early morning inspections to just over 2 weeks. The early 
starts at 0530 for the 0705 inspections were no more so we were able 
to indulge in just a little more sleep before the daily Physical Education 
(PEd) sessions "rst thing. 

PEd was undertaken on the "rst period each day that we were not on 
Exercise, which resulted in us becoming very physically "t and robust. 
From circuit training to Battle PT, and swimming circuits to aero runs up 
and around ‘Cardiac Hill’, the NCAITC push everyone to their physical 
limit. This is all designed to get us "t for the Exercises that we undertake 
throughout the course. Before we do all of the dynamic leads at Cranwell, 
Stanford Training Area (STANTA) and Otterburn, we undertake lessons 
at Cranwell. We learn a myriad of subjects including Essential Service 
Knowledge, how to conduct drill and carry out inspections, as well as the 
all important theoretical leadership and navigation practice. All of this is 
designed to aid us on our way to passing the course and venturing into 
the RAF as credible SNCOs.

Just as when we eventually get into the wider RAF, there are additional 
duties which need to be carried out whilst on course. So as well as the 
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lessons and practical leadership, we undertake specific jobs across 
a wide spectrum of responsibilities, such as course photographer, 
PEd representative, course journal writer, charity organizer and MT 
representative. We also have to organize the dynamic leadership weeks: 
Initial Practical Leadership Training (IPLT); Additional Practical Leadership 
Training (APLT); Ex SOUTHERN BORDER; and our "nal assessed leadership 
exercise, Ex BORDER PATROL. Each of these Exercises is led by a single 
cadet who briefs the course on how the week will run and allocates the 
individual speci"c roles to the cadets. Each person on the course will 
gain the knowledge on how to organize an Exercise or trip in the future, 
so it is all viewed as essential training for what is initially a very steep 
learning-curve.

The Exercises are a week long and of increasing di!culty, culminating in 
Ex BORDER PATROL. This Exercise is an assessment of leadership ability 
yet, possibly because we are conditioned by this stage, does not feel as 
physically demanding as the previous Exercises; however, it is no walk 
in the park! This phase of the course begins with Ex IPLT, which is based 
on the North Air"eld of RAFC Cranwell. This is the introductory exercise 
to the dynamic leads and the much loved pine poles and ‘hernia boxes’. 
Every cadet has 2 leads during the week which, for our course, meant a 
total of 18 leads. In this scenario, RAFC Cranwell experiences terrorism, 
#oods and many aircraft incidents, all of which must be sorted by the 
cadets to varying degrees of competency!

Ex APLT follows next, at STANTA near Thetford, Norfolk. The cadets 
experience "eld conditions whilst living out under shelter sheets. The 
scenario sees the cadets assisting the civilian authorities in searching for 
2 missing persons from the local area. The cadets are asked to support 
helicopter operations, search the ground and move vital equipment to 
support the search. As the week develops and information is found, the 
leads develop towards Vehicle Check Points (VCPs) and similar real-time 
tasks. Ex APLT is designed to condition the cadets to carry heavier kit for 
a longer period of time, almost twice as far as previously, and to develop 
more lateral thinking to solve problems. At the end of each day the cadets 
have to make their way back to their accommodation, where they eat 
their rations and carry out relevant personal admin tasks to prepare 
themselves for the next day’s tasks.

The "nal 2 Exercises are held at Otterburn, near Newcastle, where Ex 
SOUTHERN BORDER is the "rst real introduction to contours, and the 
physical demands these place when carrying the same equipment as 
on Ex APLT. Accommodation has been upgraded to the standard 12’ x 
12’ tent with generators and camp beds. Ex SOUTHERN BORDER is the 
"nal chance for cadets to prepare for the assessed Exercise 2 weeks later 
on Ex BORDER PATROL.

Ex BORDER PATROL is a return to Otterburn for the leadership 
assessments. This time the cadets are accommodated in the shelter of 
a derelict cottage and, if all goes well, they only need to take one lead. 
However, should anyone be unsuccessful in their lead they will be o$ered 
one "nal attempt to prove they can pass the leadership phase of the 
course. These leads really represent what the cadets have been through 
over the past 10 weeks and the leadership and standardisation skills are 
now re"ned to the high degree. Every cadet gives 100% on each and 
every lead in order to demonstrate both good leadership and vitally, 
great followership.

All of this culminates on graduation day with a ceremony in the Rotunda 
of College Hall and the Graduating Luncheon in the WOs’ & Sgts’ Mess. 
Cadets "nd out on preceding Tuesday if they have been successful or 
not - if they have been, they graduate on a Friday, with family and friends 
around them for that very special day.
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For some O!cer Cadets, the road to the Graduation Parade is not always as smooth as they would like. In a 9-month period, virtually anything 
can (and does) occur; family, health, personal, or training issues, can all de"ect a trainee from achieving a single-shot trajectory through Phase 
1 Training. ‘Delta Flight’ exists to reinvigorate, re-motivate and reset those cadets who have, for whatever reason, found themselves requiring a 
little further instruction at various phases of the course. Here, Flt Lt Ti#any Lamont explains how Delta Flight can take a wayward cadet, and set 
them back on the right path.

Delta Flight Remedial Training Overview 2012 – 2013
Flight Lieutenant Ti!any Lamont MA RAF, OC Delta Flight, O"cer & Aircrew Cadet Training Unit

During the past 12 months Delta Flight has been supporting cadet 
development through remedial training and coaching. In addition 

to delivering training to Initial O"cer Training (IOT) and Specialist Entrant 
and Re-Entrant (SERE) cadets, Delta Flight also delivers training to Non-
Commissioned Aircrew (NCA) cadets who have not met the required 
standards. Although the Strategic Defence and Security Review 2010 
(SDSR 2010) has resulted in a reduction of cadet numbers this had not 
altered the way in which we carry out our business; the aim remains 
the same, “To attract, select and recruit the Air Force of tomorrow, whilst 
training and developing the Air Force of today and fully supporting the 
Defence Vision”. 

The Delta Flight role is to reinforce that training and unearth the potential 
that was identi#ed during initial selection at the O"cer and Aircrew 
Selection Centre (OASC). New in post and with a new Deputy Flight 
Sergeant, the current OC Delta Flight is in an ideal position to look at 
the training with a fresh pair of eyes. What we have found is the focus 
for Delta has been to target early. By speaking with ‘Main Squadron’ 
sta! throughout the Term, and before the cadets have been selected for 
remedial training, we get a better understanding of the cadet’s needs and 
areas for development. This then enables each package to be speci#c 
in design and better prepared to target particular areas. This ultimately 
ensures the success of the courses. 

There are 3 reasons why a cadet may be placed on one of the remedial 
packages: #rstly, to give ‘at risk cadets’ the best possible chance of 
succeeding the following term; secondly, for ‘failed cadets’ that have 
been unsuccessful in reaching the standard required for leadership or 
O"cer Qualities; and thirdly, for cadets ‘volunteered’ by their instructors 
as people who would bene#t from additional training. The challenge for 
the Delta Flight sta! is to #nd the appropriate training opportunities, to 
give these cadets the best possible chance to address and develop their 
areas of shortfall. Delta Flight introduced 3 reinforcement and remedial 
leadership training packages which are known as 
R1 (following Term 1), R2 (following Term 2) and R3 
(following Term 3 but also resulting in a 10-week 
recourse in training).

The R1 package is for cadets who are assessed 
as requiring further leadership and/or Officer 
Qualities training at the end of Term 1. This means 
those who have not met the required standard 
at the end of Term 1 or who are thought to be 
‘at risk’ are strongly recommended to take the R1 
package. From a cadet perspective, they can see 
this as a punishment and a loss of their between-
term leave. In actual fact this could not be further 
from the truth, indicated by one such cadet on a 
recent course critique, “What the cadets have been 
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watching others has far exceeded what most of us 
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time. Overall the cadets have enjoyed the package 
more than they initially thought”. 
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their original IOT course for the start of Term 2, thus 
avoiding the traditional ‘recourse’. The training 

package is 5 days long, and as such is a very limited amount of time 
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doubles the overall capacity for leads during the R1 package. Moreover, 
this creates additional time for Delta Flight to build rapport and gain 
trust thereby enabling root causes to be identi#ed and coping strategies 
implemented earlier than previously achieved. It also enables the cadets 
to try out more ways of conducting their own leadership style, taking 
risks, gaining a deeper understanding and increasing their self-esteem 
and con#dence. All of this builds towards the cadets’ understanding and 
con#dence for undertaking the #nal Ex DELTA DYNAMO.

Cadets are placed on the R2 package if they have not met the required 
standard in Term 2, and in particular those who have failed their leads 
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during EX DECISIVE EDGE 1. They undertake the R2 package during the 
SCT period before they rejoin their original IOT course for the start of Term 
3. The R2 package is 10 days long and covers both leadership and O!cer 
Qualities. During this time the emphasis is very much on them drilling 
down to the root cause and accepting responsibility for their actions. In 
doing so, the R2 cadets undertake the R1 prior to deploying to STANTA on 
Ex DELTA PRIME. This is one of the most physically demanding exercises 
and puts the cadets into ‘stretch’. They really have to work together and 
give each other honest feedback without the overhanging feeling of 
being assessed. EX DELTA PRIME provides the cadets further opportunity 
to explore their leadership as well as their followership. In addition the 
leads can be manipulated to ensure that optimal training opportunities 
are embraced. Building on their O!cer Qualities, R2 cadets coach R1 
cadets under the supervision of Delta DS. This proves very useful in a 
number of ways; "rstly, the R2 cadets see how far they have progressed 
within 20 weeks; secondly they are in an ideal position to give e#ective 
feedback to the R1 cadets having recently undergone Term 1. 

In addition to the Ex, the R2 package uses the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator 
(MBTI) as a key training tool for cadets highlighted with poor O!cer 
Qualities. Having recently undertaken the training myself, I can see the 
vast potential for developing cadets and have witnessed the ‘light bulb 
moment’ when a cadet is able to put the pieces together. The tool is 
instrumental in assisting cadets understand themselves better and how 
they interact with others, helping them improve how they communicate, 

work and learn. For many of the cadets this 
personality-type theory has profound results, as 
described in a course critique which read: “It was 
an awakening of how we are perceived”.
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undertake the R1 and R2 packages in which they 
are heavily involved in the mentoring of the R1 
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be expected to complete as a junior o!cer. This 
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photos below are examples of where the cadets 
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National Arboretum. 
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a number of presentations, ranging from 10 to 
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topics. This helps to highlight why it is important to be a good presenter 
as an o!cer. Towards the end of the remedial training, and before the 
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with the Term 3 cadets. This provides an opportunity for the R3 cadets 
to get to know their new course and start bonding with their new peers. 
Following on from this, the R3 cadets begin assisting with the planning 
and preparation for the deployment on EX DECISIVE EDGE 2. They have 
now been given a number of additional tools and strategies to assist 
them with their next phase of training at OACTU. 

Overall, the Delta remedial training packages aim to develop and build 
upon the cadets’ con"dence and O!cer Qualities. In order to make the 
assessment as objective and evidence-based as possible, Delta Flight use 
the RAF Leadership Attributes, in addition to the areas highlighted within 
the RAF Ethos & Core Values. The RAF Leadership Attributes document 
is pivotal and robust, and is used as a gauge for O!cer Qualities to 
ensure objective formative assessments are undertaken. The cadets 
who come through the various training packages all conclude they 
have bene"tted and are better equipped not to just pass through IOT, 
but to continue with their careers within the Royal Air Force as Junior 
O!cers. The reduction in cadet numbers following SDSR 2010 has not 
impacted on the work we carry out, but has meant we can target the 
training to individual needs. As Squadron cadet numbers increase, our 
role within Delta will remain and our focus of targeting earlier will only 
serve to increase our e#ectiveness.
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Fairbourne.  Cadets undertake a number of leadership 
exercises designed to help in the development of an 
individual’s leadership style.  !ese exercises start in 
the OASC hangar, with simpler tasks and build up 
to a small scale deployment in week 10 for 5 days 
at Beckingham ranges on Exercise ACTIVE EDGE.  
Term 1 also sees the start of the Air Power Studies 
(APS), delivered by the lecturers of Portsmouth 
Business School.  !is includes lectures and 
Syndicate Room Discussions, when a cadet is chosen 
to research then lead a discussion on a speci"c APS 
topic.  !e term’s APS work culminates in the "rst of 
2 essay based examinations.  Subject to a successful 
completion of all elements of the term, cadets will 
progress to the second term.

Development Term.  !e second term continues 
to develop the leadership skills of the cadets by 
introducing them to transactional leadership 
and the concepts of Mission Command.  Cadets 
undertake 2 leadership deployments, the "rst of 
which takes place at an Army Training Area where 
the scenario underpins the type of activity military 
personnel would engage in when o#ering aid to the 
Civil Authorities.  !e second leadership exercise is 
Exercise DECISIVE EDGE 1 held at RAF Syerston, 
where the cadets are tested on their leadership 
abilities as they provide the Force Protection for a 

large-scale 10-day exercise on an austere Deployed 
Operating Base (DOB).  !e Exercise simulates the 
expeditionary nature of current RAF operations, 
with cadets living in tented accommodation.  !e 
term also incorporates a continuing educational 
programme during which cadets are taught about Air 
Power and submit a 1500 word academic paper (!e 
Bandar Essay) on a related topic as well as sitting the 
second APS examination.

Applied Term. Having been given a re-commendation 
for progression to Term 3, the emphasis of the third 
term is on the continued empowerment of the cadets, 
whereby they are given increasing responsibility for 
their own development as junior o$cers.  Cadets 
undertake a 4-week Carousel Period, during which 
they complete the 2-week Basic Air Warfare Course; 
a self-organized one week leadership training 
exercise to Force Development Training Centre, 
Grantown-on-Spey and the 2-day Care in Leadership 
Course at RAF College Cranwell or Amport House, 
led by Padres. Upon return from the Carousel, cadets 
undertake a planning exercise, using the estimate 
process, in preparation for their second deployment 
to RAF Syerston on Operation MUCRONIS BLADE, 
otherwise known as Exercise DECISIVE EDGE 
ll.  !is assessed exercise runs concurrently with 
Exercise DECISIVE EDGE I.  It provides cadets 
with the opportunity to undertake 48 - 72 hours of 
command leadership roles in a simulated Command 
Operations Centre, where they are responsible 
for running all aspects of the DOB.  Subject to a 
continued satisfactory performance throughout the 
term, the cadets are recommended for graduation. 

Validation for the extant IOT course came in 
December 2015 in the form of an Ofsted inspection. 
Ofsted began inspecting the e#ectiveness of welfare 
and duty of care for recruits and trainees in the 
Armed Forces in 2008.  !e Armed Forces recognise 
the importance of providing safe and secure training 
environments that will enable the 15,000 plus people 
who every year enter the initial training system to 
recognise their full potential; the 3rd party audit 
provided by Ofsted helps to assure this process.  
RAFC Cranwell received the highest grading of 
‘Outstanding’ in all criteria examined by Ofsted – a 
"rst for any military training establishment.
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sacri!cing their own time for a number of good 
causes; of particular note was their support to the 
Royal British Legion Poppy Appeal which helped 
raise £26,746.00 this year.  

RTS has had the privilege to demonstrate its high 
standards of dress and deportment through support 
to a number of ceremonial events including the 
Freedom of Dacorum Parade in Hemel Hempstead 
and Remembrance Day parades and services across 
Buckinghamshire. In recognition of RTS’ commitment 
to training delivery this year members of sta" have 
received a Chief of the Air Sta" Commendation and 
a number of AOC Commendations, testament to 
their dedication and hard work.

Specialist Training Squadron continued to provide 
industry standard training in Health and Safety, 
Environmental Protection and Quality Management. 
11 specialist Civil Service instructors delivered a 
training requirement of 4649 personnel from the 
RAF and wider MoD in direct support to UK and 
overseas operations. International training output 
included visits to the Royal Brunei Air Force (RBAF) 
training 149 of their personnel in bespoke Quality 
Management courses. 

Airmen’s Command Squadron (ACS) delivered 
e"ective and e#cient leadership, command 
and management training to over 2000 non-

commissioned o#cers. All management and 
leadership training courses delivered by the Squadron 
had been reviewed and updated in-line with the 
principles of adult learning. $ese changes include 
Exercise CONFIDENT COMMAND, a collaborative 
training event which encourages interaction between 
Corporals and Sergeants better replicating the 
relations between these cadres in both the workplace 
and on operations. Service charities were invited to 
brief ACS courses for the !rst time. $e ACS Families 
Evening is now attended by all students to better 
educate airmen in the ways service charities can 
contribute to the welfare of RAF personnel.  
ACS arranged and hosted the inaugural Non-
Commissioned O#cers Leadership Seminar in May. 
$e event provided an opportunity for the RAF’s 
junior leaders to hear from members of the Air Force 
Board and debate leadership with their peers. $e 
event proved so successful that an additional seminar 
was held in November for more senior airmen with 
two more events planned in 2016. 
ACS instructors also undertook training with 
other NATO nations to share best practice and 
build relations. Including attendance on the NCO 
Leadership Development Program at the  U.S. Air 
Forces in Europe’s Kisling NCO Academy and the 
NCO Intermediate Leadership Course in Herisau in 
Switzerland.

OFFICER & AIRCREW CADET TRAINING UNIT 
!OACTU"

!e ultimate training entity

$e main course consists of 3 terms, namely the 
Foundation Term (teaching), Development Term 
(developing) and the Applied Term (exploring).  
Each term is 10 weeks in duration and there are 
periods of leave at the end of the !rst 2 terms.  A 
recommendation for graduation will be con!rmed 
at the end of the third term, subject to a continued 
positive attitude to training and successful 
performances on all assessed events during the term.  
$e underpinning elements of the Course are based 
on the Ethos, Core Values and Standards of the Royal 

Air Force, namely, Respect, Integrity, Service and 
Excellence and the e"orts of the cadets during the 
Course are recognized with the award of a graduation 
with Pass, Merit or Distinction.

Foundation Term.  During the Foundation Term, 
the cadets undergo an intensive programme of 
Command and Control Leadership, Physical 
Education, Drill and Military Skills Training.  $ey 
also undertake self-awareness and team building 
training at the Force Development Training Centre, 
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Fairbourne.  Cadets undertake a number of leadership 
exercises designed to help in the development of an 
individual’s leadership style.  !ese exercises start in 
the OASC hangar, with simpler tasks and build up 
to a small scale deployment in week 10 for 5 days 
at Beckingham ranges on Exercise ACTIVE EDGE.  
Term 1 also sees the start of the Air Power Studies 
(APS), delivered by the lecturers of Portsmouth 
Business School.  !is includes lectures and 
Syndicate Room Discussions, when a cadet is chosen 
to research then lead a discussion on a speci"c APS 
topic.  !e term’s APS work culminates in the "rst of 
2 essay based examinations.  Subject to a successful 
completion of all elements of the term, cadets will 
progress to the second term.

Development Term.  !e second term continues 
to develop the leadership skills of the cadets by 
introducing them to transactional leadership 
and the concepts of Mission Command.  Cadets 
undertake 2 leadership deployments, the "rst of 
which takes place at an Army Training Area where 
the scenario underpins the type of activity military 
personnel would engage in when o#ering aid to the 
Civil Authorities.  !e second leadership exercise is 
Exercise DECISIVE EDGE 1 held at RAF Syerston, 
where the cadets are tested on their leadership 
abilities as they provide the Force Protection for a 

large-scale 10-day exercise on an austere Deployed 
Operating Base (DOB).  !e Exercise simulates the 
expeditionary nature of current RAF operations, 
with cadets living in tented accommodation.  !e 
term also incorporates a continuing educational 
programme during which cadets are taught about Air 
Power and submit a 1500 word academic paper (!e 
Bandar Essay) on a related topic as well as sitting the 
second APS examination.

Applied Term. Having been given a re-commendation 
for progression to Term 3, the emphasis of the third 
term is on the continued empowerment of the cadets, 
whereby they are given increasing responsibility for 
their own development as junior o$cers.  Cadets 
undertake a 4-week Carousel Period, during which 
they complete the 2-week Basic Air Warfare Course; 
a self-organized one week leadership training 
exercise to Force Development Training Centre, 
Grantown-on-Spey and the 2-day Care in Leadership 
Course at RAF College Cranwell or Amport House, 
led by Padres. Upon return from the Carousel, cadets 
undertake a planning exercise, using the estimate 
process, in preparation for their second deployment 
to RAF Syerston on Operation MUCRONIS BLADE, 
otherwise known as Exercise DECISIVE EDGE 
ll.  !is assessed exercise runs concurrently with 
Exercise DECISIVE EDGE I.  It provides cadets 
with the opportunity to undertake 48 - 72 hours of 
command leadership roles in a simulated Command 
Operations Centre, where they are responsible 
for running all aspects of the DOB.  Subject to a 
continued satisfactory performance throughout the 
term, the cadets are recommended for graduation. 

Validation for the extant IOT course came in 
December 2015 in the form of an Ofsted inspection. 
Ofsted began inspecting the e#ectiveness of welfare 
and duty of care for recruits and trainees in the 
Armed Forces in 2008.  !e Armed Forces recognise 
the importance of providing safe and secure training 
environments that will enable the 15,000 plus people 
who every year enter the initial training system to 
recognise their full potential; the 3rd party audit 
provided by Ofsted helps to assure this process.  
RAFC Cranwell received the highest grading of 
‘Outstanding’ in all criteria examined by Ofsted – a 
"rst for any military training establishment.
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the scenario underpins the type of activity military 
personnel would engage in when o#ering aid to the 
Civil Authorities.  !e second leadership exercise is 
Exercise DECISIVE EDGE 1 held at RAF Syerston, 
where the cadets are tested on their leadership 
abilities as they provide the Force Protection for a 

large-scale 10-day exercise on an austere Deployed 
Operating Base (DOB).  !e Exercise simulates the 
expeditionary nature of current RAF operations, 
with cadets living in tented accommodation.  !e 
term also incorporates a continuing educational 
programme during which cadets are taught about Air 
Power and submit a 1500 word academic paper (!e 
Bandar Essay) on a related topic as well as sitting the 
second APS examination.

Applied Term. Having been given a re-commendation 
for progression to Term 3, the emphasis of the third 
term is on the continued empowerment of the cadets, 
whereby they are given increasing responsibility for 
their own development as junior o$cers.  Cadets 
undertake a 4-week Carousel Period, during which 
they complete the 2-week Basic Air Warfare Course; 
a self-organized one week leadership training 
exercise to Force Development Training Centre, 
Grantown-on-Spey and the 2-day Care in Leadership 
Course at RAF College Cranwell or Amport House, 
led by Padres. Upon return from the Carousel, cadets 
undertake a planning exercise, using the estimate 
process, in preparation for their second deployment 
to RAF Syerston on Operation MUCRONIS BLADE, 
otherwise known as Exercise DECISIVE EDGE 
ll.  !is assessed exercise runs concurrently with 
Exercise DECISIVE EDGE I.  It provides cadets 
with the opportunity to undertake 48 - 72 hours of 
command leadership roles in a simulated Command 
Operations Centre, where they are responsible 
for running all aspects of the DOB.  Subject to a 
continued satisfactory performance throughout the 
term, the cadets are recommended for graduation. 

Validation for the extant IOT course came in 
December 2015 in the form of an Ofsted inspection. 
Ofsted began inspecting the e#ectiveness of welfare 
and duty of care for recruits and trainees in the 
Armed Forces in 2008.  !e Armed Forces recognise 
the importance of providing safe and secure training 
environments that will enable the 15,000 plus people 
who every year enter the initial training system to 
recognise their full potential; the 3rd party audit 
provided by Ofsted helps to assure this process.  
RAFC Cranwell received the highest grading of 
‘Outstanding’ in all criteria examined by Ofsted – a 
"rst for any military training establishment.
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Fairbourne.  Cadets undertake a number of leadership 
exercises designed to help in the development of an 
individual’s leadership style.  !ese exercises start in 
the OASC hangar, with simpler tasks and build up 
to a small scale deployment in week 10 for 5 days 
at Beckingham ranges on Exercise ACTIVE EDGE.  
Term 1 also sees the start of the Air Power Studies 
(APS), delivered by the lecturers of Portsmouth 
Business School.  !is includes lectures and 
Syndicate Room Discussions, when a cadet is chosen 
to research then lead a discussion on a speci"c APS 
topic.  !e term’s APS work culminates in the "rst of 
2 essay based examinations.  Subject to a successful 
completion of all elements of the term, cadets will 
progress to the second term.

Development Term.  !e second term continues 
to develop the leadership skills of the cadets by 
introducing them to transactional leadership 
and the concepts of Mission Command.  Cadets 
undertake 2 leadership deployments, the "rst of 
which takes place at an Army Training Area where 
the scenario underpins the type of activity military 
personnel would engage in when o#ering aid to the 
Civil Authorities.  !e second leadership exercise is 
Exercise DECISIVE EDGE 1 held at RAF Syerston, 
where the cadets are tested on their leadership 
abilities as they provide the Force Protection for a 

large-scale 10-day exercise on an austere Deployed 
Operating Base (DOB).  !e Exercise simulates the 
expeditionary nature of current RAF operations, 
with cadets living in tented accommodation.  !e 
term also incorporates a continuing educational 
programme during which cadets are taught about Air 
Power and submit a 1500 word academic paper (!e 
Bandar Essay) on a related topic as well as sitting the 
second APS examination.

Applied Term. Having been given a re-commendation 
for progression to Term 3, the emphasis of the third 
term is on the continued empowerment of the cadets, 
whereby they are given increasing responsibility for 
their own development as junior o$cers.  Cadets 
undertake a 4-week Carousel Period, during which 
they complete the 2-week Basic Air Warfare Course; 
a self-organized one week leadership training 
exercise to Force Development Training Centre, 
Grantown-on-Spey and the 2-day Care in Leadership 
Course at RAF College Cranwell or Amport House, 
led by Padres. Upon return from the Carousel, cadets 
undertake a planning exercise, using the estimate 
process, in preparation for their second deployment 
to RAF Syerston on Operation MUCRONIS BLADE, 
otherwise known as Exercise DECISIVE EDGE 
ll.  !is assessed exercise runs concurrently with 
Exercise DECISIVE EDGE I.  It provides cadets 
with the opportunity to undertake 48 - 72 hours of 
command leadership roles in a simulated Command 
Operations Centre, where they are responsible 
for running all aspects of the DOB.  Subject to a 
continued satisfactory performance throughout the 
term, the cadets are recommended for graduation. 

Validation for the extant IOT course came in 
December 2015 in the form of an Ofsted inspection. 
Ofsted began inspecting the e#ectiveness of welfare 
and duty of care for recruits and trainees in the 
Armed Forces in 2008.  !e Armed Forces recognise 
the importance of providing safe and secure training 
environments that will enable the 15,000 plus people 
who every year enter the initial training system to 
recognise their full potential; the 3rd party audit 
provided by Ofsted helps to assure this process.  
RAFC Cranwell received the highest grading of 
‘Outstanding’ in all criteria examined by Ofsted – a 
"rst for any military training establishment.
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In the last quarter of the year the RAF’s successes in 
the Strategic Defence and Security Review (SDSR) 
necessitated an increase in RAF recruitment’s 
Into Training Targets in order to man the upli! in 
airframes prescribed in the SDSR.  Consequently, 
the number of Graduations delivering the requisite 
increase in o"cers to the Phase 2 schools needed 
to increase; to facilitate this the extant IOT course 
will change from the current 34 weeks to a 26-week 
course.  #is change will be delivered, with the $rst 
full 26-week course commencing, in April 2016.

THE INTER!COLLEGIATE GAMES
Sports teams from the RAF College visited the Air 
Academies in both Breda, Holland and Salon de 
Provence, France, and on both occasions the RAFC 
Cranwell cadets demonstrated determination in the 
sporting arena. Unfortunately, on both occasions, 
neither event yielded an overall victory as the 
Netherlands Royal Military Academy proved too 
strong for our team and Ecole de L’Air an equal 
match with a draw overall.  Unfortunately there was 

not a 2015 competition involving the UK Military 
Academies because RMA Sandhurst, Dartmouth 
and the RAF College’s programmes were not able 
to be aligned. #ere is a competition planned for 
2016 to re-invigorate the Inter Service rivalry and 
foster positive relationships between the 3 Services. 
#e RAF O"cer Cadets also competed against the 
Cranwellians Association members, including the 
CAS and Sir Stephen Dalton, however the strength in 
maturity over shone the Junior members of the RAF 
and the Cranwellians Association proved victorious.

A SQN NON!COMMISSIONED AIRCREW 
INITIAL TRAINING COURSE

A Sqn delivers a series of short courses aimed with 
the provision of initial training to a more focused 
audience in a condensed time frame

SPECIALIST ENTRANT AND  
RE!ENTRANT "SERE# COURSE

#e SERE Course is currently an intensive 11-week 
package beginning with a one week induction 
package to introduce the cadets to drill, PEd and 
leadership theory. #is is followed by the main 
7-week leadership and o"cer development phase 
culminating in Exercise VITAL EDGE, which 
is an applied leadership exercise undertaken at 
Beckingham Training Area.  #e $nal 3 weeks of 
the Course consist of further o"cer development, 
academic work and preparation for graduation. 
#e Leadership Training syllabus is a condensed 
version of that used on the 30-week Initial O"cer 
Training Course (IOTC) and forms the largest 
element of the Course. #e syllabus commences 
with intense theoretical training in the classroom 
and continued with a 3-day Force Protection-based 
scenario at Beckingham Training Area.  #e basic 
principles of command and leadership are put into 
practice during a 5-day Field Leadership Training 
Exercise held at Stanford Training Area. #e students 
also experience $eld living conditions during these 
exercises. #e leadership training culminates with 
their deployment alongside their IOTC colleagues 
on Exercise VITAL EDGE.  #e students $rst have to 
pass their main leadership test alongside their IOTC 
colleagues from the Intermediate Sqn before joining 
cadets from the Senior Sqn carrying out A1-9 roles 
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in the Combined Operations Centre at Grantham 
Barracks on Ex DECISIVE EDGE.

Other subjects covered within the syllabus included 
an introduction to the conventions of Defence 
Writing, Oral Communication, Air Power Studies, 
Land Navigation and Essential Service Knowledge.  
Extensive lessons in PEd are also programmed.  For 
the majority of the syllabus the SERE cadets are 
integrated wherever possible with their main IOTC 
counterparts during instructional periods.  !e 
students take part in social activities in which they 
are likely to be involved as o"cers in the RAF.  !ey 
attend a Meet and Greet evening, Training Dining-
In Night, Cadet Drinks and Graduation Dining-
In Night; all of which have introduces them to the 
formal and informal aspects of Mess life. 

!e culmination of all the training objectives above 
creates an intensive, quick paced course that develops 
Specialist Entrants and Re-entrants into credible 
Junior O"cers of the RAF.

ROIT 
!is cohort has a very healthy output of short courses, 
some of which are polar opposites from each other 
and all of which have a rather eclectic student base.

RESERVES OFFICER INITIAL TRAINING 
!ROIT" 

!ere are both similarities and di#erences from the 
main IOT cohort.  In terms of similarities, ROIT 
candidates are subject to the same OASC process as 
their full time peers.  Conversely, there is no direct 
entrance scheme to a reserve commission. !ey have 

to have served in the ranks back on their parent 
unit and passed the Reserves Phase 1, Basic Recruit 
Training Course at RAF Halton before applying to 
commission.  

!e course attracts a bewildering cross section of 
achievers from society at large.  Previous cadets have 
included retired hedge fund managers, a female British 
Airways pilot, a number of NHS consultants and a 
strategic level manager from BT to name but a few. 

In terms of the programme, they will have to 
complete 4 training weekends, split into 2 weekends 
set either side of a 16 day residential course. During 
the course, ROIT cdts are sequenced with the SERE 
course and undergo the same testing strategy. Whilst 
it is not mandated, almost without exception, ROIT 
cdts will remain at RAFC Cranwell for a further 4 
days of ceremonial training in order to graduate with 
IOT and SERE. !is, by the very nature of being a 
reserve, is all undertaken during their time of work. 

THE COMMISSIONING WARRANT OFFICERS 
COURSE !CWOC"                  

!e CWOC is now a 4 week course comprising of 2 
weeks of training in order to prepare the individual 
for the transition to Junior O"cer (ergo from the 
top of one tree to the bottom of another) and, post 
Graduation, the Basic Air Warfare Course (BAWC). 
Well received by those who have attended, the 
CWOC has a mix of guest speakers and academic 
presentations to best prepare them for their new 
appointment.  !ere is also plenty of drill to massage 
their trepidations at being mercilessly thrown in with 
IOT and SERE for graduation practice a$er what 
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has quite o!en been a career spanning decades of 
dodging any and all parades. 

THE UNIVERSITY INDUCTION COURSE 
!UIC" 

"is is the polar opposite of the CWOC with the 
UIC being aimed at those at the very start of their 
RAF journey. "e UIC is to prepare and qualify 
those young men and women have been selected 
for an RAF bursary in order to complete a degree. 
Typically 40 strong, the course programme includes 
rudimental leadership lessons, initial kitting, and 
RAFFT and swim test. "e course is conducted over 
a period of 4 days. 

THE UNIVERSITY AIR SQUADRONS ACTING 
PILOT OFFICERS COURSE  

!UAS APO"
"e cream of the UAS, selected to attend a 10 day 
leadership course. A thoroughly enjoyable course 
with forward leaning, highly motivated university 
students who soak up what they are taught. "e 
course includes a 3 day practical leadership exercise 
and culminates with a graduation ceremony.  
Successful candidates return to their UAS, holding 
the in#uential rank of Acting Pilot O$cer and will 
adopt the role of coach and mentor to the junior sqn 
members as well as drive the direction of the unit 
forward.   

NON#COMMISSIONED AIRCREW INITIAL 
TRAINING COURSE !NCAITC"

NCAITC provides the foundation skills, values and 
knowledge required to enter specialist training as 
responsible, professional and e%ective Air minded 
SNCOs.  NCAITC cadets will already possess basic 
military skills, having joined direct from the Basic 
Recruit Training Course (BRTC) at RAF Halton, or 
having previously served in the ranks.  "e Course 
is intensive, with challenging training designed to 
quickly develop leadership and SNCO qualities in 
arduous, testing conditions.  Cadets will undertake 
initial navigation and leadership exercises at RAFC 
Cranwell, progressing on to further leadership 
exercise at STANTA in which the cadets are required 
to ‘bivvy’ out, reducing their capacity and increasing 
their fatigue.  Final training serials are conducted at 

Otterburn Training Area (OTA) before the tested 
phase which is also completed on OTA.  All of our 
training and exercises aim to produce a courageous 
and determined &ghting spirit, mental agility and 
physical robustness, an ability to handle ambiguity 
and a myriad of other traits and qualities we not only 
expect, but ultimately require, of our prospective 
future RAF SNCOs.  

CHARITY
Over the course of 2015, elements from SERE, 
ROIT and NCA worked both collaboratively and 
independently to raise in excess of £3410 for an array 
of deserving charities including, but not exhaustive, 
"e Royal Voluntary Service, Lincolnshire and 
Nottinghamshire Air Ambulance and the Soldiers, 
Sailors and Air Force Association (SSAFA).

B SQN, IOT 40
Initial O$cer Training Course No 40 (IOTC 40) 
graduated with 90 cadets on "ursday 24 September 
2015. Of these, 13 cadets graduated with a distinction 
(score over 123), 41 cadets graduated with a merit 
(score over 106) and the remaining 36 cadets 
graduated with a pass. 

"e Sqn performed highly across the duration of 
IOTC 40. "e cadets made steady but consistent 
progress in each of the leadership exercises. Exercise 
DECISIVE EDGE 2 took place in Sep 2015 and 
was the last to be delivered on IOT in its current 
form. "e exercise enabled cadets to operate from 
a deployed Command Operations Centre and to 
utilise the 7 questions Estimate process to plan and 
execute a successful deployment to RAF Syerston. 
"e extensive planning phase leading up to the 
exercise proved invaluable for the cadets, resulting in 
a successful deployment. Whilst the overall concept 
of the exercise will remain the same, future Exercise 
DECISIVE EDGEs will be delivered in the Combined 
Operations Centre training facility at the Prince 
William of Gloucester Barracks, Grantham.

"roughout IOTC 40 the cadets and sta% attended 
the following visits:

a. In Feb 15, 30 cadets and 2 sta% from IOTC 
40 visited the French Air Academy for the 
Intercollegiate Games.
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b. In Apr 15, one member of sta! from IOTC 40 
visited the Turkish Defence Academy.

c. In May 15, 30 cadets and 2 members of sta! from 
IOTC 40 visited the Dutch Air Academy for the 
Intercollegiate Games

d. In Jun 15, one cadet and member of sta! from 
IOTC 40 visited the Paraguayan Defence 
Academy.

e. In Jun 15, 16 cadets and 3 members of sta! 
from IOTC 40 were involved in a sta! ride to 
Brussels. "e visit was designed to increase cadet 
knowledge of military history; in particular World 
War 2 focussed sites.

f. All members of IOTC 40 travelled to London 
to visit the RAF Club and the RAF Museum at 
Duxford. "e visit included a #reside chat with the 
Chief of the Air Sta! at RAF High Wycombe. "is 
enabled the cadets to gain a greater appreciation 
of RAF heritage and the current strategic focus, 
discussions surrounding the New Employment 
Model, manning levels and proved immensely 
valuable.

g. In Oct one member of sta! and two recently 
graduated o$cers visited the Republic of Korea’s 
Air Force Academy. "is was an excellent visit 
that allowed both sta! and newly graduated 
o$cers to exchange ideas and debate the 
bene#ts of the OACTU trg syllabus with 
allied partners that operate a very di!erent 
trg environment. "e interaction with these 
nations has  improved understanding of the 
RAF commissioning scheme and projected 
the  RAF in a positive manner with both 
the hosting and attending nations. "ere  
would be numerous bene#ts in delivering this type 
of International Defence engagement at RAFC 
Cranwell. "e high level of interest in OACTU 
was overwhelming and our ability to train our 
o$cers in such a short period in comparison to 
the trg systems of the other attendees. However, 
it is acknowledged there would be a considerable 
#nancial commitment required by the College to 
provide a visit programme that could match that 
of the ROKAFA International Week. 

During the 9 months of training at RAFC Cranwell, 
IOTC 40 represented the College in 2 Intercollegiate 
Games (ICG).  During Term 1 IOTC 40 personnel 
represented the College against the French Air 
Academy resulting in an overall win for the RAF. 
In Term 2 IOTC 40 personnel competed against the 
Dutch Air Academy in the Netherlands resulting in 
another win for the RAF.

During Term 2, IOTC 40 personnel represented the 
College in 2 away #xtures versus both the French Air 
Force (FAF) and the Dutch Air Force (RNAF).  "e 
results from these 2 #xtures were a win against the 
French, but a defeat against the Dutch. 

In total IOTC 40 raised £8490 for charity. "e money 
was donated to 3 chosen charities: 
a. Action Duchenne
b.  Combat Stress 
c. "e Lincolnshire and Nottingham Air Ambulance. 
In addition to this, a number of personnel from 
IOTC 40 volunteered at Woolsthorpe Manor helping 
to maintain the historic home of Isaac Newton.

C SQN IOTC
Initial O$cer Training Course No 41 (IOTC 41) 
graduated with 81 cadets on "ursday 17 December 
2015.  Of these 11 cadets graduated with a distinction 
(score over 123), 38 cadets graduated with a merit 
(score over 106) and the remaining cadets graduated 
with a pass.  

"e Sqn performed highly throughout the duration 
of IOTC 41.  Exercise DECISIVE EDGE 2 took 
place in Dec 2015 and was the #rst to be delivered 
on IOT from Prince William of Gloucester Barracks 
in Grantham.  "e exercise enabled cadets to operate 
from a deployed Combined Operations Centre and 
to utilise the 7 question estimate process to plan 
and execute a successful deployment.  "e extensive 
planning phase leading up to the exercise proved 
invaluable for the cadets, resulting in a successful 
deployment.  "ere were some learning points, 
as was to be expected with a new exercise format, 
but the cadets learnt a great deal and feedback was 
extremely positive.  
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!roughout IOTC 41 the cadets and sta" attended 
the following visits:

a. In Sep 15, 17 cadets and one sta" member 
from IOTC 41 visited France and Belgium for a 
battle#eld tour of leadership and air power in 
WWI and WWII.

b. In Oct 15, one member of sta" from IOTC 41 
visited the United States Air Force Academy 
(USAFA) Colorado Springs, Colorado, USA.  !is 
was part of the annual ‘International Week’ which 
the Academy holds and invites representatives 
from around the world.  !e week comprised 
of time with the USAFA cadets, visiting their 
facilities, and excursions into the local area all the 
while developing international relations and links 
between personnel of di"erent Air Forces.

c. In Nov 15, IOTC 41 and 7 members of sta" visited 
the London RAF Club, RAF Bomber Command 
Memorial and RAF Museum Hendon.  !e visit 
included a #reside chat with DCAS and enabled the 
cadets to look at the more strategic focus of the RAF.

O" Cdt O’Boyle ran the London Marathon, coming 
an incredible 73rd out of 38,000.  He took part in a 
number of other races, including the South Downs 
100 Mile Relay event, the Combined Services 10 

Mile Inter-Area Race in Nottingham, the RAF v 
Cambridge Uni v East of England race and he also 
ran in the Combined Services Half Marathon Inter-
Area Race in Cardi".

O" Childs competed in the RAF Inter Stations Inter 
Services Hockey Tournament at HMS Temeraire.

O" Cdt Bird swam 50m & 100m Backstroke in 
the RAF Inter Station Swimming Champs at RAF 
Cranwell.

O" Cdt Gibbens cycled 61 miles for the Change Gear 
cycling event in Nottingham.

In total, IOTC 41 has raised £2,393.64 for charity.  
!e chosen charity to receive the donation is Educate 
4 Life. 

D SQN IOTC
Initial O$cer Training Course No 39 (IOTC 39) 
started on 13 Oct 14 with 87 cadets and graduates 
with 63 cadets on 18 Jun 15.  Of these, no cadet 
graduates with a Distinction (score over 151.5), one 
cadet graduates with a Merit (score over 136.5) and 
the remaining 62 cadets graduate with a Pass.  !e 
Course structure is at Annex A, the student numbers 
are at Annex B and the details of prizewinning cadets 
are at Annex C.
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Course performed well in the !eld, making steady 
progress during early leadership exercises. For 
the second Exercise DECISIVE EDGE the course 
utilised the Estimate process to plan and execute 
a successful deployment of 159 cadets to RAF 
Syerston.  "e establishment of a dedicated EAW 
planning facility greatly improved the ability of the 
cadets to adequately plan, rehearse and initiate the 
deployment.  "e deployment phase of the Exercise 
ran smoothly and was well led by IOTC 39 operating 
from the Command Operations Centre. 

As part of the course content, the cadets and sta# of 
IOTC 39 travelled to London to visit the RAF Club 
and the RAF Museum at Hendon.  "is visit, which 
also includes a !reside chat with the Chief of the 
Air Sta#, is designed to inform the cadets of what 
the RAF was like in the past and what they can look 
forward to in the future.

During the 9 months of training at RAFC Cranwell, 
IOT 39 has represented the College in 3 Inter-
Collegiate Games (ICG).  During Term 1 IOTC 39 
personnel represented the College versus the British 
Army at the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst, 
resulting in an overall win for the RAF.

During Term 2, IOTC 39 personnel represented the 
College in 2 away !xtures versus both the French Air 
Force (FAF) and the Dutch Air Force (RNAF).  "e 
results from these 2 !xtures were a win against the 
French, but a defeat against the Dutch. 

"roughout the duration of IOTC 39 the cadets took 
part in a number of charity events in order to raise 
money and awareness for their chosen charities.  In 
sum a total of £8017.00 was raised and donated to the 
RAF Benevolent fund.
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International to say farewell, as did 3 of the cadets. 
We were all very sorry to leave as the hospitality of 
all of the Omanis had been exemplary. 

Conclusion
Sqn Ldr McGuiggan had compiled an extensive and 
varied programme for the entire 2 week visit. The first 
4 days contained a good balance of culture, military 
skills and relaxation which allowed us to acclimatise 
and learn about the country. 

Having the opportunity to participate in Tactical 
Camp, the final exercise for the senior course, was a 
great privilege. The chance to lead both cadets and 
junior ranks from another country proved to be 
challenging in a completely different ways to taking 
command in the UK. All the cadets felt the benefit of 
another Decisive Edge style lead, an opportunity that 
would otherwise not have been available before our 
repeat of the exercise. 

The chance to experience life for cadets from another 
country under a different training regime has made us 
more aware of the hardships faced by the exchange 
cadets at RAFC Cranwell. It has made us all the more 
open to other ideas in all aspects of military life which 
will aid us in future combined operations. 

The enormous hospitality that we all received from 
everyone from the cadets to the College 
Commandant made the transition to a completely 
different culture far easier than it could have been 
and also eased the stresses of living and working in 
close proximity with the Omani cadets on exercise. 

Overall, this was an amazing experience for all of the 
cadets and the flight commander as well. We feel as 
though we have benefited from the visit in so many 
ways and would highly recommend a repeat trip if the 
opportunity arises in the future. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO SERE  
by Officer Cadet James Bowling

The SERE (Specialist Entrant and Re-Entrant) Course at RAFC Cranwell is an 11-week course undertaken by all 
those who are seeking commissions in the Royal Air Force as professionals or entrants with previous military service. 

Professionals are required for a number of specialist support branches by the Royal Air Force, such as Medical, 
Dental, Nursing, Legal and the Chaplaincy.  These branches are spread throughout the operating area of the 
RAF both at bases in the UK and assisting forces operating overseas. 

The SERE Course itself has undergone a number of changes in recent years and is still evolving rapidly.  It was 
originally a 4 week course which covered the essential service knowledge required to become an officer and 
little else, leading it to become known disparagingly in certain circles as the "tarts and vicars course". It was 
extended to 8 weeks and within the last 2 years to the current 11 weeks.  This change was driven by the rapidly 
changing nature of modern conflicts particularly in Iraq and Afghanistan, which have found specialist personnel 
being deployed more frequently into situations where a wider range of military skills are required than were 
previously taught.  As part of a modern flexible Air Force, specialist officers now need to be prepared to 
undertake a range of duties, leading to an emphasis on being "warfighter first, specialist second". 

The current SERE Course therefore operates not as the attendance course which was how some viewed the 
older shorter courses, but more as a condensed version of the main Initial Officer Training (IOT) Course.  Whilst 
it is necessary to abridge certain elements of the 32-week IOT Course to fit it within the SERE time-table, 
essentially specialists entrants cover the same areas as all officer cadets entering the RAF.  This includes 
weapons training, First Aid, Chemical Biological Radiological and Nuclear training and field craft designed to 
give specialists the skills needed to operate effectively in a fast changing theatre where they may not always be 
able to rely on other units for support. 

The structure of the Course also mirrors the main IOT Course with the first 4 weeks approximating the first term 
of IOT, the second 4 weeks mirror the second term and the last 3 the final term of IOT.  Consequently the 
amount of material covered makes the Course extremely intensive and cadets are required to learn a wide 
range of new skills in a very short space of time. 

Most successful cadets on SERE graduate as Flight Lieutenants on a Short Service Commission of 6 years, but 
this can vary between branches.  On graduation, successful cadets normally go on to complete the Basic Air 
Warfare Course (BAWC) at Cranwell before being posted to their respective units.  Such is the pressure being 
faced by the RAF at present that many can expect to be deployed soon after graduation and will need to use all 
of the skills which they have acquired in diverse roles supporting the main air effort.  Therefore the new SERE 
Course is an important part of the training structure of the modern RAF, helping specialists to deal with the 
changing pressures which they will face as Junior Officers. 
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67 - Specialist Entrant And Re-Entrant Officer Training

The vast majority of Royal Air Force O!cers have earned their commission 
following completion of Initial O!cer Training (IOT), a complete and 
arduous introduction to the Service way of life where they developed an 
understanding of their responsibilities of being awarded that commission. 
However, this is not the case for all O!cers. By virtue of professional 
quali"cation or previous service, a number of students undertake their 
o!cer training via the shorter Specialist Entrant and Re-Entrant (SERE) 
course, where there is little luxury of time to develop the skills and 
attributes required of them. This article aims to demonstrate how the 
SERE course has evolved in order to help them achieve these standards 
and produce high quality o!cers, who can stand proud with the other 
graduating cadets on the College Hall Parade Square.

The SERE course caters for those joining the Medical, Dental, Nursing, 
Legal and Chaplains branches, as well as for re-entrant o!cers of all 
branches seeking to rejoin the Service. Recent courses have included 
cadets from an ever broader background, including Physiotherapists 
and Radiographers moving into the Medical Support role. Some of 
the cadets already have the occasionally confusing privilege of having 
been awarded their commission prior to commencing military training 
(although the SERE Course ‘con"rms’ their commission). The SERE course 
has taken place at RAF College Cranwell for just over 33 years. Prior to 
this, training had been conducted at the O!cer Cadet Training Units at 
RAF Jurby on the Isle of Man then RAF Feltwell in Norfolk, where it was 
called the Professionally Quali"ed and Re-Entrant (PQ&RE) course, before 
later moving to RAF Henlow. In January 1980, the SERE course settled 
here at RAFC Cranwell, at what was then the Department of Initial O!cer 
Training (DIOT). Initially just 4 weeks long, the shorter duration course 
(relative to IOT) earned SERE a tongue in cheek reputation of being a 
‘vicars & tarts’ attendance course. When known as PQ&RE, the course 
had a nickname of ‘Pick one Quick and Retire Early.’ Now an 11-week 
course, SERE has earned itself a far higher reputation by condensing the 
essential elements of IOT in a rollercoaster ride of Professional Studies, 
Leadership and Force Protection (FP) training, with each week bringing 
its own varied challenges.

SERE cadets putting paid to the image of ‘vicars & tarts’ as they march a heavy 
stretcher through the snow during ‘Battle PT’.

Each SERE course begins with arrival to College Hall O!cers’ Mess on a 
Sunday afternoon, one week earlier than the start of the new IOT main 
Squadron intake. This allows for an induction week, before running 
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alongside the 10-week IOT term. Following the unload of fully packed 
boxes, ironing boards and far too many clothes, the cadets have an 
initial brie"ng with the Directing Sta# (DS) followed by Attestation by 
the Squadron OC, where cadets are formally sworn into the RAF. The 
subsequent couple of weeks consist of rapid militarisation. Because of 
the professional background and extra ‘life experience’ (and in some cases 
extra grey hairs!) of the O!cer Cadets that join SERE, some "nd adapting 
to this phase easier for some than others. From learning terms of address 
and receiving lessons in drill, to ironing perfection and the daily dispelling 
of dust, these few weeks are a steep learning curve. E#ective and almost 
instantaneous teamwork is required in order to achieve the standards of 
uniformity, as well as the humility to accept that even as a highly skilled 
professional you may not be very good at ‘bulling’ your shoes. During this 
time the cadets also start their classroom based studies, which include 
Defence Writing, Essential Service Knowledge (ESK) and Air Power Studies, 
with PEd lessons breaking up the day and allowing the cadets out for 
some fresh air. The ESK curriculum also extends out of the classroom, 
with a formal ‘Meet-and-Greet’ night, where cadets learn hosting skills. 
Leadership is also introduced at this stage, with lecture based theory as 
well as developing the ‘SMEAC’ style of brie"ng in a day of hangar based 
leadership exercises. The cadets then attend Force Development Training 
Centre Crickhowell for 3 days of adventurous training with the intent of 
pushing cadets out of their comfort zones. The Regiment Training Flight 
also delivers instruction on FP. This involves developing military bearing 
through patrolling skills, search techniques and other "eld-based skills, 
and all cadets also complete weapon-handling training. This is a change 
from previous thinking, where it was considered that ‘non-combatant’ 
SERE cadets did not require these skills. This "eld training is brought 
together with the "rst "eld Exercise of the course, Ex FIRST STEP, which 
is an overnight stay in a ‘bivvy’ at Beckingham, run with the Term 1 IOT 
cadets.

From the start of Week 4, the SERE cadet is involved in back-to-back 
Exercises, resulting in almost as much time spent in the "eld as the full IOT 
course. This starts with Ex ACTIVE EDGE, which is a 3-night Exercise back at 

the Beckingham Training Area. This is the "rst time 
the cadets have to combine their FP and leadership 
training, taking it in turns to lead realistic scenarios. 
Having had the opportunity to consolidate their 
weapon-handling skills with a day at the 25m live-
"ring range, the cadets are able to simulate enemy 
contacts within the Exercise, considered to be one 
of the highlights. The following week is Ex MILAID, 
where the SERE course deploys to Stanford Training 
Area (STANTA) in which they follow a complex 
scenario, assisting civilian authorities with a search 
for missing children. The Exercise covers how to 
interact with the Police and the media, as well as 
furthering leadership development. 

Week 6 brings the SERE cadet back to the classroom 
for some theory consolidation as well as Chemical 
Biological Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) 
training, which is an experience well remembered, 
if not enjoyed. There is also the opportunity to 
demonstrate teamwork and competitive spirit 
with ‘Ultimate Challenge,’ a morning of gruelling 
physical competitions run by the PEd sta# in which 

cadets from IOT Term 3, SERE and also the Non-Commissioned Aircrew 
(NCA) course, compete in $ights for the coveted ‘Golden Boot’ trophy. 
After this physically demanding day, the cadets get their rewards by 
attending a Training Dining-In night at the College Hall O!cers’ Mess, 
for many their "rst formal Mess function.
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Weeks 7 and 8 are the pinnacle of the SERE course, where cadets deploy 
on Ex DECISIVE EDGE for a 2-week exercise with IOT Term 3. Whereas the 
Term 3 cadets have visited RAF Syerston, or for Exercise purposes the 
country of ‘Moltovia,’ during Term 2, this is the !rst and only time that 
the SERE cadets participate in this Exercise. Consequently, they have to 
draw on everything they have learned so far in order to demonstrate 
good leadership and o"cer qualities. Each cadet performs a 6-hour 
‘lead’ in one of a variety of roles including Adjutant, Guard Commander, 
Combined Incident Team Commander and Patrol Commander. These 
are assessed formally, and the cadets have to perform well in order to be 
recommended for graduation. It is a physically and 
mentally demanding period, stretching and testing 
the cadets in all the areas required of an o"cer. 

On return from Ex DECISIVE EDGE, there is the nail-
biting wait until the start of the following week, 
when each cadet receives an interview with the 
SERE Flight Commander. This is when the cadet 
will !nd out whether they are recommended to 
graduate, and as such the following evening has 
adopted the name ‘Champagne Tuesday’, replacing 
the rather more pessimistic previous name of ‘Black 
Monday’! From this point on, all graduating o"cers 
from both SERE and IOT Term 3 spend the next 2 
weeks practicing their drill ready for the Graduation 
Parade, under the ever-watchful eye of the College 
Warrant O"cer. Being the shorter course, the SERE 
cadets have had far fewer drill lessons than their 

�
Term 3 colleagues, so with the added challenge of carrying a sword, 
the pressure is on to quickly reach the standard. Despite this, there are 
few in the audience on Graduation Day that would be able to tell the 
di#erence between a SERE and an IOT cadet, apart from perhaps the 
female Nursing O"cers in their ‘pirate hats’! The SERE course, thanks to 
the dedication and enthusiasm from its DS, is an intensive and wholly 
encompassing 11 weeks that ful!ls its objective to polish its cadets into 
competent o"cers, who understand and appreciate the responsibilities 
of the Queen’s Commission. It is a feat certainly worth toasting come the 
Graduation Dinner!

SERE cadets successfully apprehend a 
suspect individual during Ex MIL-AID.

The Deployed Operating Base defences 
are put in place during Ex DECISIVE EDGE.
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The University Air Squadrons
Squadron Leader I Pallister BSc RAFR, SO2 Force Development, HQ 1 Elementary Flying Training School 

The underlying theme of this year’s RAF College Cranwell Journal is 
‘engagement with other agencies’ and this is particularly pertinent 

to the 14 University Air Squadrons (UAS) whose National footprint is, 
perhaps, second only to the RAF recruiting organization.  First established 
in 1925, the UAS have maintained a presence on university campuses 
across the country through World War 2 and numerous Defence Reviews.  
They remain as vibrant and relevant today as they have ever been, 
bridging the gap between youth organizations and the regular Royal Air 
Force and maintaining strong military ties with academia.  This longevity 
has been achieved by moving with the times to ensure that the training 
and experience provided still sparks the imagination of high-calibre 
undergraduates to encourage them to commit to at least 2 years of 
service whilst studying for their degrees.   

The history of the UAS organization was covered in some detail a few 
years ago in a previous issue of the College Journal, but to recap for those 
new to the publication, after starting quite informally with ‘civilianized’ 
squadrons at Cambridge and Oxford, the UAS establishment steadily 
grew to a peak of 23 units during World War 2, during which they also 
conducted formal Elementary Flying Training (EFT).  The end of the War 
saw the closure of a number of the smaller squadrons but, apart for one 
or two amalgamations or mergers, the footprint has remained pretty 
constant through many Defence Reviews and ensuing drawdowns.  
Fourteen UAS remain, located from Southampton in the South to ‘East 
of Scotland’ at RAF Leuchars in the North, the latter resulting from the 
merger of the East Lowlands and Aberdeen squadrons.  Each has its own 
unique history and it is worth taking a look at their individual stories which 
are available through the RAF Website.  Several UAS are approaching, or 
have just passed, their 75th Anniversaries and these are being marked 
by various public events.  

Whilst the squadrons act as mentors for RAF-sponsored students who 
have a bursary or cadetship, the majority of UAS cadets are recruited 

locally from the squadron’s catchment universities at freshers’ fairs 
and, for many, this is their !rst experience of military life.  They are 
attested into the RAF Volunteer Reserve (VR) as O"cer Cadets for a 
nominal 2-year engagement, which may be extended for a third year 
on the recommendation of their squadron commander.  Those taking 
up management appointments as #ight commanders or senior students 
may be commissioned for one year as Acting Pilot O"cers.

The delivery of formal EFT on the UAS ceased in 2006 when a new 
training syllabus was introduced.  This has evolved further in recent 
years, both on the ground and in the air.  Despite the reduction in the 
amount of #ying available on the UAS, many students still achieve the 
important milestone of ‘!rst solo’.  Those who are particularly keen can, 
and do, go on to an applied phase of #ying which includes aerobatics and 
navigation, with a signi!cant number obtaining the coveted Preliminary 
Flying Badge having completed the UAS #ying syllabus.  Work is now in 
hand to recognise this achievement more formally with a shorter EFT 
course for those who enter the RAF as pilots and have completed a 
certain amount of UAS #ying.  The UAS ground training syllabus has been

similarly modernised and the leadership elements are now accredited 
by both the Institute of Leadership and Management and the Chartered 
Management Institute for an Award or Certi!cate at Level 3 and Level 
5 respectively.  This is a particularly signi!cant step in the current jobs 
market where an internationally-recognised quali!cation provides proof 
of relevant training and experience and can make all the di$erence in 
helping ex-UAS cadets land that all important job interview. 

A major development this year has been the reintroduction of formal 
training for our UAS senior students prior to their being commissioned as 
Acting Pilot O"cers.  Close cooperation between the O"cer and Aircrew 
Cadet Training Unit (OACTU) and Headquarters 1 Elementary Flying 
Training School (HQ 1 EFTS) sta$ enabled delivery of an intensive 8-day 

course comprising selected elements 
of Initial O"cer Training, adapted for 
the UAS environment.  The course 
was universally well-received and, 
on 16 September, 33 cadets proudly 
received their Pilot Officer rank 
insignia from the Commandant 
following a parade and inspection 
in front of College Hall.  

Delivery of this course was the !rst 
milestone in a wider initiative to 
adapt UAS training to meet the 
basic requirements to obtain a 
commission in the RAF Reserves.  The 
continued evolution of the pan-UAS 
force protection ‘STRIKE’ exercises, 
organised by our own RAF Regiment 
Staff, is another significant step.  
Such is the success and popularity 
of these exercises that they have 
now outgrown the facilities of the 
local Beckingham Training Area and 
the deployed phase has been moved 
to Stanford Training Area (STANTA) 
near Thetford.  During 2011, the !nal 
exercise had 88 volunteer trainees 
– more than twice the previous 
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HRH The Princess Royal attending the 
ULAS 75th Anniversary reception at the 
RAF Club.

was included in the Remembrance Sunday parade 
in Southport – prepared to a high standard by our 
own ex-Queen’s Colour Squadron RAF Regiment 
O!cer, Flt Lt ‘Geordie’ Forster.

Whilst such high-pro"le events might steal the 
headlines, they represent just the tip of a very large 
iceberg of UAS engagement activities.  Cycling 
from London to Paris and from the Blackpool 
Tower to the Ei#el Tower, rowing from Oxford to 
London, nearly 150 UAS cadets from 10 squadrons 
completing the Nijmegen Marches (with Liverpool 
UAS being nominated the best RAF team), not 

to mention the numerous half marathons, charity abseils and other 
challenging activities; the ingenuity of students for fundraising knows 
no bounds and all show the RAF in a very good light up and down the 
country.  Each year the individual squadrons raise many thousands of 
pounds for local and Service charities.

As we have seen, the UAS world does not stand still and neither are 
we immune from the severe "nancial constraints now a#ecting us all.  
Students are still able to experience and enjoy the challenge of military 
adventurous training, albeit that most of it is undertaken closer to home 
in the UK and Europe.  Every cadet is also encouraged to participate in 
at least one Sta# Ride to France, Belgium or the Netherlands to research 
and learn from past military encounters.  Experiencing at "rst hand the 
sheer scale of courage, commitment and loss in the two World Wars has 
a profound a#ect on all those who attend.  

Looking ahead, several squadrons face an uncertain future due to the 
planned closure of their parent units, but this is a situation that many 
have endured before and emerged from stronger than ever at their new 
home.  And by the time this article is published, No 1 Elementary Flying 
Training School will have been absorbed into No 3 Flying Training School 
at RAF Cranwell on 17 December 2011.  So the UAS will yet again come 
under a di#erent umbrella organization.  The one constant throughout 
the changes and turbulence being experienced in Defence post-SDSR 
is the enthusiasm and commitment of our UAS students which remains 
as strong as ever.  The quality and strength of our UAS personnel bodes 
well for the future of the RAF as a whole.

average.  The whole UAS training package has now been mapped against 
the RAF’s Generic Education and Training Requirement (GETR) and, not 
surprisingly, most of the objectives of Phase 1 training were already 
being achieved in one form or another.  The next stage is to bring this 
onto a more formal footing by accrediting UAS training against the RAF 
Reserves basic training syllabus.  UAS service will allow the cadets an 
easier transition to Reserve Service, for those that wish to retain their 
ties with the RAF, either directly after graduation or in the future.  It also 
will provide a seam of high-quality personnel capable of entering the 
RAF Reserves.  

However, the UAS are about far more than providing training for personnel 
who might enter the regular Services or Reserves.  As the Services reduce 
in size, the close links that many in society had with the Services, either 
through relatives or friends, is diminishing and in a democratic society it 
is important that people have a sound understanding of the Services, one 
which goes beyond the sound-bites provided by the media.  By engaging 
and in$uencing some of the brightest and best from our universities, 
many of whom will go on to be leading lights in business and society, the 
UAS help ensure that in$uential elements within UK society understand 
the needs of our Services, including the Reserves, both as individuals 
and employers, the latter being particularly important as Defence moves 
towards a Whole-Force Concept towards the end of the decade which 
will see an increased reliance on Reserve Forces.

Continuing the theme of engagement, this year has seen 3 squadrons 
involved in Freedom parades.  East Midlands UAS was awarded Freedom 
of the City of Nottingham, and RAF Woodvale represented by both 
Liverpool UAS and Manchester & Salford UAS, received the Freedom of the 
Borough of Sefton.  The latter was proudly exercised when an armed $ight 
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O!cer Cadets from Bristol and Wales UASs Ardeche 
Expedition, France July 2011.

Freedom of the City Parade.
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exercising proper radio discipline whilst mixing with 
commercial traffic at busy civilian airports. All these 
elements are intended to advance both the student’s 
skill-set, and also to continue to develop their 
airmanship, CRM, systems management and 
captaincy. 

The course ends with a final handling test, and, for 
the successful pilot, the award of the coveted Wings 
at a solemn ceremony in College Hall.  The final 
hurdle is role disposal, where the new pilot discovers, 
at a much less solemn ceremony, to which frontline 
aircraft type he is posted.  Then it's off to an 
Operational Conversion Unit, sometimes within a 

matter of a few days and the certainty, with today's 
operational tempo, of combat flying in the near future.  
It is this operational imperative that drives the training 
on 45(R) Sqn. Military multi-engine pilots are 
expected to operate in all roles, in all theatres, and 
must be prepared for operations in the tactical, low-
level and night environments. Crews must operate a 
plethora of aircraft and role-specific systems, often 
simultaneously with other aircraft, whilst also 
ensuring their own safety utilising defensive, tactical, 
and even offensive aids.  To this end, it is the proud 
boast on 45(R) Squadron that our training does not 
produce transport pilots.  Instead it graduates combat 
pilots who operate large aircraft. 

DEFENCE COLLEGE OF AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING 
(CRANWELL) MARKS THE BEGINNING OF A NEW ERA IN  

THE TRAINING OF RAF ENGINEER OFFICERS
by Wing Commander Andy Tait  

Officer Commanding Defence College of Aeronautical Engineering (Cranwell) & OC Future Engineer Training

Reporting to the Headquarters of the Defence 
College of Aeronautical Engineering (DCAE) at 
Cosford, DCAE (Cranwell) was formed in April 2004 
from the engineering training elements of the 
Department of Specialist Ground Training (DSGT) at 
RAF Cranwell. Following the disbandment of DSGT 
in November 2004 DCAE (Cranwell) also took on 
responsibility for supporting those other elements of 
engineer, supply and logistics training at Cranwell 
now owned by the Defence College of Logistics and 
Defence College of Management and Technology. 

The main task of DCAE (Cranwell) is to provide initial 
specialist training for all RAF engineer officers at the 
start of their careers, and to prepare them to take up 
their first productive appointments. Since April 2004 
some 270 officers, including 17 from other nations’ air 
forces, have graduated from DCAE (Cranwell) to 
tours across the RAF, or to return to their own 
Services, having successfully completed the 31-week 
Engineer Specialist Training (EST) course. The 
course prepared junior engineer officers for the twin 
challenges of holding responsibility for maintenance 
and repair of the RAF’s aircraft and equipment, and 
of commanding large flights of up to 100 technical 
personnel. In order to do this it covered not only 
technical subjects, but also a great deal of 
management, general service and personnel 
management training, and used a variety of scenario-
based exercises to give students the chance to 
practice their skills in simulated engineering 
environments. 

The EST course, and its predecessor Engineer 
Officer Training (EOT), have served both sides of the 
Engineer Branch well for some 19 years now, with 
many improvements along the way, but it has been 
clear in recent years that a fundamental revision of 

initial specialist training for engineer officers would be 
needed. Both a greater urgency and a window of 
opportunity for this change were provided by the 
recent overhaul of Initial Officer Training at RAFC 
Cranwell: the temporary reduction in the numbers of 
students entering Phase 2 training and the revised 
IOT syllabus meant that an overhaul was not only 
desirable but essential. Therefore, in June 2005 
DCAE (Cranwell) formed a small Future Engineer 
Training (FET) team to focus dedicated effort on the 
requirements for a new training course, and to 
design, develop and coordinate the work needed to 
make it happen. 

Before ‘The New Course’ 

The first major task was to identify exactly what this 
training was preparing people for. The many ‘change’ 
programmes occurring across the Military Air 
Environment, have resulted in a lot of learning tours 
being either ‘leaned out’ or filled by contractors. The 
upside of this is that there will be an increased 
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number of operationally focused tours as a 
percentage of the available 1st/2nd tours but in 
consequence we now need to ensure that 1st tourist 
EngOs hit the ground running (or at least walking 
reasonably quickly!). The BECAMS Study and the 
Engineering Branch Sponsor (EBS) had already done 
much of the work required in this area and the first 
outcome was a collection of “Foundation” posts within 
which 1st and 2nd tourists would effectively ‘cut their 
teeth’ as engineer officers (EngOs). The essential 
elements of a Foundation Tour are considered to be 
the following: 

x� Warfighting and Operational Focus - through early 
employment in warfighting organisations. 

x� Leadership - through relevant Flt Cdr tours. 

x� Service Ethos (understanding the air perspective 
of military operations) - through employment in 
core air activity. 

x� Professional roles - through employment in core 
Branch activities. 

Whilst not all initial tours would contain each of the 
requirements above, the aim was that any deficient 
areas could be taken up within the subsequent tour to 
ensure that all EngOs finished their 2nd tours having 
sufficient experience in each area. The final output 
from this work, in collaboration with STC and Gp 
staffs, was the identification of 2 distinct lists of 
‘Foundation’ tours: Aerosystems for aircraft, avionics 
and armament-based posts and Communication 
Electronics (although this title may change) for those 
working within the communications and information 
systems (CIS) world. 

These lists were then used by FET and STC staffs to 
identify the tasks and sub-tasks that would be carried 
out within Foundation tours and thus create what is 
known as an Operational Performance Statement 
(OPS). As we progressed it became increasingly 
obvious that, whilst we share the word engineer in 
our titles and use many of the same philosophies, the 
AS and CE streams carry out considerably different 
tasks to the extent where, with the exception of some 
core policy and leadership/ management elements, 2 
distinctly different OPSs were required. This 
strengthened the case for the creation of 2 separate 
courses with common elements, rather than a having 
a common course with some streaming. Hence 2 new 
Engineer Officer Foundation Training (EOFT) 
courses, Aerosystems and Communications 
Electronics, were born. 

Fundamental to the design of the 2 courses was their 
size and frequency; for example, classroom sessions 
or situational exercises need certain numbers of 
participants if they are to be successful, particularly 
when using, large, complex and expensive 
instructional aids. The courses have been optimised 

around the predicted throughput for the next 5 years 
with the capability to flex as necessary.  In order to 
reduce the pipeline time to zero and use the DCAE 
Cranwell resources better, it was decided to adopt 
the new IOT ‘semester’ system of 3 x 10 week terms 
running concurrently with a week off between each 
term (see figure below). As well as providing greater 
visibility of resource requirement, this provides our 
students with regular breaks, which in turn allows 
them to use their annual leave allowances under 
training rather than hitting front line units with large 
amounts of accumulated leave. 

The EOFT Courses 

There are 2 major constituent parts to any training 
package: the delivery of training and the 
assessments that test whether or not the training has 
been assimilated. Whilst there were practical 
exercises and scenario based tests within EST, these 
were late in the course and became the major 
stumbling block for our students as many struggled to 
bring together all that they had learnt over 23 weeks. 
To overcome this there have been fundamental 
changes to the philosophy of the new courses; the 
ethos is now to constantly build and reinforce 
knowledge rather than the previous modular (or 
stove-piped) system which, when combined with an 
examination-heavy testing methodology was found to 
be encouraging students into a ‘learn and dump’ 
mentality. Each course has addressed this new ethos 
in a slightly different way, but they are consistent in 
that they both place an emphasis on learning, 
consolidating and testing through a blended 
approach. Each term aims to blend instruction in 
technical and management subjects with 
reinforcement and regular consolidation through 
exercises and tutorials.   

These have been adopted to enable the students to 
develop their technical and people skills in parallel, 
and to try out and refine these skills in increasingly 
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complex scenarios to present students with simulated 
challenges as close as possible to those they will 
encounter in their foundation tours. For instance, 
‘problem based learning’ (adapted from methods 
employed within the Graduate Entry Medicine course 
at the University of Nottingham) involves giving the 
students a realistic problem and then the means to 
resolve this problem are gradually introduced and 
explored over the following days through lectures, 
tutorials and practical sessions as necessary. 

The management elements of the courses are 
common for officers destined for either the 
Aerosystems (AS) or Communications-Electronics 
(CE) specialisations of the Engineer Branch (and 
indeed are almost identical to those required by the 
Supply branch), but each group concentrates on their 
own range of technical subjects, whether 
aerodynamics, aircraft systems, engines, avionics 
and weapons for AS, or information systems, 
communications networks and radar and command 
and control systems for CE. In either case the aim is 
to train officers already qualified to HND, or more 
likely degree, level in an engineering discipline how to 
use their professional skills and knowledge to support 
and manage the RAF’s equipment, and thus to 
provide commanders with the engineering effort 
needed to produce, deploy and apply Air Power. 
Following another lead from the new IOT course, and 
responding to student feedback, there is now a great 
deal more interaction between students and the 
JNCO/SNCOs on the staff at DCAE (Cranwell). This 
serves 2 purposes: primarily it gives real exposure to 
the expertise and capabilities of their subordinates 
but a secondary benefit is that, as potential leaders of 
some of the largest sections in the RAF, the students 
are being given an opportunity to practise and 
develop styles of personnel management and 
leadership in a relatively benign environment. 

Ultimately tests have to be carried out to ascertain 
whether or not the students have the ability to 
successfully apply the knowledge obtained. As with 
many RAF training modules, the students’ 

performance is constantly being monitored and then 
formally assessed within structured tests. Where the  
EOFT courses differ from many others is that they 
prepare the Officers for their future appraisals by 
assessing them against the 10 OJAR skills and 
qualities, using the same grades and descriptors (A, 
A-, B+…….D) that their whole careers will be judged 
against (and their subordinates following the 
introduction of the SJAR in 2007!). In order to achieve 
this, each of the tests has been arranged to contain 
elements of one or more of the OJAR skills and 
qualities. At the end of each term all of the individual 
performance scores are combined in a matrix to 
identify the overall levels. As well as providing a 
broader assessment of the students’ capabilities, this 
system also allows for the bad day (or hour) at the 
office to be considered against all other performances 
to date and provides the student with a fairer 
benchmark of their overall performance. Both new 
courses contain a 2-day assessment carousel at the 
end of Term 1, a 4-day situational exercise in Term 2 
and and a lengthy final consolidation and testing 
session within Term 3 (3 weeks for AS and 2 weeks 
for CE). 

Final Assessment 

Set during weeks 
24-26, the Term 3 
A s s e s s m e n t 
looks to bring all 
of the elements of 
training together 
in a consolidation 
and assessment 
exercise during 
which the AS course fill officer roles in support of a 
squadron of 5 Jaguar ground instructional aircraft, 
carrying out all the tasks necessary to maintain and 
‘fly’ the aircraft, and to deploy and recover No.284 
Sqn. At the same time, the CE course will be carrying 
out their own independent exercise (linking with AS 
where possible) to run a small flt and deal with all of 
the information requirements of a moving deployment 
and manage all of the associated communications 
equipment and information systems.  Both courses 
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will be constantly monitored using a combination of 
CCTV and embedded staff in the subordinate roles. 

The final hurdle to clear for all students is an oral 
examination board at SO1 level. For the AS students 
this is meant to be a generic representation of the 
interview that they will face from OC Forward Support 
on their units before the award of any level G 
authorisations; from the CE perspective this interview 
is meant to demonstrate their depth of knowledge 
and prove their competence as a engineering 
decision maker. 

After 18 months effort and development, the results 
of the redesign efforts, and of the work and 
contributions of all in DCAE (Cranwell) and across 
the RAF’s engineering community, are now about to 
bear fruit with the first 14 officers, including 11 
engineers graduating from the first of the new IOT 
courses, who started on No 1 EOFT (AS) and No 1 
EOFT (CE) courses on 31 Jul 06, graduating to their 
foundation tours on 15 Mar 07. 

The photographic montage below has been created 
for DCAE (Cranwell) by the Serco Media Services 
department at Cranwell to mark the transition to a 
new era in the training of engineer officers for the 
RAF.   It shows nearly all of the 131 staff and 
students at DCAE (Cranwell) in May 2006, together 
with 2 of our Jaguar ground instructional aircraft (they 
don’t fly, but they can do everything else that an 
active aircraft can), a Marconi Off-the-shelf Satellite 
Terminal (MOST) used to practice deployment of 
communications equipment, and DCAE (Cranwell)’s 

main training locations at Cranwell – Trenchard Hall, 
and the Aeromechanical Systems Building and 
Aircraft Hall at the Rauceby Lane site.  Although 
future steps in the development of the Defence 
Training Review may well see DCAE (Cranwell) 
move to a new location as part of a wider Defence 
Technical College, the work done to create and 
implement the EOFT courses will mean that until 
then, and beyond, the RAF’s engineer officers will
receive the highest quality, and most up-to-date, 
training to prepare themselves for their challenging 
careers in the Service. 

Marconi Off-the-shelf Satellite Terminal 
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centralized EAGLE Scheme.   The EAGLE Scheme’s primary target audience 
are those personnel who have no or limited experience of AT, organised 
sport and SRs and those Formed Units utilising FD and AT as pre and post 
deployment training.  The scheme’s exercises are an introductory package 
to both, which will hopefully foster further interest in the individual to 
go on and participate in a pure AT or SR activity.  The Eagle Scheme’s 
exercises currently focus on participation in summer and winter FD and AT 
blended activities both at home and abroad, but new for 2012 are EAGLE 
exercises incorporating wider PMD(A) activities and material which are 
akin to that studied and delivered on SRs.  For further information on any 
aspect of FD, particularly the EAGLE Scheme, personnel should contact 
their Station’s FD Sqn, PEd Flt or the GETC website.   

PMD(A) Online is the RAF’s Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) which 
delivers elements of leadership and management courses for o!cers 
and airmen.  A key task of the GETC is to develop appropriate content to 
ensure PMD(A) Online remains relevant, appealing and engaging to users; 
the portfolio of courses continues to expand, currently standing at 80.  
The PMD(A) Online Team are continuously engaged in the development 
of new courseware and are currently focussed on the People Campaign 
Plan objective to improve access to online courses for the whole Force, 
including reserves and civilians.  They run regular training courses on 
course development and administration which has allowed PMD(A) 
delivery organisations (Station FD Sqns, Specialist Units and Technical 
Training Schools) to create their own distance learning courses on the 
site and engage with their students on PMD(A) Online.  A current trial 
is examining the bene"ts of giving new recruits IPads that have been 
pre-loaded with relevant e-learning material.

As well as creating in-house leadership modules, the PMD(A) Online Team 
has worked with a number of contractors to introduce new interactive 
e-learning modules in subjects such as SRs, Mentoring, and Analysing 
and Communicating E#ectively. The interactive SR package covers the 
history of SRs, as well as the principles and best practice of creating and 
running a stand.  The module includes a video of an example SR stand 
presentation to consolidate student learning.  

The Mentoring Management System is an internet based system to 
match mentors with mentees.  It automates the process of matching 
and managing the mentor mentee relationship.  In particular, mentors 
will help and encourage mentees to assess their own personal and 
professional needs, and to develop their career competencies.  

Through Service Professional Development
Group Captain P J Sagar MBE RAF, O!cer Commanding Generic Education and Training Centre 

The Generic Education and Training Centre (GETC), under the guidance 
of Gp Capt Phil Sagar is the Training Requirements Authority for all 

generic training & education across the RAF.  It is responsible for the 
Professional Military Development (Air) (PMD(A)) Programme which 
is the generic professional military education & training programme 
for o!cers and airmen endorsed by the Air Force Board.  The GETC 
currently has teams working in the areas of Leadership, Air Power, Generic 
Training, electronic-learning (e-learning) and Force Development (FD) 
/ Adventurous Training (AT) and will expand in early January 2012 to 
incorporate Human Factors training.

The curriculum for PMD(A) is articulated in the Generic Education 
and Training Requirement (GETR); a competency based framework 
covering 8 core competencies: Air Power, Leadership, Management, 
Communications, Ethos & Heritage, Military Skills, Force Protection and 
Organisation.  For each core competence, the GETR speci"es the sub-
competencies and the minimum performance requirements, or e#ective 
indicators, by rank from Aircraftsman to Wing Commander.  The GETR 
states the knowledge and skills to be acquired during a Service person’s 
career, how and at what stage they should be delivered and is accessible 
via the Defence Intranet and internet on the World Wide Web.  These 8 
core competencies are delivered through a blend of residential courses, 
e-learning and FD delivered on Station.

There has been much work done to align and improve the various 
residential courses for both o!cers and airmen.  However, much more 
of a Service person’s time is spent on a Station than on residential 
courses so FD is crucial in ensuring that what is learnt on courses is 
contextualised to the individual’s unit and remains current throughout 
a Service person’s career.  FD aims to improve operational e#ectiveness 
through a combination of individual and collective knowledge, training 
and skills across the 8 core competencies.  FD encompasses any GETR 
aligned unit planned activity such as AT, Sta# Rides (SRs), Green Days, 
leadership exercises, Air Power presentations and sport.  These activities 
can be blended to simultaneously target a range of GETR competencies, 
through a variety of training media.  For example, a SR can be undertaken 
alongside a physical activity, leadership exercise or team building event.  
AT contributes signi"cantly to personal development in the areas of 
robustness and resilience, risk awareness, leadership and team work 
– all priorities for the operational e#ectiveness of the RAF.  AT can be 
planned, organised and delivered through various Physical Education 
led channels: the centralized FD and AT activity ‘EAGLE’ Scheme, the FD 
Training Centres, Station / Unit minor and major expeditions and Joint 
Service Adventurous Training Courses.

The FD and AT Implementation Strategy was endorsed by the Air Force 
Board in September 2011, with funding being made available for the 
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Exercise Snow Eagle.

Team Building Activity 
Danes!eld Watersport Centre.

The PMD(A) Online team are also currently developing a Mission 
Command e-learning module and this should be available online in 
mid-2012.

The most recent development from the GETC Air Power Team has 
been the production of a Spotlight publication (edition 11-2) on Cyber.  
Engagement with the Development, Concepts and Doctrine Centre 
(DCDC) ensured that the Spotlight fused releasable elements of the draft 
operating concept with emerging government policy and information 
available in the academic environment.  The aim was to provide some 
context and guidance for those delivering Cyber content at the Formal 
Training Establishments.  The Cyber Spotlight, like its Space predecessor, 
provides speci!c rank related advice to training establishments, together 
with suggested lines to take.  In addition the Cyber Spotlight provides 
discussion points, so that instructors can start syndicate room discussions 
on each of the 12 Air Power GETR areas.  The Cyber Spotlight has been 
warmly received, particularly as an introduction to the issues surrounding 
Cyber activity and can be found on the GETC Defence Intranet site.

In July 2011 the !rst Virtual Leadership Conference was hosted on PMD(A) 
Online.  This inaugural ‘virtual’ conference for the RAF was entitled ‘Air 
Force Leadership in a Disconnected, Interconnected World’.  During 
the 3 day period lectures and presentations were screened over the 
internet and a live online forum enabled conference attendees to pose 
questions.  The "ow of questions was extremely buoyant throughout the 
Conference, with the ability to interact with each presenter, ‘live on-line’, 
being a unique and highly impressive opportunity.  

The Conference was introduced and o#cially opened by the CinC Air.  The 
Conference then proceeded with 90SU’s Tactical 
Communications Wing from RAF Leeming 
discussing NCO Leadership – Connecting the 
Disconnected, and the Thomas Telford School 
providing a case study of their experience 
of Leading Edge Learning using the latest 
technology.  Day 2 saw Air Commodore Monkman 
giving his perspective of the Conference’s theme 
in relation to current operations.  The !nal day 
gave Wing Commander Hartford (PhD student of 
Leadership) the opportunity to discuss ‘Panoptical 
Illusions’ – Investigating the potential impact of 
NEC on Mission Command, and members of the 
Aeronautical Rescue Coordination Centre (RAF 
Kinloss) giving details of leadership in a Multi-
Agency World.  The !nal presentation was given 
by the Chief of the Air Sta$, who also formally 
closed the Conference. 

On-line Mentoring Management System.

This unique RAF Leadership Conference was the !rst to give access to 
potentially all members of the Royal Air Force to join in and was very well 
received with an estimated 3000 participants over the 3 days, including 
those within the Diaspora and at out of area locations.  

Planning for the next Leadership Conference is already underway which 
will have both an online and residential element.

King’s College London, GETC’s academic partner, is currently undertaking 
a Content, Coherence and Accreditation Review of the GETR.  The aim 
of the Review is to assess the curriculum content of the GETR to ensure 
it is coherent across the PMD(A) programme and, where possible, align 
it with the Framework for Higher Education Quali!cations.  The review, 
which is due for completion in November 2012, will be carried out in 
three phases: Phase One - review the content in terms of academic 
level and competencies covered, Phase Two - check for coherency 
across the PMD(A) programme and Phase Three - recommend options 
for accreditation.  The King’s College London team will focus on the Air 
Power element of the GETR with further work on the other seven core 
competencies being conducted by GETC.

PMD(A) provides all ranks with coordinated generic education and 
training which will develop common levels of understanding in 
supporting the generation of air power.  Through the GETR it ensures that 
the right mix of FD, residential and distance learning is delivered at the 
right time during a Service person’s career.  Station OC FD Sqns are the 
central point of contact for all career courses and will be able to provide 
advice and guidance on how to access e-learning material, apply for 
residential courses and participate in the many FD activities available.

Mission Command e-Learning Package.

Air Commodore Monkman answering questions 
during the ‘live’ Question and Answer forum.
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Flt Lt Stu Co!ey has experience in the "eld of leadership and instructional duties. A C130-J Hercules captain by profession, he was a Flight 
Commander at the O#cer and Aircrew Cadet Training Unit (OACTU) during the last of the old 24-week courses between 2003 and 2005, and 
was involved in trialling new exercises designed for the current course. A current instructor on the new Junior O#cer Development Programme 
(JODP) - the replacement for the former Junior O#cers’ Command Course (JOCC), he has also completed the Intermediate Command and Sta! 
Course (Air), [ICSC(A)], as a student. He has therefore seen all generic o#cer training prior to the Advanced Course. In this article, he discusses the 
through-service generic o#cer education and development, and how it adapts to meet the challenges of the present and future.

O!cer Development & Education - The Evolving Challenge
Flight Lieutenant Stu Co"ey MSc RAF, Junior O!cer Development Programme, Joint Service Command & Sta" College, Shrivenham

Transformational Leadership - we aspire to employ it. But what does 
it look like? How can we tell in the moment that one initiative is 

more transformational than another? In Churchill’s wilderness years 
(between the World Wars) his vision of the growing Nazi menace, and 
his con#dence to maintain a minority position in the face of almost 
unanimous disagreement across the political divide, demonstrated 
an ability to see the bigger picture despite the consequences. To 
truly transform an organisation from the top takes a similar level of 
steadfastness; a recognition that change is needed with a vision to 
achieve it, whilst understanding the culture that will enable that change 
to happen.

An old Chinese proverb reads “When the wind of change blows, some 
people build walls and others build windmills”. This has been a truism 
of the Royal Air Force’s professional development of o!cers over the 
last decade. The RAF has taken the opportunities afforded by the 
winds of change to shepherd in a new dynamic across generic o!cer 
development. At the turn of the century, Sir Peter Squires instituted a 
radical rethink of how o!cers were trained at Initial O!cer Training. 
The remit was simple; start with a blank page. Nothing is sacrosanct 
and nothing too outlandish. Instead of simply adding extra to what 
went before, a full and detailed training-needs analysis took place 
to establish what behaviours and values needed to be inculcated in 
the o!cers of the future. Later, Sir Jock Stirrup and Sir Glenn Torpy 
encouraged the momentum to be maintained beyond IOT into the 
Junior and Intermediate sta" courses. The RAF has, therefore, embarked 
on a redesign of generic o!cer development that is arguably the most 
innovative and comprehensive in its history, and this progression 
continues into the present day.

This article charts the changes that have been made to officer 
development in the RAF since the end of the Cold War from the 
perspective of someone who has been a recipient of the old and a 
deliverer of the new. It represents this o!cer;s experience-based opinion, 
and does not claim to represent policy or organisational intent. 

Generic O!cer Development in the 1990s
Generic o!cer development in the early 1990s consisted of 18 weeks 
at RAFC Cranwell as an o!cer recruit. When o!cers had completed 
their specialist training and #rst tours they then applied to undertake 
the Individual Sta" Studies Course (ISSC), sometime between 4 and 12 
years in the Service, following which they would be eligible to apply to 
complete the 3-week Junior O!cer Command Course. Upon selection for 
promotion to the rank of Sqn Ldr, they would then complete the 4-week 
Intermediate Command and Sta" Course (Air) [ICSC(A)]. This haphazard 
development regime resulted in periods of up to a decade between 
generic o!cer education interventions. Additionally, sta" training was 
considered a stepping-stone to promotion - something that needed to be 
done to move on, rather than as a means to develop in the current rank. 
Later, if considered suitable for command, and o!cer would complete 
the 1-year Single-Service Advanced Course.

The contrast with the current system is stark. IOT now takes 30 weeks 
to complete, 14 weeks longer than 20 years ago. Newly graduated 
o!cers immediately join the generic education timeline that results in 
a residential intervention at the JSCSC every 2 years until 3 interventions 
are complete. The total residential time at the JSCSC for junior o!cers 

following the new JOD Programme is 4 weeks vice the single 3-week 
iteration (JOCC) that it replaced. The ICSC(A) was similarly extended to 8 
weeks in 2007 from the former 4 weeks duration.

Advanced Course Development
Following the Defence Costs Study of 1994, and lessons learned process 
after the #rst Gulf War, PJHQ was opened by The Rt Hon Michael Heseltine 
in April 1996. One of the reasons for this development was to improve 
‘jointery’ across Defence. Subsequently, in September 1998, the #rst Tri-
Service Advanced Command and Sta" Course began bringing the best 
of each Service together at an earlier point in their careers than hitherto, 
in an e"ort to further improve understanding between the Services and 
develop jointery at the command level.

O!cer Recruit Training
This author joined the RAF just after a change in o!cer training had 
taken place after the end of the Cold War. The former 18-week o!cer 
recruit training programme had been replaced with an extended 24-week 
version incorporating more academic study and a distinct military skills 
section at the beginning to ‘militarise’ new recruits before they could 
progress to the ‘main Squadrons’ where they would be taught #eld 
leadership. However, the answer to the question was known before the 
solution had been decided: 24 weeks was the answer with the question 
being simply this, “What extra training should be added to the existing 
18-week course?” 

During his time at OACTU as a Flt Cdr, what became clear to the author 
was that the rationale and resources put into the new change from 
2006, that was to become the new 30-week course, was indeed ground-
breaking. No longer was an answer provided in terms of the length of 
the course and then a decision made to simply #ll the extra weeks by 
extending the existing course. This new course design started with a blank 
piece of paper. Firstly, branches and all other stakeholders were asked 
to contribute what they wanted from IOT graduates. A comprehensive 
training-needs analysis was then completed to establish the requirement 
before designing a course to ful#l those needs. The lead-in time was 
extensive: The project had started before 2003 and the #rst course did 
not begin until 2006. The constraints were kept to the absolute minimum.

Since 2006, officer recruits have undertaken a 30-week course 
comprising three 10-week terms separated by periods of either leave or 
‘reinforcement’ training. However, whilst this represents a 25% increase 
in the investment of new o!cer recruits, this simple fact hides the truly 
transformational nature of the change that started some 4 years earlier. In 
September 2003, the energy for the new IOT course was being supplied 
by Wg Cdr Dan Archer. Many at OACTU were sceptical because much of 
what was taught on the former IOT was being discarded or signi#cantly 
altered. Sta" believed in the product they were developing and found 
it hard to see past the seemingly wholesale changes being made to the 
system into which they had bought. However, the change witnessed 
by sta" on the new JODP of this new breed of junior o!cer has been 
almost entirely positive.

A key element of this new IOT course included a graduation expectation 
following successful completion of the second term. This allowed yet-to-
graduate ‘o!cers under supervision’ to attempt leadership in di"erent 
ways to expand their leadership repertoire. This was called giving 
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‘permission to fail’ to achieve greater success. By having a developmental 
term following a positive assessment of their functional leadership ability, 
‘o!cers under supervision’ could experiment in a safe environment 
where the only impact of failure would be on their peers rather than 
those under their command once they had left IOT as a graduate. This 
radical departure to a system whereby failure could be accepted and 
used as a tool to aid development took courage to introduce, support 
and maintain. It transformed OACTU’s culture by empowering students 
to take ownership of their leadership style development whilst still in 
training, using peer-learning to great e"ect.

The result of the changes has been a cohort of junior o!cers who have a 
greater willingness to question the status quo. There have been reports 
that this has changed too far in that junior o!cers are less respectful 
of the chain of command. However, the Haddon-Cave report from 
2007 indicated that more questioning should be encouraged if Risk 
Management is to improve in general and a recurrence of the Nimrod 
disaster is to be avoided: a constructive dissent model of junior o!cership 
is preferable to a model of destructive consent. This gives the impression 
that some are not comfortable with the questioning nature of this new 
breed of junior o!cer. However, in the author’s opinion this is a classic 
generational cultural divergence. In the modern RAF, where responsibility 
is pushed down to the lowest possible level, all should expect to be 
challenged as to the rationale and e!cacy of their decisions, and this 
should be considered as healthy debate and not insubordination.

Junior O!cer Development Programme (JODP)
For the new (post-2006) cohort of junior o!cers, JOD 1, 2 and 3 are the 
residential developmental interventions undertaken nominally at the 
2, 4 and 6 year points post-IOT respectively. These courses have been 
designed to continue the development of this new breed of free-thinking 
and intellectually engaged o!cer, and to instil a sense and expectation of 
continual professional development at an early stage of their RAF careers. 
Indeed, the new JODP that has replaced JOCC is di"erent in many ways. 
Firstly, the course has only 1 element of formal assessment in the form of 
a 2500-word essay to be submitted directly to the university sta" at the 
JSCSC following their last JOD course, JOD 3. The fact that the course is 
unassessed until this point gives the students the intellectual freedom 
to innovate and voice their opinions freely without fear of censure. 
Notwithstanding this, unsupported assertions and those opinions 
that lack depth are still challenged by peers, instructors and university 

lecturers alike. Indeed, students are required to work hard during each 
intervention with extensive evening work each night. Conversely, the lack 
of assessment has improved the quality of output by allowing quality 
to be dictated by the personal motivations of the students themselves. 
The driving force behind the quality output that is seen is the informal 
assessment by their peers and their sense of pride and professionalism. 
External validators comment that many of the presentations produced 
could equally grace higher courses such as ICSC(A) or indeed the 
Advanced Course.

Perhaps the most important element of the change in delivery from 
JOCC to JODP is the use of blended learning to make the most of the 
precious resource, the residential time away from primary roles. At the 
18-month point between residential interventions, individuals book onto 
courses. This gives students 6 months to prepare and complete pre-course 
activity that typically equates to between 40 and 60 hours of pre-course 
reading and associated activity. Indeed many students arrive having spent 
upwards of 100 hours preparing for their courses. This results in students 
arriving for each course with deliverables pre-prepared. Because there 
is an electronic audit process, sta" can check to see how much of the 
activity has been accessed on Professional Military Development (Air) 
Online [PMD(A)], by students to gauge their pre-course progress prior 
to the courses and then ‘encourage’ as required.

Groups have a lot of deliverables to perform once they arrive and so do 
not have time to catch up their 40+ hours of pre-work once they have 
arrived. Hence, it is not uncommon for students to realise upon arrival that 
they would be a burden to their group because they have ill-prepared for 
their course, voluntarily departing back to their home units, to come back 
another time and ‘do themselves justice’ among their peers. It has become 
a matter of pride to perform as well as possible on the JOD courses to 
leave with self-esteem either intact or enhanced, rather than to see the 
course as simply a hurdle to be jumped. Each course also involves post-
course validation and further on-line activity in the 6 weeks following 
completion of a JOD iteration, be it a written brief to provide feedback 
on students’ written communication skills or the essay at the end of the 
JOD programme. Therefore, no junior o!cer is ever more than 17 months 
from involvement in working towards their JODP completion within their 
#rst 7 years of service. By using pre and post-course activity in this way, 
the e!cacy of the 4 weeks of residential work over the 6-year post-IOT 
continuum is magni#ed. Both of the other 2 services are in the process 
of developing their own online portal using PMD(A) online as a template.

Representative Timeline of Generic O!cer Education.
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The academic level of output of the new JODP is higher than that of its 
predecessor. JOCC was validated by the Open University at Level 5. The 
JODP has recently been validated at Level 6 by the Institute of Leadership 
and Management. The bene!t of repeated examination of subjects at 
successive interventions is demonstrated well by the leadership element 
of the Programme. JOD 1 starts with a facilitated discussion sharing 
experiences and pragmatic solutions to everyday leadership challenges. 
Part of the value of a 2-year break between iterations is the ability to 
re"ect on that learning, implement ideas or change and then report back 
on the following course. On JOD 2 new models are introduced, currently 
‘Kotter’s 8-steps’ and the ‘Kubler-Ross Grief Cycle’, before performing a 
Cambridge Union-style debate on a nominated leader against their peers.

Kotter’s 8-steps are particularly suited to explaining the logical and 
methodical process of leading change and addressing common failures 
of change programmes. The Kubler-Ross model deals with emotional 
intelligence thereby helping new Flt Cdrs understand the emotional 
processes personnel transit when the organisation they care deeply 
about is being changed. By the time students reach JOD 3, their pre-work 
is to develop and come prepared to present a model of leadership of 
their own design, which encompasses all their experience and study of 
leadership since joining the RAF some 7+ years before. Again, the value 
of the 4 weeks of junior o#cer development has enhanced the quality 
of each attendee and been magni!ed by the design that deliberately 
enforces 2 years of re"ection between each intervention.

ICSC(A)
The original 2006 IOT cohort are now approaching ICSC(A), hence the 
current re-working of the ICSC(A) course content to allow the excellent 
progress to date to be continued beyond the JODP and into the senior 
ranks. The ICSC(A) is for newly promoted Squadron Leaders and is aimed 
at preparing them for their new rank. At the end of the Course the 
students should have a greater understanding of Air Power’s contribution 
to Defence as a whole. This is to increase their credibility, particularly as Air 
Power advocates within the joint environment. The Course is residential 
within the JSCSC. In an ideal world, all students would complete the 
course on promotion and prior to taking up their new appointments, 
although manning constraints make this unachievable for many o#cers. 
However most students do complete the course within, or at the end 
of, their !rst tour as Squadron Leaders. In its original guise, the course 
was 4 weeks long; however, in 2007 a decision was taken by the RAF 
Senior Leadership Team to increase this to 8 weeks. It was believed that 
this would give the RAF’s newly promoted senior o#cers the maximum 
bene!t and opportunities o$ered by the JSCSC, whilst working within 
manning constraints. 

In the current form, ICSC(A) is ‘blocked’ into 6 modules: Introduction; Air 
and Space Power; Strategic Context; War!ghting and Planning; Command 
Leadership and Management; Air Power Presentations and Future. When 
at the Sta$ College the students’ time is split between lectures, primarily 
given by university lecturers or visiting senior o#cers, Syndicate Room 
lessons and discussion periods. In addition, there are external visits to Air 
Command, MOD, HQ Land, HQ Fleet, DE&S and PJHQ. One of the main 
bene!ts of the extending the course from 4 to 8 weeks was that it enabled 
greater support from the highest levels of Defence. Over the past year 
the ICSC(A) has been privileged to hear from the Chief of the Air Sta$, 
the Second Sea Lord, Director General Finance, as well as various other 
senior o#cers from all services and the Civil Service. Another advantage 
of extending the course was that it gave the opportunity for a 3-day 
Sta$ Ride to be included. This takes place in the Pas-de-Calais region of 
Northern France where, accompanied by Academics, various First and 
Second World War stands are visited. For many students this proves to be 
the highlight of ICSC(A), despite the fact that they are required to give a 
formally-assessed group presentation on an aspect of warfare relevant 
to a particular stand.

Throughout the Course the students’ analysis is assessed at the post-
graduate level. The main academic assessment is a 4000-word essay 
which is marked by the retained university sta$. The !nal assessment 
comes in the form of a formal group Air Power Presentation in the last 
week of the course.

The future ICSC(A) is currently under development. A new academic 
module has been developed, and although similar in outlook and 
construct to the current module it has been further re!ned and brought 
up to date. The other aspects of the course are being developed by 
the RAF Division’s in-house Course Design Team. Although the work is 
currently on-going, ICSC(A) will be restructured to bring it in line with 
the output from the JOD Programme; in particular, marrying it with the 
output from JOD 3. Some elements of the Course will remain, such as 
the Sta$ Ride and the modularized structure, however, others will be 
amended. For instance, it is currently planned to replace the group Air 
Power Presentations with an individual ‘carousel’ assessment that will 
run throughout the 8 weeks.

Summary
So, the RAF has truly built its windmills when the winds of change 
have blown to enhance its generic o#cer education. Is this iteration of 
professional development the optimum and !nal chapter? Certainly 
not. The current ICSC(A) redesign is looking to develop the perceptual 
and conceptual edge of JODP graduates and new senior o#cers. This 
is necessary as it is our people’s ability to think through a problem 
with minimal resources that will give us the edge in the campaigns 
of tomorrow. Since 2003 and the invasion of Iraq, junior o#cers have 
worked alongside their peers in the other services at a very early stage 
of the careers than hitherto. With less personnel in Defence, the ability 
to operate jointly is an imperative. Therefore, it is the opinion of this 
author that integration of the services at an earlier stage in generic 
education than the Advanced Course is essential to improve cross-service 
understanding and operational output. However, engagement at a higher 
level than CAS is likely to be necessary to make that change a reality. Now 
that truly would be a transformational change.

In the meantime, is there anything that could be done to improve the 
RAF’s system? This author opines that the current ICSC(A) should be split 
into 2 distinct courses and for these to join the continuum beyond JOD 
3. Squadron Leaders are required to complete a sta$ and command tour 
to be considered for promotion, so the !rst 2 tours as a Sqn Ldr would 
be one of each type in an ideal world. Therefore, the continuing of small 
bite-size interventions should go beyond JOD 3 to similarly magnify 
the e#cacy of the ICSC(A) and improve the preparedness of a cohort to 
compete with their land counterparts, who will have completed a much 
longer 32-week ICSC (Land) course in preparation for the Advanced 
Course.It can be di#cult to recognise the transformational nature of 
change programmes in the moment. However, with hindsight, the change 
process that was instituted by Sir Peter Squires has left a true legacy of 
an early-career development programme that is the envy of the other 2 
Services. The challenge will be to keep that momentum to inject jointery 
at an earlier stage and to target those interventions at the appropriate 
point for individuals to better prepare them for the roles they are required 
to !ll in the Service need. 

In the meantime, RAF culture is changing. The new cohort of junior 
o#cers have the Moral Courage to challenge with reason beyond their 
Area Of Responsibility. This ability is necessarily and deliberately being 
trained-in following the Haddon-Cave report. Consequently, all must 
accept the need to allow the constructive questioning of decisions/action, 
considering challenges as cooperative and collegiate, to be encouraged 
and supported, perhaps in the transformational sense. This is cultural 
and behavioural change in action, initiated by a leader’s vision. It has 
reached the self-sustaining point and will continue to !lter through the 
organisation. Sometimes it takes time to see the transformational nature 
of a change programme, but this one is a !tting example in action.



May 2012 - International Training

These were the !rst two sentences that were addressed to Saman Ali 
Mohammed Al-Muktar on his arrival with his homestay family for his 

English language training in York in preparation for Initial O"cer Training 
(IOT).  Unfortunately his vocabulary did not stretch to hungry or sure so 
he politely responded no to the !rst question and an equally polite yes 
to the second question.  He went to bed hungry that night!

That was over 4 years ago.  Saman stayed in English language training 
at York St John University for two years before joining IOT as an Iraqi Air 
Force cadet in October 2008.  He graduated in August 2009, having lost 
some 3 stones during the course!  After completing his Elementary Flying 
Training (EFT) at RAF Church Fenton, he undertook the Multi-Engine 
Advanced Flying Training (MEAFT) course on 45(R) Sqn at RAF Cranwell.  
Lt Saman Al-Muktar was awarded his wings by the Commandant RAF 
College on 11 November 2011.

Fifteen Iraqis have followed this programme so far including Lt Arzang 
Zebari who passed MEAFT to a High Average with a Final Handling Test 
which was Above Average.  Lt Zebari’s father is the Iraqi Chief of Sta# 
(equivalent to our Chief of Defence Sta# ).  Lt Mustafa Saad Shukur Al-
Henkawe was awarded the Overseas Students’ Prize on IOT Course 10.  He 
was ranked 32nd out of 124 on his course; a remarkable achievement by 
an international cadet, especially given that English is his third language, 
after Kurdish and Arabic.  He was presented with the annual International 
Sword of Honour by Her Majesty The Queen in 2009.

Lt Aari Omar Othman Nanakali was awarded the Overseas Students’ Prize 
at the same Queen’s Review.  His father, General Omer Osman Ibrahim 
Nanakali, Deputy Chief of Sta# and Minister for Peshmerga attended his 
son’s parade.  I took this opportunity to advise him that the Iraqi students 
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had not been paid for 8 months.  He immediately turned to the Iraqi 
Defence Attaché and berated him.  His interpreter then translated for 
me as follows – the General has just said to him “I am going to kick your 
‘gluteus maximus (or similar!)’” I am pleased to report that shortly after 
this intervention, the Iraqi students were paid in full.  

International students have become increasingly important within IOT as 
the numbers of RAF candidates has reduced.  During 2011 up to a third 
of places on each course were taken up by International Cadets.

The number of countries sending cadets to undertake courses at RAF 
Cranwell continues to increase, with China and Afghanistan the most 
recent additions to the list.  Trinidad and Tobago continue to train up their 
emergent Air Guard with 17 candidates training over the last two years.  
The Royal Air Force of Oman also continues to send some of their best 
students to the College with Lt Salim Al-Adi being the most successful 
graduate of recent years.  Graded as 10th out of 108 cadets on his IOT 
course he won the International Sword of Honour in 2011, presented by 
the Prime Minister, David Cameron.

It is anticipated that cadets from Algeria, Bangladesh, Japan, Indonesia, 
Malaysia, Sudan, Kenya, South Africa and Yemen will attend IOT at RAF 
College Cranwell during 2012.

International o"cers have also taken full advantage of the spare capacity 
in $ying training at RAF Cranwell with all Kuwait Air Force (KAF) pilots 
having undertaken Elementary Flying Training (EFT) at RAF Cranwell 
over the last 12 years.  

Three Kenyan o"cers have now completed their Central Flying School 
(CFS) course on 115 Sqn, whilst 10 Algerian o"cers have completed both 
CFS courses at RAF Cranwell and RAF Valley.  After a one year break, 10 
new international candidates will start Military English Language Training 

in York in January 2012, before being o#ered EFT 
places in the following year.  English Language 
Training is also undertaken at De Montfort 
University, Leicester for Algerian Navy students 
prior to their rotary wing training at RAF Shawbury 
and for Omani students who continue onto Air 
Tra"c Control training, also at RAF Shawbury.

Finally, cadets from Oman, Saudi Arabia and 
Qatar have completed engineer and logistics 
t ra ining within the Defence Col lege of 
Aeronautical Engineering, the Defence College 
of Communication and Information Systems and 
the Defence College of Logistics and Personnel 
Administration.

Lt Saman Al Muktar receiving his wings from Air Cdre Paul Oborn, Commandant 
RAF College Cranwell.

Her Majesty the Queen presents Lt Mustafa Saad Shukur 
Al-Henkawe with the International Sword of Honour in 
May 2009.

Lt Al-Hazza (KAF) is pictured in a 16(R) Sqn Tutor.
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The !rst Chinese graduate takes a picture of his 
fellow Internationals from Jamaican and Belize.
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